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Philanthropy has a long history in the American public school system, but a 

marked influx of private dollars and a shift towards strategic giving has drawn increased 

attention.  Prior research has explored funding patterns, strategies used by foundations to 

leverage their grants dollars, and the emergence of venture philanthropy; yet little has 

been done to understand the perspectives of the foundations, the philanthropic approaches 

that guide their giving, and the desired outcomes of their involvement in K-12 education 

giving.  Using a multimethod qualitative design, this study aims to fill this void through a 

line of inquiry focused on the perspectives of the leading foundations and how they differ 

from one another in K-12 education giving.  This study reviewed the 35 largest United 

States based K-12 education foundations by total annual giving in 2013 in two stages.  

Stage One of the study analyzed annual reports, mission statements, foundation 

portfolios, and online foundation websites to grasp the degree of adherence to venture 

philanthropic tenets and how foundations differ in their approach and perspectives in 

education philanthropy.  Stage Two then sought to capture the perspectives of foundation 

representatives through interviews to better understand why foundations choose to give to 



 x 

education, the philanthropic approach of their giving practices, and the desired outcomes 

from their work in K-12 education.  In the study, I found patterns of similarities and 

differences in foundations’ perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes by their 

degree of adherence to venture philanthropy.  Further, I illustrated how some moderate to 

high venture philanthropy foundations are acting as policy entrepreneurs.  
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Chapter 1: Purpose and Rationale 

“The aim of philanthropy in its broadest sense is improvement in the quality of human 

life.  Whatever motivates animate individual philanthropists, the purpose of philanthropy 

itself is to promote the welfare, happiness, and culture of mankind.” 

–Bremner, 1988, p. 3 

 

Philanthropy in Education  

Across the field of education, philanthropy is on the rise in America.  Evidenced 

by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 990 tax filings, compiled by the Foundation Center 

(2014), foundation-based education giving is increasing.  The Foundation Center (2014) 

estimated that in 2002 the top 1000 foundations in education gave approximately $3.95 

billion with $1.064 billion or 26.9% of all education funding directed towards elementary 

and secondary education.1  Ten years later in 2012, tax returns revealed that nearly $4.83 

billion went to the education sector with $1.79 billion or 37.2% into K-12 grants 

(Foundation Center, 2014).  This amounts to approximately $862 million increase from 

2002 to 2012 in overall education giving with a greater proportion being funneled into 

primary and secondary education.  Not only does this mark a substantial growth in 

education funding by foundations over the decade, but further echoes findings from the 

                                                 

1 The Foundation Center (2014) data is limited to 2012 data as the most recent year of cataloged IRS 990 

and IRS 990PF tax forms.  The statistics displayed only reflect top 1000 foundations of 2012.  Nonprofit 

organizations earning less than $25,000 are not required to file a return with the IRS and foundations 

yielding less than $50,000 in gross receipts only file minimal paperwork (Internal Revenue Service [IRS], 

2015), thus the portrayal is partially incomplete.  Moreover, grants given to primary and secondary 

education outside of the United States were excluded from the totals.  The Foundation Center is only a 

searchable database, thus any calculation errors are that of the author alone.  
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2015 Giving USA Foundation Annual Report that calculated an 9.8% increase in total 

education giving by individuals, corporations, and foundations from 2012-2014.2  

Leading the rise in education philanthropy is a handful of sizeable foundations 

that account for a substantial portion of the giving.  The top ten foundations granting to 

all levels of education in 2012 comprised approximately 25% of all education 

grantmaking (Foundation Center, 2014).  Further, the top 2012 two funders in education3 

philanthropy steered their grant dollars explicitly towards K-12 education grants.  The 

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (Gates Foundation) awarded $326 million in 2012 

under the focus of “ensuring that all students graduate from high school prepared for 

college and have an opportunity to earn a postsecondary degree with labor-market value,” 

(Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation [Gates Foundation], 2015a; Foundation Center, 2014, 

grantmaker profile).  The Walton Family Foundation’s mission on education 

philanthropy declared their commitment to “improving K-12 education in the United 

States at every level––in traditional public schools, charter public schools, and private 

schools,” (The Walton Family Foundation, 2015).  The Walton Family Foundation, 

granted $172.6 million in 2012 to this undertaking (Foundation Center, 2014).   

The pattern of concentrated giving by prominent foundations is magnified when 

focusing only at K-12 education grantmaking level.  The Foundation Center (2014) 

reported grantmaking activity for the top 1000 foundations within each subsector of 

                                                 

2 Figure is adjusted for inflation. Giving USA (2015) estimates an inflation adjusted increase of 6.4% from 

2012-2013 and 3.2% from 2013-2014 (p. 36).  Figure further reflects all levels of education.  
3 The field of education philanthropy covers several subcategories within the Foundation Center (2015a) 

database.  These include education services, elementary and secondary education, graduate/professional, 

higher education, library sciences, policy management and information, student services, adult education, 

and vocational and technical education. 
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education.  Among elementary and secondary education grants made in 2012, the top 25 

accounted for $909 million in grants.  Rather than the foundation involvement in 

American schools stemming from a broad spectrum of organizations, the leading 25 

foundations are credited with granting 50.8% of all the grant dollars allocated to K-12 

education (Foundation Center, 2014).  As these numbers illustrate, a small proportion of 

foundations are controlling a majority of grants distributed to K-12 education by private 

entities.  

Coinciding with developments in giving in K-12 education is the changing nature 

of giving.  The nonprofit sector at large is experiencing a philosophical shift in how 

giving occurs.  Philanthropists, including foundations, are re-conceptualizing giving from 

a simple charitable act to more of a strategic endeavor.  Though a strategic approach to 

giving can take on several variations, it is often referred to as venture philanthropy 

(Moody, 2008; Scott, 2009).  The concept of venture philanthropy incorporates the tenets 

of venture capitalism and the business sector, viewing giving as a social investment in 

need of returns.   

The concept of venture philanthropy has been gaining popularity throughout the 

nonprofit sector since the late 1990s (Cobb, 2002), and education philanthropy is no 

exception to this trend.  Scholars across various fields of study have documented this 

rising tide of strategic giving–namely, venture philanthropy–in K-12 education and how 

it is changing, or potentially could change, the face of education philanthropy and policy 

(Hess, 2005a; Reckhow, 2013; Saltman, 2010; Scott, 2009).  Fredrick Hess (2005a) 

portrayed foundations in K-12 education, naming exemplars of the Gates Foundation and 
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The Walton Family Foundation, as “playing a catalytic role in the current school reform 

efforts and helping to set the nation’s education agenda” (p. 131).   

The Gates Foundation provides an example of the catalytic role achieved through 

strategic giving in K-12 education and the philanthropic desire to influence the sector.  

The Gates Foundation declared in their foundation’s United States profile that their 

“approach is to play a catalytic role-to support the development of innovative solutions in 

education that are unlikely to be generated by institutions working alone and that can 

trigger change on a broader scale” (Foundation Center, 2014, “Gates Foundation Profile,” 

para.1).  Thus, Gates Foundation purposefully aims to influence the K-12 education 

system through their strategic grantmaking practices.  Hess (2005a) described such 

influence as “setting the agenda” in education reform.  The Gates Foundation is not alone 

in this approach.  As the largest and arguably one of most well known of education 

focused foundations, they simply serve as the public image of large-scale education 

giving.  Other foundations giving to K-12 education exhibit similar approaches and 

translate giving dollars into measurable change and influence in schools. 

The rise of venture philanthropy in education giving, however, has drawn 

criticisms.  Barkan (2013) laid out several critiques of “big philanthropy,” including the 

lost tax revenues from allowing wealthy individuals to place funds that they direct into 

the tax shelters of foundations and the “massive crusade to remake public education for 

low-income and minority children in the image of the private sector” (p. 50).  Scott 

(2009) similarly questioned the role of venture philanthropists in forming education 

policy in areas of poverty with children of color.  The critiques of venture philanthropy 
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illustrate the concerns of foundations overstepping the bounds of the non-profit structure 

and the influence that they may exert within education. 

Prior research on the intersection of philanthropy and K-12 education has largely 

focused on trends in giving, where and how foundations are making grants, and the rise 

of venture philanthropy.  Yet, little has been done to understand why foundations give, 

what they hope to gain from their philanthropic work, and how they may differ.  A better 

understanding the views and approaches of foundations can provide context to the 

changes demonstrated in education giving and the rise of venture philanthropy. 

Thus, the goal of this study is to fill this void within the literature by capturing the 

perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of the foundations prominent in K-12 

education grantmaking and how they may differ.  In the remainder of this introductory 

chapter, I will define venture philanthropy and provide specific exemplars of how one 

leading foundation is shaping K-12 education.  Then, I will briefly review what is known 

in the intersecting literature on philanthropy and K-12 education.  Lastly, I will address 

the approach of this study and its significance in the broader context of education policy 

and research.  

A New Approach to Giving 

 Education and philanthropy have had a long history in America dating back to the 

1880s (Colvin, 2005), though the nature of philanthropy is evolving with the emergence 

of venture philanthropy.  The venture philanthropic approach shifts philanthropy away 

from a more traditional approach that resembles a transaction with widely spread 
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resources across various grantees (Romirowsky, 2007) towards a highly engaged model, 

driven by idea of strategic investments yielding social returns.  

 The rise of venture philanthropy in the education sector comes on the heels of two 

notable precursors to the change–The Annenberg Challenge and the ascent of the Dot-

Com Elite– followed by seminal article in the Harvard Business Review by Letts, Ryan, 

and Grossman (1997).  The concepts outlined by Letts and co-authors (1997) paired with 

contextual precursors of the Annenberg Challenge and the Dot-Com Elite gave rise to 

venture philanthropy.   

The Annenberg Challenge was a grant initiative launched by Walter Annenberg in 

1993, that helped set the stage for venture philanthropy in education.  According to the 

Annenberg Foundation achieves, the grant program pledged $500 million to public 

education in a matching-funds format.  The Challenge served nine-large urban districts, 

rural consortiums, and national programs in 35 states (The Annenberg Foundation, 2012).  

The massive grant project’s internal evaluations demonstrated mixed results after years of 

implementation (The Annenberg Foundation, 2012).  External evaluations concluded that 

funds were spread too thinly with unclear outcomes (Domonico, 2000; Finn & 

Kanstoroom, 2000).  The tepid results of the Annenberg Challenge noted in the 

evaluations signaled the need for the way foundations viewed K-12 education initiatives, 

consequently supporting the rise of venture philanthropy in education (see Colvin, 2005; 

Hess, 2005b; Reckhow, 2013; Saltman, 2010).   

Another precursor to the shift in education philanthropy is the rise of a new class 

of wealthy individuals (Cobb, 2002; Moody, 2008).  The technology or “dot com” bubble 
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of the 1990s gave rise to a new breed of funders–individuals who rose through the ranks 

of innovative technology start-ups and venture capitalism.  Labeled the Dot-Com Elite, 

these new funders included the likes of Bill Gates of Microsoft and Michael Dell of Dell 

Inc. computers.  The Dot-Com Elite widely supported the concepts of venture 

philanthropy pushing its expansion in education (Frumkin, 2003; 2006), though not all 

venture philanthropists stemmed from the technology revolution or the Silicon Valley 

(Moody, 2008).  

While the Dot-Com Elite and the Annenberg Challenge set the stage for venture 

philanthropy, the publication by Letts, Ryan, and Grossman (1997) pushed the concept of 

venture philanthropy into the mainstream (Cobb, 2002; Moody, 2008) and provided the 

organizational tenets that underscore venture philanthropy.  Letts and co-authors (1997) 

argued that venture capitalists and foundations have to deal with the same challenges 

regarding the reliance on proposed ideas, need for wise investments of set funds, and 

difficulties in selecting worthy recipients.  Letts and colleagues (1997) outlined six 

practices or lessons from venture capitalists that foundations should incorporate into their 

grantmaking including risk management, performance measures, closeness of the 

relationship, amount of funding, length of relationship, and exit strategy (pp. 37-41).  The 

arguments provided by Letts and co-authors (1997) not only drew attention to the need to 

incorporate strategy in giving, but also provided the basic structure for venture 

philanthropy through their six proposed practices for foundations.  

 Venture philanthropy is a concept that varies in the terms used to describe it 

(Scott, 2009), along with the implementation and degree of strict adherence to the 
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approach (Pepin, 2005).  What is common, however, is the combination of business 

tenets and tactics in the act of giving.  For the purpose of this study, venture philanthropy 

is defined using the existing body of literature on the topic.  Venture philanthropy, as 

used in the duration of the presented study, is defined as a philanthropic approach that 

utilizes business tenets to strategically enhance the outcomes and/or influence of the 

grantmaking process (Cobb, 2002; Moody, 2008).  Venture philanthropists may exhibit 

all or several of the following characteristics: (1) self-identification as a venture 

philanthropist; (2) emphasizes the need for leverage over pluralism (Saltman, 2010); (3) 

use of venture capitalist language (Scott, 2009); (4) participation in solicited or closed 

application grantmaking (Scott, 2009; Reckhow, 2013); (5) practices milestone funding 

(Brest & Harvey, 2008; Ferris, Hentschke, & Harmssen, 2008); (6) an open involvement 

in advocacy or policy development (Reckhow, 2013); (7) aims or projections of “going to 

scale” (Frumkin, 2003); and (8) demonstrates patterns of high-engagement (Reckhow, 

2010; Scott, 2009). 

Trends & Giving Strategies in K-12 Education Philanthropy  

 Recent research has highlighted three major trends across grantmaking in K-12 

education in recent years.  The trends in giving tend to follow what Mehta and Teles 

(2011) refer to as jurisdictional challengers, which are organizations, concepts, reforms, 

or policy actors, that act contrary to or outside of the K-12 education system.  Mehta and 

Teles (2011) coined the term, jurisdictional challengers, and argued that they are on the 
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rise in America, in part due to the support of foundations.4  The broader literature in the 

field supports the assertions of Mehta and Teles (2011) by documenting the trends in 

foundation grantmaking supporting jurisdictional challengers of the school (e.g. charter 

schools, school choice), teacher (e.g. training programs), and knowledge (e.g. think tanks, 

policy advocacy groups).    

 The first trend noted in the literature is the funding of jurisdictional challengers of 

the traditional schools, such as school choice.  Earlier studies (Greene, 2005; Hassel & 

Way, 2005), using 2002 grantmaking data, noted that school choice reforms like charter 

schools, private schools, and school voucher initiatives accounted for a notable segment 

of the grant dollars allocated by leading foundations.  One estimate declared that 36% of 

all grants to K-12 education went to choice-related programs or projects in 2002 (Hassel 

& Way, 2005).  More recent analyses of foundation grantmaking patterns revealed that 

from 2000 to 2005 (Reckhow, 2013), and again from 2005 to 2010 (Reckhow & Snyder, 

2014), foundations continued to fund and substantially increased their funding to school 

choice initiatives.  Essentially, trends in K-12 education philanthropy are reflecting an 

uptick in grant dollars for jurisdictional challengers of schools, like school choice, and a 

decrease in traditional public schools (Reckhow, 2013; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014). 

 The second trend emerging from the giving patterns of foundations in K-12 

education is the support for jurisdictional challengers of the teacher, such as training and 

certification avenues.  Through their grant dollars, major foundations are supporting non-

                                                 

4 Mehta and Teles (2011) identified seven dimensions of jurisdictional challengers.  Jurisdictional 

challengers include alternatives to the traditional forms of credentialing, teacher training, principal training, 

funding, knowledge, schools, and districts in education.  See Chapter 2 for a full discussion of jurisdictional 

challengers as explained by Mehta and Teles (2011).  
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university pathways for teacher training and certification (Koppich & Esch, 2012).  

Alternative teacher training grants were also found to be on the rise.  In 2000, the top 15 

foundations allocated fewer than 2% of grants to teacher training as compared to almost 

10% in 2010 (Reckhow & Snyder, 2014).  Though grant support for jurisdictional 

challengers of the teacher, such as alternative certification and training, comprise only a 

small segment of the overall grantmaking of leading foundations in K-12 education, these 

types of grants are increasing (Reckhow & Snyder, 2014).   

 The final trend in the existing literature is the growing pattern of support for 

alternative forms of knowledge production in education by foundations.  Traditionally, 

knowledge in the field of education comes from research conducted on K-12 education 

by universities (Mehta & Teles, 2011).  The ivory tower, however, is experiencing 

decreased funding for research on K-12 education by leading foundations.  Trends in 

grantmaking are showing that foundations are supporting policy centers, advocacy group 

research, and think tanks focused on K-12 education and reform efforts (Ferris et al., 

2008; Greene, 2005; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014).    

 Complementing the studies on the trends of who is receiving foundation grant 

dollars, another portion of the literature on K-12 education philanthropy centers on the 

strategic manner of where and how foundations are making grants.  Generally speaking, 

where strategies relate to the point the grant targets, either geographically or politically.  

The targeted practices used by foundations to leverage their grantmaking dollars can be 

referred to as how giving strategies.  The known literature on K-12 education and 

philanthropy documents the existence of various forms of where and how strategies.   
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 Analyses of foundation giving strategies and where they elect to give indicated 

that foundations favor specific policy intervention points, education domains that 

influence the structure, and political environments with local control (see Ferris et al., 

2008, Reckhow, 2013).  Foundations have been found to intervene in the earlier stages of 

policy process by granting to initiatives or organizations involved in the domains of 

professional development and school management (Ferris et al., 2008).  These strategic 

grantmaking decisions allow foundations to involve themselves in the definition of the 

problem and setting the agenda of policy in domains that provide avenues for potential 

change (Ferris et al., 2008).  Giving strategies dive further into the political sphere with 

partiality shown to district level giving (Ferris et al., 2008) and mayoral or state 

controlled districts (Reckhow, 2013).  Similar to strategic decisions to fund early in the 

policy process, grantmaking to areas with mayoral or state control at the district level 

presents opportunities to directly influence the local education system (Reckhow, 2013).  

Foundations are also implementing several strategies across how grants are made 

to maximize their impact.  The strategies used by foundations range from requirements 

placed in grant agreements to strategically funding other non-profit organizations with 

the ability to engage in the policy process, 501(c)(4) non-profits.  Each of the strategies 

outlined below illustrate how foundations are tactically granting, thus moving 

grantmaking beyond the writing a check for a worthy grantee.  Among major 

foundations, the following giving strategies emerged from the recent research in the field:  

 The practice of convergent grantmaking (Reckhow, 2010) is when major 

foundations fund the same grantees allowing for the pooling for funds to 
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maximize impact of a single foundation’s grant.  The practice of convergent 

grantmaking is not only present among foundations granting to K-12 

education (Reckhow, 2010; Reckhow, 2013; Scott, 2009), but on the rise 

(Reckhow & Snyder, 2014). 

 Promoting intermediary organizations or 501(c)(4) non-profits that have the 

ability to get involved in politics by paying for networking opportunities, 

dissemination of research, and donating to political campaigns of 501(c)(4) 

organizations (Scott & Jabbar, 2014). 

 Crafting grant agreements that require metrics and evaluation of programming 

for milestone funding (Ferris, et al., 2008; Quinn, Tompkins-Stange, & 

Meyerson, 2014); 

 Sponsoring the development and implementation of “new experts” with 

business backgrounds through financial support for training, networking, and 

requiring their presence in grant agreements (Ferris et al., 2008; Quinn et al., 

2014) to work in the education sector. 

 Practicing closed or solicited grantmaking to target grantees to align to 

mission and aspirations of foundations and concentrating grantmaking by 

giving fewer and larger grants (Scott, 2009). 

 Engaging with grant recipients to ensure sound administrative practices 

(Ferris, et al., 2008) including foundation representatives serving on the board 

of directors of grantees (Reckhow, 2010; Scott, 2009). 
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 Sponsoring the production of knowledge around specific education initiatives 

and programs to influence public policy.  Support includes strategies 

including funding media, networking or training for local political actors, and 

data systems and assessment tools (Scott & Jabbar, 2013).  

 

Foundation Perspectives  

The research on K-12 education and philanthropy tends to focus on trends and 

strategies emerging from the grantmaking practices of foundations, rather than the 

rationale behind the philanthropic approaches and decision-making.  There are three 

known exceptions in the existing body of research: Quinn, Tompkins-Stange, and 

Meyerson (2014), Ferris, Hentschke, and Harmssen (2008), and Hassel and Way (2005).  

Each of these studies used either survey or interviews with foundation representatives to 

provide context to their primary line of inquiry.  Ferris and co-authors (2008) and Quinn 

and colleagues (2014) utilized the insight from foundation representatives to explain how 

foundations act to maximize their philanthropic impact, while Hassel and Way (2005) 

used surveys to tangentially address the rationale behind school choice grantmaking 

practices.  

Present literature on the intersection of K-12 education and philanthropy provides 

a great deal of insight on who, how, and where foundations are funding in education, yet 

the literature largely lacks the perspective of the foundations.  The literature, however, 

largely infers the motivation and reasoning behind grantmaking.  Few studies have 

directly sought to capture the voice of foundation representatives.  Further, without an 
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understanding of the perspectives of foundations, the existing literature lacks the context 

presented by critics and proponents of venture philanthropy.  For these reasons, the 

question of why must be asked, in order to grasp the philanthropic approach taken by 

foundations, the reasoning behind the trends and strategies documented by prior 

researchers, and the context of education giving by major foundations.  

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this multimethod qualitative study is to understand and record the 

perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of major foundations involved in K-12 

education grantmaking.  This study seeks to understand the differences among 

foundations in how they approach philanthropy, why they elected to engage in K-12 

education, and what the organization aims to achieve through their efforts in K-12 

education.  To fulfill the purposes of this study, a conceptual framework that borrows 

from the concepts of venture philanthropy, policy entrepreneurship, and Frumkin’s 

(2006) theories of change, leverage, and scale to guide the two-staged analysis of the 

leading 35 foundations in K-12 education.  

Research Questions & Design 

Guided by a conceptual framework that draws on the concepts of policy 

entrepreneurship, venture philanthropy, and Frumkin’s (2006) logic model, this study 

relies on the document analysis and foundation representatives to provide insight into 

differences among foundations in how they perceive education and giving, approach 

philanthropy, and what they desire to achieve through grantmaking.  In particular, this 

study seeks to investigate two research questions: 
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1) How, if at all, do the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes in 

education philanthropy differ among the 35 largest K-12 education 

grantmaking foundations?   

2) What, if any, differences can be found based on the adherence to venture 

philanthropy classifications among the leading K-12 education grantmaking 

foundations? 

To answer these research questions, the following study consists of two distinct 

stages of data collection and analysis.  Stage One provides the anchor for Stage Two by 

identifying, describing, and then classifying the leading foundations in K-12 education.  

Stage Two then uses in-depth interviews with foundation representatives to explore why 

different foundations, as determined by their adherence to venture philanthropy, choose 

to give to K-12 education, approach giving, and what they perceive their foundation as 

trying to achieve through their grantmaking. 

The first stage starts by identifying, classifying, and describing the top 35 

education foundations based on total giving to K-12 education in 2013.  Using the 

Foundation Center (2015a) database of 2013 Internal Revenue Service tax filings, 

foundations5 grantmaking to United States elementary and secondary schools6 were 

analyzed.  Following the identification of the leading 35 foundations, foundation 

portfolios including available annual reports, foundation profiles, letters of determination, 

and foundation websites were built out for each of the identified foundations.  The next 

                                                 

5 Includes only private non-operating foundations. 
6 As defined by grant classification type generated from the IRS tax documents. 
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component of Stage One included the description and classification of the leading 35 

foundations.  Applying the knowledge of prior researchers in the field and established 

tenets of venture philanthropy, foundations were classified into low, moderate, and high 

adherence to venture philanthropy groups.  Lastly, descriptive information on 

grantmaking practices was gathered to guide the next stage of data collection and data 

analysis.  

Stage Two then incorporated of in-depth interviews with 12 foundation 

representatives across 11 interviews.  The semi-structured interviews were conducted 

among purposively sampled individuals representing the leading foundations.  The 

multimethod qualitative design, leading with document analysis and subgroup 

classification and then followed by the voices of foundation representatives, seeks to 

provide insight into the world of education giving from the perspective of those behind 

the grant checks.  

Conclusion 

Philanthropy and education have long been intertwined, although the nature of the 

relationship between the two fields is changing.  Foundation giving is growing in both 

size and scope led by a concentrated group of foundations.  Prior literature has began the 

process of understanding the intersection of philanthropy and K-12 education, yet much 

work is left to be done around the question of why foundations give, what they seek to 

achieve, and how these organizations differ.  Considering the dynamic changes in the size 

and share of education philanthropy along with the rise and critiques of venture 

philanthropy, grasping the rationales becomes even more important.  For these reasons, 
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this study is geared to contribute to this much-needed body of knowledge by narrowing in 

on the perspective of foundations and how they differ.   

In the subsequent sections of study, I will review the relevant literature and detail 

the methodological approach to this study.  In Chapter 2, I examine the relevant literature 

in the field focusing in-depth on what is known and what gaps in the literature persist.  

This chapter also describes the conceptual framework driving this line of inquiry.  In 

Chapter 3, I will then outline the methods used in this multimethod qualitative study.  

After Chapter 3, Chapters 4 and 5 explore the results from Stage One and Stage Two.  

This study then will conclude with a discussion of the findings, conclusions, and 

recommendations for future research.    
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 

Across the fields of business, nonprofit studies, public policy, and education, 

research on philanthropy in K-12 education gained greater attention following the 

emergence of venture philanthropy in the late 1990s.  Since that time, researchers hailing 

from different fields have studied aspects of the interplay between philanthropy and K-12 

education.  In particular, the literature tends to concentrate around the concept of venture 

philanthropy, trends in giving, and strategies employed by foundations.  Little, however, 

is known about why foundations give to K-12 education, rationale behind particular 

philanthropic approaches, desired outcomes of their philanthropic acts, and how 

foundations may differ.  Considering the growth in education philanthropy and the 

increased presence of major foundations, understanding the various facets of 

philanthropy in K-12 education is necessary to grasp the role that foundations play in 

education policy and reform in America.   

In this chapter, I will review the current research on K-12 education and 

philanthropy in an effort to outline what is known and what is yet to be explored in this 

research arena.  Specifically, I will first review recent research on the emergence of 

venture philanthropy in K-12 education.  Then, I will explore what is known about who, 

how, where, and why foundations give to in K-12 education.  Next, I will discuss general 

themes, implications of what is known, and potential gaps in the literature.  To conclude, 

this chapter will discuss a conceptual framework used to guide a line of inquiry aimed a 

building upon prior work in the field and filling an identified gap in the literature.  
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A New Era of Giving 

The first theme emerging from the literature review is the development of a new 

era of giving across the nonprofit sector.  Whereas the philanthropies historically took a 

traditional or transactional philanthropic approach, spreading resources widely across 

several entities (Romirowsky, 2007), the modern slant is taking lessons from the business 

sector and actively seeking out a strategic approach to giving.  The application of strategy 

is commonly referred to as venture philanthropy, which is an approach that reflects a 

philosophical shift in the act of giving.  Setting the stage for understanding the 

intersection of philanthropy and K-12 education, the following subsection reviews three 

strands regarding the changing roles of foundations in the existing literature: (1) the 

foundation as a legal entity; (2) precursors to change in education philanthropy; and (3) 

venture philanthropy as a philanthropic approach.  

Foundations as a Legal Entity 

In order to grasp the changing nature of philanthropy, it is critical to touch on the 

foundations as a legal entity and venue for philanthropic acts.  Though philanthropy can 

occur over several levels, the foundation provides the most consistent and accessible 

level for study due to its legal standing.  Foundations as organizations gain their structure 

under the United States’ Internal Revenue Code.  The classification of a foundation as a 

tax-exempt entity has several implications of which one is the creation of a financial 

footprint through annual tax filings.  Foundations, with at least $50,000 in gross receipts, 

must annually file either an IRS 990 or IRS 990PF form (Internal Revenue Service [IRS], 

2015).  Those under $50,000 file a simplified form notifying the government known as an 
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IRS 990-N (IRS, 2015).  Unlike individuals and some corporations, tax filings for 

nonprofit entities including foundations are made public.  The public accessibility and the 

consistency of documentation make the entity of the foundation an ideal level for 

reviewing philanthropy.   

Within the federal tax code, 26 U.S.C.§501, foundations giving to education are 

largely classified or defined as charitable organizations known as a 501(c)(3).7 

Organizations with a 501(c)(3) status are able to receive tax-deductible donations and 

hold a tax-exempt status if they are engaged in religious, scientific, educational, public 

safety, or other forms of services that serve to benefit the American people (26 

U.S.C.§501-c-3).  All charitable organizations under 501(c)(3) status are, however, 

limited in the types of lobbying activities that they can conduct and are prohibited from 

participating in political campaigns (IRS, 2015).  Under the broad umbrella of the section 

501(c)(3) is where the public face of education philanthropy resides––the foundation.8  

Some foundations, however, have a dual structure with both a charitable 

(501(c)(3)) and advocacy (501(c)(4)) pillars (Boris & Krehely, 2002).  For this reason, it 

is important to briefly note the 501(c)(4) nonprofit organization.  A 501(c)(4) is a social 

welfare organization that is devoted to charitable, education, or recreational purposes 

(IRS, 2015).  Unlike the 501(c)(3), social welfare organizations can participate in 

lobbying or advocacy efforts and they are not eligible for tax-deductible charitable 

                                                 

7 The 501(c)(3) classification is further divided several subtypes.  The first division is public charity and 

private foundation.  From there, the IRS identifies foundations as private operating, exempt operating, and 

grantmaking foundations.  Approximately, 90% of foundations are grantmaking foundations (Prewitt, 2006, 

p. 365).  Each classification comes with rules regarding excise taxation, minimum percentage payouts, and 

restrictions as to self-dealings (IRS, 2015). 
8 Several sub-classifications of foundations exist including those put forth by the Internal Revenue Service.   
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donations (Boris & Steuerle, 2006; IRS, 2015; 26 USC§501-c-4).  Acknowledgement of 

501(c)(4) status organizations is helpful as some social welfare organizations may serve 

as “lobbying arms of parent charitable organizations” (Boris & Steuerle, 2006, p. 70).  

The trends in funding and strategic use of 501(c)(4) organizations points to opportunities 

for political engagement used by foundations that are otherwise limited politically.  

Precursors to Change: Annenberg Challenge & Dot-Com Elite 

Contention exists around the absolute origins of the venture philanthropic 

approach (Moody, 2008), though the literature typically refers to two major factors 

behind the change in philanthropy and the rise of venture philanthropy in education: the 

Annenberg Challenge and the arrival of the Dot-Com Elite.  The disagreement within the 

literature over what sparked the change makes it difficult to pinpoint why and when 

change occurred in the field of philanthropy.  Despite the inability to definitively declare 

both the Annenberg and the Dot-Com Elites as causes, at minimum both events can serve 

as possible precursors to the change seen in education giving.  

Annenberg Challenge.  Several accounts in the literature cited the Annenberg 

Challenge, with its sizable giving and mixed evaluation results, as a precursor to change 

in education philanthropy (Colvin, 2005; Hess, 2005; Reckhow, 2013; Saltman, 2010).  

In December 1993, media giant and former Ambassador Walter Annenberg announced a 

“Challenge to the Nation” to improve public schools.  Announced along side then 

President William J. Clinton in the White House, Walter Annenberg made the single 

largest gift ever to public education in the amount of $500 million (The Annenberg 

Foundation, 2015).  In a matching-funds format, a total of $1.1 billion was set aside for 
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public education.  The grants were spread across 35 states, 18 local Challenge projects in 

nine-large urban districts, rural consortiums, and national programs (The Annenberg 

Foundation, 2015).  The Challenge sites designed and implemented projects based on the 

needs of the local environments.  Developed by teams comprised of educators and 

community members, projects varied in approach and reform type.  Projects ranged from 

the development of “school families” to increase student stability in Los Angeles to 

“New Compact Schools” in Baltimore that targeted instructional practices and wrap 

around services for students (The Annenberg Institute for School Reform, 2015).  

The Annenberg Challenge included a funded evaluation component completed by 

evaluators at local area institutes.  The evaluations were completed in a case study format 

specific to the program site.  The Annenberg-backed evaluations described the findings 

as complex with a fair mix of success and shortcomings (see Annenberg Foundation, 

2012).  The Fordham Institute also conducted an external evaluation of the Annenberg 

Challenge.  The external evaluation concluded that the funds were spread too thinly, 

relied too heavily on intermediaries without clear outcomes, and augmenting the current 

system dilutes the impact of the funds (Domanico, 2000; Finn & Kanstoroom, 2000).  

These criticisms paired with mixed results from the Annenberg Foundation’s evaluations 

brought about a call for more targeted and strategic philanthropy in education (Reckhow, 

2013; Colvin, 2005).     

Dot-Com Elite.  Another precursor commonly identified in the literature is the 

creation of the Dot-Com Elite (Moody, 2008; Frumkin, 2003).  Exponential growth in the 

technology industry, specifically the dot-com bubble of the 1980s and 1990s, gave rise to 
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a new class of wealthy referred to as the Dot-Com Elite (Moody, 2008).  The technology 

revolution grew out of the home for venture capitalism with the investment in technology 

start-ups.  The newly minted class of wealthy individuals moved towards giving back to 

communities and brought their business experience with them.  Applying the concepts of 

venture capitalism and innovation that created the core of the Dot-Com Elite, venture 

philanthropy was widely put into action (Frumkin, 2003; 2006).  Those supporting 

concepts of venture philanthropy, however, are not all stemming out of the Silicon Valley 

nor are they all technology related elites (Moody, 2008).  Yet, the emergence of a new 

money elite with origins in the entrepreneurial spirit of Silicon Valley is recognized as a 

significant marker in the rise of the venture philanthropic approach.  

Venture Philanthropy  

The literature that explored the intersection of philanthropy and K-12 education 

also covered the history and definition of the new philanthropic approach called venture 

philanthropy.  Similar to the contextual precursors, there is not a single agreed upon 

definition or historical storyline for venture philanthropy.  In brief, the following 

subsections will cover the known historical underpinnings of the concept and various 

definitions of venture philanthropy.   

History.  The concept of venture philanthropy is historically attributed to two 

different sources: John D. Rockefeller III (Tax Reform, 1969) and Letts, Ryan, and 

Grossman (1997).  Rockefeller was the first to use the term in 1969, but it was not until 

the publication in the Harvard Business Review that the concept of venture philanthropy 

took hold in the sector.  During the 1969 House Ways and Means Committee hearings on 
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tax reforms for foundations, John D. Rockefeller III, heir to the Rockefeller fortune and 

active board member of the Rockefeller Foundation, coined the term venture 

philanthropy.9  Rockefeller III declared “private foundations often are established to 

engage in what has been described as “venture philanthropy,” or the imaginative pursuit 

of less conventional charitable purposes than those normally undertaken by established 

public charitable organizations” (Tax Reform, 1969, p. 1567).  Rockefeller III also used 

the term in 1969 and discussed the concept in his personal writings as early as 1968 (see 

Rockefeller Archive Center, 2015).  Despite the documented usage of the term, venture 

philanthropy, as a concept did not take hold in the philanthropic sector until the 1990s.  

The history of venture philanthropy is more often cited back to a Harvard 

Business Review article titled Virtuous Capital: What Foundations Can Learn from 

Venture Capitalists by Letts, Ryan, and Grossman (1997).  Moody (2008) noted the 1997 

article did not start the concept, but made it mainstream.  Letts and co-authors (1997) 

argued that foundations and venture capitalists are confronted with parallel challenges in 

the selection of worthwhile recipients, accountability of investments, and the reliance on 

emerging organizations to implement proposed ideas.  After reviewing the “state of 

foundation funding,” the authors claimed the “nonprofit programs begun with high hopes 

often end up with limited impact” and that the sector had a serious problem in that “no 

one is investing in nonprofit organizational capacity” (p. 37).  The authors proposed a 

solution; heed the advice from the business sector and embrace venture-capital practices.  

                                                 

9 Tax Reform Act of 1969 provided tighter restrictions on private foundations including limitations on self-

dealings, payout minimums, lobbying, and business holding restrictions (Troyer, 2000).  
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The authors specifically outlined six key practices foundations should learn from the 

business world, paraphrased below: 

 Risk Management- A portfolio of investments will have both successes and 

non-starters, but risk must be calculated and minimized. 

 Performance Measures- To measure effectiveness and success, clear 

objectives and metrics must be established and monitored.  

 Closeness of the Relationship- Engage with grantees in a partnership, rather 

than a distant oversight role.  Foundation must give of expertise offering 

value-added assistance along with cash.  

 Amount of Funding- Limit the number and increase the size of the grants to 

allow grantees to shift away from the fundraising focus. 

 Length of the Relationship- Commit to longevity in funding to allow grantees 

to build organizations and sustain initiatives. 

 Exit- A defined exit strategy and clear timeline for recipients.  

(Letts el al., 1997, pp. 37-41) 

A refined definition.  Since 1997, scholars have been refining the definition of 

the venture philanthropy.  One leading scholar on concept equated venture philanthropy 

to a three-legged stool (Frumkin, 2003).  The illustration aimed to explain the three 

elements of venture philanthropy as a response to the issues with traditional philanthropy: 

capitalization, engagement, and performance measurement.  Philanthropists engage large 

amounts of capital over a period of time to build capacity among the funded 

organizations––capitalization.  Providing management and business consulting alongside 
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grants, philanthropists are able to improve the chance of lasting success––engagement.  

Finally, measuring the social returns on investment through created and monitored 

metrics.  Together, these three elements are at the core of venture philanthropy according 

to Frumkin (2003, pp. 9-10).  

Across the fields of business, education, and nonprofit studies, other scholars have 

contributed to the developed of venture philanthropy as a concept.  In 2005, Pepin 

focused on the who of venture philanthropy when the author described it as “human 

resources and funding invested as donation in the charity by entrepreneurs, venture 

capitalists, trusts and corporations in search of a social return on their investment.  It 

involves high engagement over many years with fixed milestones and tangible returns 

and exit achieved by developing alternative sustainable income” (p. 165).  Other scholars 

defined venture philanthropy to include additional elements: leverage over pluralism 

(Frumkin, 2000; Saltman, 2010); purposeful use of venture capitalist language (Scott, 

2009); and an emphasis on going to scale (Moody, 2008) and building capacity (Frumkin, 

2003).  

 While venture philanthropy as a concept has been evolving, so has the application 

and practice of the philanthropic approach.  Pepin (2005) cautioned that venture 

philanthropists stressed elements such as engagement, business strategy, and results 

orientation in different ways.  OECD Development Centre found that venture 

philanthropy was “a blanket term, an expression of more purpose-, results-, and 

responsibility-driven worldview” in its application in the field of development (OECD 

Development Centre, 2014, p. 71).  Conversely, Moody (2008) studied organization 
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leaders and argued that venture philanthropy is a new organizational field.  To further 

muddy the term, it should be noted that venture philanthropy has taken on numerous 

synonyms and splinter applications including high-engagement or engagement 

philanthropy (Morino & Shore, 2004), high-impact philanthropy (Sprinkel & Wendroff, 

2001), philanthrocapitalism (Barkan, 2013), strategic philanthropy (Barkan, 2013; 

Frumkin, 2006), and entrepreneurial philanthropy (Shaw, Gordon, Harvey, & Maclean, 

2011) to name a few.  During interviews with organization leaders, Moody (2008) 

documented that venture philanthropy has been given different names by foundation 

leaders in part due to criticisms surrounding the term and the subsequent call to soften the 

term for different audiences.  For the purposes of this review the nuanced variations in 

the term are recognized, but the review is not delineated based on aforementioned 

variations.  

Distinct trends in giving exist among foundations granting to K-12 education 

endeavors within the literature.  Coinciding with the rise of the venture philanthropic 

approach, foundations are steering grant dollars towards specific segments or initiatives 

of the K-12 education system.  Research on intersection of K-12 education and 

philanthropy has shown that foundation grantmaking tends to support jurisdictional 

challengers of the school, teacher, and knowledge.  The following subsection addresses 

findings from the comprehensive literature review related to patterns in education giving 

by foundations.   
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Jurisdictional Challengers 

The term jurisdictional challenger is not widely utilized across the reviewed 

literature, yet it captures elements of major education initiatives at the forefront 

philanthropy in education discussion.  The term jurisdictional challenger refers to 

alternatives to the existing traditional education structure.  Connected directly to the 

concept of authority to hold power in politics, jurisdictional challengers in education are 

organizations, concepts, reforms, or policy actors that act contrary or outside of the 

traditional K-12 public education system (Mehta & Teles, 2011).  According to Mehta 

and Teles (2011) jurisdictional challengers in education are on the rise, in part, due to the 

increased attention and funding received by leading education foundations and the federal 

government.  Mehta and Teles (2011) outlined seven dimensions of jurisdictional 

challengers in education: (1) credentialing (traditional versus alterative teacher 

certification); (2) teacher training (colleges/schools of education versus alternative 

school-based training); (3) principal training (colleges/schools of education versus 

alternative administrator training); (4) funding (traditional philanthropies like Ford or 

Annenberg versus venture philanthropies like Gates or Broad); (5) knowledge (research 

institutions versus practice-based research); (6) schools (traditional public schools versus 

charter schools); and (7) districts (traditional school districts with school systems versus 

portfolio districts comprised of independent schools) (p. 203).   

The reviewed literature indicates that prominent foundations involved in K-12 

education grantmaking are funding jurisdictional challengers.  The section outlines what 

is known about the trends in funding the jurisdictional challengers of the school (private 
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schools, charter schools, school scholarship/voucher programs), teacher (certification and 

training), and knowledge (research, advocacy, and think tanks). 

Jurisdictional challenger––school.  Scholars exploring politics, K-12 education, 

and philanthropy have documented the tendency of top foundations to fund jurisdictional 

challengers of the traditional public school, such as school choice reforms.  In 2005, 

Fredrick Hess edited a collection of studies under the title of With the Best of Intentions: 

How Philanthropy is Reshaping K-12 Education.  In the edited collection, two studies, 

Greene (2005) and Hassel and Way (2005), directly addressed the patterns of funding by 

foundations related to the jurisdictional challengers of the school.  Greene (2005) 

analyzed the 2002 IRS 990 tax documents of the top 30 foundations in K-12 education by 

the total number of dollars given to elementary and secondary education and surveyed the 

top 100 school districts by student population.  In his document analysis, Greene first 

categorized allocated grants into lower- and higher-leverage activities.  Greene found that 

a substantive amount of grant dollars is being directed to lower-leverage activities.  The 

study further analyzed subcategories of by grant type to tease out grants going to public 

schools from those being directed outside of the traditional public school system.  A key 

finding of Greene’s (2005) document analysis was that in 2002, $32.8 million (5% of 

grants) supported charter schools with an additional $32.4 million supporting voucher 

programs.  Greene also used the 41 responding surveys from large districts to compare 

per pupil philanthropic funding versus the respective public education budget.  This 

element of Greene’s analysis concluded that the philanthropic dollars of foundations were 
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overshadowed by the sheer size of the education budget available to districts, thus calling 

for the use of higher-leverage grantmaking (2005).  

Hassel and Way (2005) expanded Greene’s analysis to include the top 50 

foundations while focusing explicitly on growing trends in funding various forms of 

school choice-related initiatives.  Hassel and Way stated that choice-related funding 

accounted for 36% of all foundation funding in 2002.  Hassel and Way’s (2005) 

calculations of foundation grantmaking activity included private school grants beyond the 

categorizations used by Greene (2005).  Private school grants accounted for 14% of the 

36% classified as choice-related.  Moreover, Hassel and Way (2005) found that among 

the 50 foundations, six foundations gave 80% of the choice-related funding.  Namely, the 

Gates Foundation and the Walton Foundation’s giving covered a majority of the charter, 

choice, voucher, and small-school initiative funding.  With the expansion in how they 

defined choice-related funding as well as exploring a great number of foundations, Hassel 

& Way (2005) illustrated how foundations, in particular a concentrated few, are funding 

choice-related measures in K-12 education.   

Hassel and Way (2005) advanced Greene’s (2005) work through the use of a 

survey to capture the rationale of foundations in funding decisions.  When foundation 

representatives were surveyed about why pro-school choice initiatives were funded, they 

largely responded with “one size doesn’t fit all” and a moral imperative rationale.  

Otherwise, the work of Hassel and Way indicated that the concept of providing 

alternatives and need in to give back to disadvantaged children drove the tendency to 

provide choice-related grants.   
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In their conclusions, both Greene (2005) and Hassel and Way (2005) called for 

increased foundation-based support for choice-related or higher-leverage grantmaking.  

Greene (2005) proclaimed, “most current education philanthropy is just dumping buckets 

of water into the ocean of public school spending,” (p. 74).  Seeing the funding of the 

traditional public school system as throwing “buckets of water into the ocean,” Greene 

argued for increased support for choice-related projects (p. 74).   

While both Greene (2005) and Hassel and Way (2005) aided in understanding the 

interaction of philanthropy and K-12 education by accounting for the trends in school 

choice funding, they have methodological gaps.  Together the studies lacked explicit 

conceptual or theoretical frameworks.  The dearth of a theoretical understanding left the 

findings of these studies on the surface or descriptive level.  The authors (Greene, 2005; 

Hassel & Way, 2005) used obtainable tax forms as the basis for their studies.  The 

timeliness of their work pulling from 2002 tax forms may also limit these studies.  Lastly, 

both studies stop short of making the connection between the patterns in funding and the 

influence of the grants on educational policy in funding jurisdictional challengers such as 

school choice initiatives.  

In a comprehensive analysis of grantmaking in K-12 education, Reckhow (2013) 

confirmed the finding that foundations are funding jurisdictional challengers10 such as 

market-based reform initiatives.  Reckhow, a political science scholar, conducted an 

extensive review of foundations using a multimethod approach that included the analysis 

                                                 

10 Reckhow (2013) used the term market-based reforms rather than jurisdictional challengers.  In 

subsequent works (i.e. Reckhow & Snyder [2014]), the term is explicitly used to describe the types of 

initiatives being funded by foundations.  
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of giving by the top 15 foundations to the 100 largest urban districts in 2000 and 2005.  

The analysis also included detailed case studies of New York and Los Angeles funding 

patterns and a social network analysis of involved funders.  Reckhow’s (2013) study 

provided insights into the how funding patterns changed over time by using 2000 and 

2005 time points for analyses. 

  Reckhow’s (2013) analysis of grants made by the top 15 foundations revealed 

increased funding to both traditional public schools and jurisdictional challenges like 

school choice, yet Reckhow explained that the proportion of these grants shifted over 

time.  In 2000, Reckhow found that the top 15 foundations largely distributed grants to 

the public school sector.  Nearly 40% of foundation grants from the top 15 went to public 

school districts as compared to 25% in 2005.  In comparison, school choice options like 

charter schools, voucher programs, and private schools grew from just under 10% in 

2000 to 25% of all grants made in 2005.  The trends Reckhow documented in the 

grantmaking practices of leading foundations illustrate the redirection of funds to 

jurisdictional challengers from traditional public schools.  Reckhow (2013) partly 

attributed the trends in education philanthropy to the rise of the new “west coast” 

foundations (such as the Gates Foundation, Broad Foundation, and Walton Family 

Foundation) that represent the changing face of philanthropy.  

Reckhow and Snyder (2014) extended the trend line by adding 2010 grantmaking 

data, and documented continuing increases in funding for jurisdictional challengers of the 

school.  Reckhow and Snyder (2014) used a mixed-method approach to their analysis.  

First they cataloged and categorized grants documented in the 2000, 2005, and 2010 IRS 
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990 tax filings of the top 15 foundations by total giving.11  Then, the researchers 

conducted a social network analysis of the foundation grantmaking practices to further 

understand the funding patterns among leading foundations in K-12 education.  Reckhow 

and Snyder found increased funding across the jurisdictional challengers of the school, 

teacher, and knowledge along with a pattern of convergent grantmaking by foundations.  

Addressing only their findings on the jurisdictional challengers of schools, Reckhow and 

Snyder (2014) demonstrated a continued growth in grants made to charter schools.  

Where grants to charter schools comprised 3% in 2000, they totaled 16% in 2010.  The 

authors described it as “major foundations hav[ing] doubled down on earlier investments 

in jurisdictional challengers” (p. 190) their efforts and support of these challengers to the 

existing public school system in the United States.    

Jurisdictional challenger––teacher training & certification.  Other 

jurisdictional challengers such as teacher training and certification are also popular 

funding avenues for foundations.  Koppich and Esch (2012) took a historical analysis 

approach looking at the decision-making authority across a span of 25 years in public 

education.  In a historical review of teacher policy in America, Koppich and Esch (2012) 

contended that influence of business in education began in the 1980s and 1990s.  Starting 

in the 1990s, however, philanthropic influence arose as the federal aims of educational 

policy emphasized alternative certifications and non-traditional forms of teacher 

compensation.  Koppich and Esch’s (2012) explained that large foundations played a 

                                                 

11 Reckhow & Snyder (2014) noted the foundations that comprised the top 15 in each year shifted.  From 

2000 to 2005, nine of the original 15 remained.  By 2010, only six of the foundations in the top 15 in 2000 

remained in 2010.   
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policy setting versus responding role in that they actively worked to shape and support 

alternative certification pathways.  According to Koppich and Esch, “A number of 

foundations, including Broad, Dell, Gates, and Walton, have supported non-university 

pathways to teacher credentialing, including providing large infusions of funds to expand 

Teach for America” (p. 88).  The historical analysis work of Koppich and Esch (2012) 

left out the hard numbers of grant allocation to support their claims of foundation 

influence in teacher policy, yet their historical analysis provides the broader context of 

the trends seen in foundation-based funding.  

The analysis of Reckhow and Snyder (2014) assisted in filling that void; they 

demonstrated that alternative teacher training and recruitment grants by foundations are 

on the rise.  In their analysis of the top 15 foundations in education giving in 2000, 2005, 

and 2010, Reckhow and Snyder explained that foundation support of teacher training was 

under 2% in 2000 and 2005 and then rose to nearly 10% of grants dollars in 2010.  The 

findings of Reckhow and Snyder (2014) support the historical analysis provided by 

Koppich and Esch (2012) that suggested an increased role of philanthropy in teacher 

policies.   

Jurisdictional challenger––knowledge.  Universities that have traditionally 

served as the knowledge producers for K-12 education continue to receive sizable grants 

for research, but the trends in grantmaking to K-12 education highlight a growing 

preference for alternative sources of knowledge.  Foundations are allocating increased 

amounts of grant monies towards alternative sources of knowledge production, such as 

advocacy groups and think tank organizations.  Mehta and Teles (2011) referred to these 
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alternatives as jurisdictional challengers of knowledge.  Literature exploring the trend in 

funding jurisdictional challengers of knowledge in K-12 education is limited, but some 

evidence notes this trend. 

The recent work of Reckhow and Snyder (2014) stands as one of the few known 

studies looking at how foundations are funding jurisdictional challengers of knowledge.  

In a systematic categorization of grantmaking patterns across the leading 15 foundations 

in the respective years of 2000, 2005, 2010, Reckhow and Snyder noted several patterns 

related to funding knowledge producing entities and policy.  Overall, the authors reported 

an uptick in national policy advocacy and research giving.  In 2000, foundations gave 

$56.3 million (11.6%) in national level grants for advocacy and research.  As compared 

to $69.9 (9.5%) in 2005 and $110.6 million (13.1%) in 2010.  At the national level grants 

increased, but local advocacy groups decreased from over $58 million in 2000 to $21 

million in 2010 (Reckhow & Snyder, 2014).  The swing in funding reflects a shift from 

localized advocacy to national-based support.   

Concurrently, Reckhow and Snyder (2014) demonstrated that foundations shifted 

funding away from universities and departments of education towards advocacy group 

research.  The authors showed this point by reviewing the total number of grant dollars 

allocated from 2000-2010.  Based on filings with the Internal Revenue Service, state 

departments of education dropped from 12% in 2000 to just over 1% of total grant dollars 

received.  Universities, traditionally known for their role in research, received 

approximately 11% in 2000 and only about 6.5% in 2010 (Reckhow & Snyder, 2014).  In 

part, the decrease is attributed to the increase in the share of grant dollars to national 
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advocacy and research organizations.  Reckhow and Snyder additionally reported growth 

in the number of national advocacy and research grantees receiving large sums of grants.  

Seven national advocacy and research organizations took in over $1 million in grants in 

2000, where 18 in 2005, and a total of 34 in 2010 met this threshold.   

Two other studies (Greene, 2005; Reckhow, 2013) remarked on the funding 

trends supporting advocacy and research groups, though their conclusions varied and 

contradict the findings of Reckhow and Snyder (2014).  The first is an earlier study 

conducted by Greene (2005), which cataloged 2002 tax filings of the leading 30 

foundations in K-12 education grantmaking.  Categorizing grants into low- and high-

leverage classifications, Greene explained that research and advocacy were high-leverage 

classifications.  Per Greene (2005), only 12% of foundations supported research and 

advocacy and argued for increasing the practice.  The second study mentioning the 

funding of jurisdictional challengers of knowledge, Reckhow (2013) reported a decreased 

dollar amount in grants flagged as research and advocacy from 2000 to 2005.  In the 

review of 2000 and 2005 filings by the leading 15 foundations, Reckhow (2013) noticed 

a decrease in funding to research and advocacy nonprofits from 2000 to 2005.   

The discrepancy in the findings across the three studies reflect a variation in the 

sample foundations included, time frame, and researcher categorization of the grants.  

Take for instance, Reckhow (2013) and Reckhow and Snyder (2014).  Reckhow (2013) 

included research and advocacy groups across local, state, and national levels whereas 

Reckhow and Snyder (2014) focused on national grants.   
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Limitations.  Despite the extensive work by the mentioned scholars, foundation 

grantmaking trends in K-12 education are met with limitations.  Scholars in the field have 

focused largely on the leading foundations with varying scopes, ranging from the top 15 

to the top 50 foundations.  The focus on the leading foundations is justified, as they 

comprise a bulk of the grantmaking activity in K-12 education philanthropy, yet it creates 

a gap in the literature.  The conclusions from these trends are also limited by time.  Three 

of the four studies are based on grants made a decade ago in 2005.  Reckhow and 

Snyder’s (2014) study holds as an exception with a more recent time point of 2010.  The 

final limitation arises from the inability to clearly categorize and capture the whole of 

philanthropy in education.  With the exception of Koppich and Esch (2012) who took an 

historical approach, researchers have used the IRS 990 tax filings.  The tax documents 

provide a view into the world of philanthropy, but the image is filtered through how 

foundations report grants and how researchers interpreted and categorized the grants.  

Greene (2005) cautioned the reader about the ambiguity and impreciseness of using IRS 

990 tax information, though he concluded, “it is important that the best not be the enemy 

of the good” (p. 52).  

The intersection K-12 education and philanthropy has shown some interesting 

trends among the leading foundations.  The field, however, is in need of more research.  

Gaps in the literature on the trends in funding include the need for more updated lines of 

inquiry.  The most recent study captured in this review, dates back to 2010 data.  How 

have foundations changed in giving practices over the past five years?  On a larger level, 

the review revealed the lack of comprehensive foundation evaluation of grantmaking 
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trends.  Focusing on the major foundations captures a majority of the dollars giving to K-

12 education, but may be neglecting the philanthropy by foundations as greater whole.   

Giving Strategies  

 Research on the giving strategies employed by foundations in K-12 education 

philanthropy broadly fall into descriptions of where and how foundations give.  In the 

case of K-12 education, giving strategies range from foundation representatives on 

grantee boards to the convergence of grants directed towards specific organizations or 

initiatives.  The ensuing section will discuss what in known in the literature about where 

and how foundations exercise giving strategies in K-12 education.  

Where Foundations Give 

One form of strategic giving is where foundations allocate their grant dollars, 

which varies from trends in giving in that integrate a strategic intent.  Research on trends 

in grantmaking looks specifically at the patterns across the field of education 

philanthropy as compared strategic decisions on where to place grant dollars.  Take for 

instance, a grant described as supporting school choice.  The funds may actually be 

dispensed to a policy institute for a grant to create a policy brief on options for school 

choice.  In this example, a foundation is using the leverage point of policy research to 

support the jurisdictional challengers of knowledge and school.  Overlap does exist 

across the trends and observed giving strategies of where foundations give, yet the studies 

explored in this section clearly describe and review these practices as either leverage 

points of strategies of foundations.  
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 The work of Ferris, Hentschke, and Harmssen (2008) researched the strategic 

choices made of where foundations gave in a qualitative cross-comparative case study.  

Ferris et al.’s (2008) analysis of foundations involved in educational policy grant making 

on a national, regional, or statewide basis.  The authors aimed to understand two major 

themes among the selected foundation subgroups: why do foundations choose to engage 

in K-12 educational policy and what strategies and tactics are excised in their pursuit of 

education reform.  Guided by these aims, Ferris et al. garnered media, grantmaker 

indices, position papers, and snowball sampling to identify 26 foundations.  The study, 

conducted in 2004, surveyed and interviewed twenty senior program officers and 

included 19 in the final analysis.   

Concentrating on the second goal of the Ferris at al. (2008) study, authors 

reported the existence of several where strategies across the 19 focal foundations.  First, 

Ferris and co-authors recognized five domains of education that foundations pinpointed 

their giving.  The number of foundations within the study reported participation in: (a) 

child and family services [5 of 19]; (b) professional development [12 of 19]; (c) 

curriculum and teaching [6 of 19]; (d) school management/governance [11 of 19]; (e) and 

school choice [4 of 19].  A majority of the foundations participated in one to two 

domains, yet no one participated in all five domains.  Second, the study found that 79% 

(15) geared their grants at the district or regional level as compared to 68% (13) at the 

state, 21% (4) at the national, and 16% (3) at the local/school levels.  Third, foundations 

self-reported the support of advocacy groups (53%, 10), research and development (58%, 
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11), innovative or pilot programs (64%, 12), intermediaries (5.3%, 1), and policy 

networks (47%, 9) (Ferris et al., 2008, p. 723).  

The final strategy Ferris et al. (2008) noted was the tendency of foundations to 

intervene early on in the policy process.  The phase in the policy process that foundations 

interjected their grant dollars served as a strategic tactic.  The authors acknowledged that 

the policy process as a fluid one, yet they categorized five stages in an effort to 

understand where foundations engaged their giving in the policy process.  The five stages 

used by the authors included problem definition, agenda setting, policy adoption, 

implementation, and evaluation.  Ferris and coauthors (2008) found that 79% (15) 

foundations attempted to influence more than one stage.  The surveys further revealed 

that 68% (13) foundations were involved in the early stages of problem definition and 

agenda setting.  

Ferris and colleagues (2008) concluded that foundations decided where to give in 

K-12 education based on the potential to frame the issue, denoting strategy at work.  The 

targeted domains of professional development and school management/governance 

correspond to the district/regional policy levels.  By grantmaking in these areas, 

foundations are able to directly influence and encourage change in schools.  The point in 

the policy process foundations are intervening with their grant dollars advances the direct 

change agenda that helped explain the policy levels.  Together, these strategies allow 

foundations to participate in the framing of issues (Ferris et al., 2008).   

Taking a policy view of foundation dealings in K-12 education contributed to the 

literature in meaningful ways, but it comes with limitations.  Ferris et al. (2008) studied 
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the domains of education giving, policy levels of intervention, and stages of the policy 

process as well as other giving strategies that are discussed later in this review.  While the 

work is meaningful in laying a framework for understanding strategies used by 

foundations, the findings must be in light of the study’s limitations.  The authors 

acknowledged forthright that the local context of foundations is largely unknown 

presenting a gap in the study.  Moreover, the conclusions drawn are limited to time 

sensitive data collection.  The nonprofit sector has been experiencing a shift in 

philanthropic approach incorporating a more strategic mindset.  As such, the line of 

inquiry pursued by Ferris and co-authors (2008) using 2004 data may not hold with the 

current perspectives and practices of foundations.  The philanthropic approach, as 

demonstrated and documented by before mentioned authors, is undergoing a period of 

change in the sector, thus making timeliness a matter of concern. 

Reckhow (2013) extended the body of knowledge on strategic giving by 

reviewing the characteristics of large urban districts in conjunction with funding patterns 

of the top 15 foundations.  Reckhow carried out a mixed-method case study on the top 15 

foundations and their funding patterns from 2000 to 2005 in the largest 100 urban school 

districts by student enrollment.  Using the IRS 990 tax forms from both respective years, 

grants were coded and classified based on the purpose and amount of each grant.  

Running a Tobit regression model, Reckhow accounted for community capacity (proxies 

of percent of postgraduate degrees and nonprofit advocacy density), school district 

characteristics (proxies of percent of children in poverty and 4-year high school 

graduation rate), and the political structure of the school district (i.e. mayoral/state 
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control versus local school boards).  Reckhow hypothesized that community capacity and 

political structure would increase the grant dollars per student.  Reckhow’s hypothesis 

held, finding that community capacity, district characteristics, and political structure 

variables were statistically significant.  The political structure variable, indicating that a 

district had either mayoral or state control, was by far the largest predictor of grant dollar 

allocation in the model.12   

The findings of Reckhow (2013) demonstrated that when accounting for 

community capacity and school district characteristics, mayoral/state control of a 

district’s education system would increase the grant dollars allocated per pupil by the top 

15 foundations.  To illustrate this point, Reckhow exercised her model to estimate the 

allocation of grant dollars by school need and governance type.  Holding other variables 

constant, a high poverty district with an elected board will receive fewer grant dollars 

($10.35) as compared to a mayoral/state-controlled district ($45.48) per pupil (p. 50).    

Reckhow (2013) confirmed the phenomenon of targeted political environments 

with the comparative case study aspect of the research study.  Comparing philanthropic 

efforts in the education systems of Los Angeles and New York City, Reckhow found that 

foundations strategically engaged in education arenas with concentrated control over 

elected school board districts.  School boards, explained Reckhow, produced uncertain 

political climates whereas changes in local or state official present windows of 

opportunity for implementing substantive education reforms.  

                                                 

12 The model described in-text was the final one discussed in Reckhow (2013).  Prior analysis accounted for 

teacher labor unions, nontraditional superintendent, and top 15 foundations in region variables.  These 

variables were not statistically significant, thus excluded in the final model.  Moreover, variables of 

nonprofit advocacy density, poverty rate, and graduate rate were significant at an alpha of .01, one-tailed.   
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The extensive mixed-method study by Reckhow (2013) covered a great deal of 

ground tracking the trends and strategies employed by foundations in the K-12 

educational policy field, though it is limited in scope.  The inner working of foundations 

goes beyond the top 15 foundations on a national scale.  While not the focus of the 

Reckhow study, local and/or regional level philanthropic acts served only as contextual 

components of the case study and controls for the grant analysis.  The efforts of Reckhow 

(2013) contributed to the literature by establishing the importance of political control in 

the strategic decision making of national foundations, yet whether this trend holds 

beyond the top foundations is unknown.   

How Foundations Give 

A corresponding strand of research on the interaction of K-12 education and 

philanthropy is how foundations strategically give.  Collectively, prior research has 

shown that foundations tend to participate in policy networks, converge their grants, 

support policy and advocacy organizations, and concentrate their funds and influence.  

Scholars in this area disagree over the implications of the presence of leveraging tactics 

and emphasize different strategies in their study, but they similarly account for the above-

mentioned strategies.   

 One scholar, Janelle Scott, detailed the how strategies of foundations involved in 

education reform.  Scott (2009) examined practices of venture philanthropists through a 

critical examination how venture philanthropy interacted with charter school reform 

efforts.  Scott conducted a descriptive analysis that drew upon the role of elites, 

historical, philosophical, and sociopolitical lenses to demonstrate the influence of 
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foundations.  Scott (2009) found that among foundations leading the national in total 

giving, foundations “often fund the same organizations, pursuing similar funding and 

advocacy strategies, and pursing the same educational and policy outcomes” (p. 119).  

Similar funding and advocacy strategies referred to the use of concentrated grantmaking 

(fewer grantees, larger grants), practice of solicited grantmaking (grantors seek out 

grantees rather than a open application process), and cross-pollination (funding of a set of 

grantees and/or reform initiatives).  Scott (2009) illustrated the strategies of convergence 

grantmaking using charter management organizations; such as Green Dot Public Schools 

and Knowledge is Power Program (KIPP).  Scott further described how foundations, 

converging their grantmaking dollars, were instrumental in the expansion of select charter 

management organizations.   

Another how strategy used in foundation grantmaking, as described by Scott 

(2009), includes the concepts of cross-pollination and solicited grantmaking.  Among 

many of the new foundations, Scott explained that grants are closed to applications.  

Grantees are selected as investments suited for a specific agenda making the grant 

process a selected or solicited practice.  In part, that agenda is influenced by yet another 

strategy––cross-pollination.  Scott (2009) explained that cross-pollination is when major 

foundations, employing a venture philanthropy approach, fuel the same fires within 

education reform efforts.  While the charter school movement was the focus of this study, 

the author acknowledged that advocacy groups and alternative professional preparation 

programs were other popular streams of grantmaking amongst leading foundations.  
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Thus, cross-pollination is merely an extension of the convergent grantmaking observed 

among charter management organizations. 

The work of Scott (2009) contributed to the field by highlighting the historical 

patterns with the strategies being used by major foundations, yet is limited by its use of 

only exemplar foundations.  The contribution of Scott (2009) lies in the juxtaposed 

positions of venture and traditional philanthropists in practice as it relates to strategy.  

The study, however, lacked the depth necessary to push the finding beyond the specifics 

of the exemplar foundations into the broader understanding of philanthropic acts in K-12 

education.  Other scholars in the field have applied different methods that have helped 

address this gap in the literature. 

Reckhow (2010) aided in filling this gap by finding patterns of convergent 

grantmaking strategies among the top 15 foundations in 2000 and 2005.  Akin to Scott’s 

(2009) observed cross-pollination strategy, Reckhow defined convergent grants as those 

made to grantees that received monetary support from more than two major foundations 

(Reckhow, 2010).  In this study, Reckhow (2010) categorized and classified grants 

declared on IRS 990 tax forms from 2000 and 2005 and then applied a social network 

analysis on the grantmaking practices of foundations.   

The analysis conducted by Reckhow (2010) found that convergent grantmaking 

increased among the top 15 foundations between 2000 and 2005 leading grantees look 

and act more alike.  The author explained that leading foundations were funding similar 

grantees (convergent grantmaking) leading to isomorphism among diverse provider 

organizations (nonprofit organizations providing services outside of the traditional public 
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school system).  Reckhow continued the discussion of isomorphism among grantees, by 

documenting the presence of foundation representatives on grantees’ boards.  Viewing 

Reckhow’s (2010) findings in the light of how giving strategies, it can be surmised that 

foundation elections to participate in convergent grantmaking is developing a narrowed 

field of grantees that align more closely to foundation outlooks. 

The findings of Reckhow (2010) pushed the knowledge base beyond the 

identification of strategies for how foundation gives into suggestions on the impact on the 

nonprofit service providers that work in the field of education, yet it has some notable 

limitations.  The delay of IRS 990 tax filings and the time sensitivity of a changing field 

is problematic in that it limits the timeliness of the findings.  Additionally, Reckhow 

(2010) draws some assumptions as to the perspective of foundations and what lies behind 

the funding decisions reflected in the grantmaking patterns.  

Reckhow and Snyder (2014) similarly observed an uptick in convergent 

grantmaking by leading foundations in 2010.  As previously discussed Reckhow and 

Snyder analyzed the top 15 foundation’s grantmaking practices from 2000, 2005, 2010 

using a multimethod approach that included social network analysis on grantmaking 

practices.  Utilizing Reckhow’s (2010) definition of convergent grants, Reckhow and 

Snyder (2014) found that convergent grantmaking based on total grant dollars given grew 

from 23% in 2000 and 35% in 2005 to 64% in 2010.  In other terms, among the top 15 

foundations, 64% of the grants were given to entities that received grant dollars from two 

or more major foundations (Reckhow & Snyder, 2014).  Like the findings of Reckhow 
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(2010) and Scott (2009), Reckhow and Snyder (2014) explained that foundations are 

funding like grantees as a giving strategy in how to give.   

 The literature indicates that philanthropies are furthering their support for target 

initiatives through the support, creation, and distribution of knowledge in the field of K-

12 education.  As the literature addressing the trends in giving signaled, foundations are 

shifting funds towards jurisdictional challengers of knowledge such as advocacy group 

research and think tanks.  Rather than simply supporting specific types (i.e. trends in 

giving) and similar grantees (i.e. convergent grantmaking) foundations are continuing 

their strategic tact by funding the production of knowledge around initiatives they elect to 

fund.  The production and distribution of knowledge on specific education reforms and 

initiatives by foundations creates a window of opportunity for engagement in the policy 

process.  Scholars such as Scott and Jabbar (2013; 2014) and Quinn, Tompkin-Stange, 

and Meyerson (2014) have touched the aforementioned practice as a strategy foundations 

use in how they give.  

 Scott and Jabbar (2013) applied a sociopolitical and historical approach in a 

multimethod analysis to understand the relationship between foundations and knowledge 

production.  These scholars analyzed IRS 990 tax form for the top five foundations by 

spending in 2010.  The grantmaking practices of top five foundations were coded with 

particular attention paid to testing, research, and data system related grants.  The 

document analysis was then supplemented with interviews from individuals involved in 

the incentivist reform efforts (e.g. teacher merit pay, pay for performance, charter 

schools, and vouchers) in Washington D.C., Denver, New Orleans, and New York City.    
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According to Scott & Jabbar’s (2013), foundations employed three knowledge 

production-funding strategies to influence the policy process and public awareness 

related to incentivist reforms.  The strategies included the funding of data systems and 

assessment tools, education journalism and media, and conferences or workshops for 

local actors.  The tendency of the top five foundations to fund data systems and 

assessment tool translates into the production of knowledge.  The strategic funding 

decision to support education journalism and media allowed for the translation of data 

into consumable information for public consumption and awareness.  The funding of 

collaboration and networking opportunities such as conferences, allowed foundations to 

support advocacy and policy networks to facilitate the policy making process (Scott & 

Jabbar, 2013).   

The share of grants allocated to knowledge production strategies in Scott and 

Jabbar’s 2013 study varied across the top five foundations, but collectively allowed for 

influence over education reform efforts.  The researcher pair calculated that the leading 

foundation, Gates Foundation, devoted 42% of their grants to knowledge production and 

accountability systems.  The others foundations among the top five in 2010, Michael & 

Susan Dell Foundation (37.7%), Broad Foundation (7%), W.K. Kellogg Foundation 

(.4%), and William and Flora Hewlett Foundation (17.46%), also contributed shares of 

their grantmaking towards knowledge production strategies (Scott & Jabbar, 2013).  Scott 

and Jabbar concluded that “a primary way in which foundations are operating as de facto 

policy makers is in their funding of knowledge base supporting their preferred reforms 
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and in their investments in advocacy organizations and school reform and management 

organizations that advance incentive-based educational reforms,” (p. 77).  

In a related case study analysis of incentivist reforms in Denver, New York, and 

New Orleans by Scott and Jabbar (2014), qualitative interviews were used to explore the 

role of foundations and intermediary organizations in policy making.  Scott and Jabbar 

(2014) explained that foundations tactically aided in the establishment of intermediary 

organizations and provided fiscal stability for others.  Strategically connecting 

intermediary organizations together, foundations facilitated the dissemination of research 

and data, and bankrolled political campaigns through 501(c)(4) organizations.   

Scott and Jabbar (2014) drew upon an economic investment analogy of the “hub 

and spoke” to explain the findings from the interviews with policy makers and 

intermediary organizations.  Applying the analogy, Scott and Jabbar argued that 

foundation inhabit a central role (hub) of a “wheel moving incentivist reforms forward” 

(p. 244).  Intermediary organizations thus serve as the spokes in the “overall investment 

strategy [of foundations] aimed at demonstrating policy efficacy by investing in 

organizations doing the work and disseminating evidence of their implementation,” (p. 

253).  The amplified role of foundations, however, is elevating concerns about the 

influence of funders.   

 Scott and Jabbar’s (2014) findings are instrumental in enhancing the existing 

research literature on how foundations strategically give.  The conclusions of the scholars 

suggested that foundations are increasingly engaging in policy making through their 

central position among intermediary organizations as they relate to incentivist reforms in 
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education.  Findings such as funding politically active nonprofit organizations, 501(c)(4) 

organizations, and connections and networking provided by the foundations for 

intermediary organizations similarly demonstrates how foundations are strategically 

giving and supporting within the K-12 sector.  

 The studies by Scott and Jabbar (2013; 2014) do have a few limitations.  Most 

notable is the lacking voice of foundations across the two studies.  In both pieces, 

information was drawn from individuals representing the intermediary organizations or 

policy makers.  Though Scott and Jabbar (2014) mentioned the fluid nature of staff 

between government, intermediary organization, and foundation positions while explain 

their findings, it cannot be assumed that these individuals can represent the perspective of 

the foundations.  Another limitation noted in Scott and Jabbar (2013) was the extent of 

the supplementary grant analysis.  The analysis was limited to the leading five 

foundations along with their interpretation of the grant allocations reported in the IRS 

990s leaving a substantial gap in the analysis of foundations.   

 Enhancing findings on giving strategies of foundation of previous scholars, 

Quinn, Tompkins-Stange, and Meyerson (2014) conceptualized foundations as agents of 

change and institutional entrepreneurs in their study on the role of foundations in the 

development of charter school organizations.  The scholars studied California’s charter 

school organizations between 1999-2005 to understand how foundation shaped charter 

school organization forms.  The research team began by first compiling and categorizing 

the charter schools into types, including charter management organization (CMO), using 

document analysis and growth patterns of charter school types in relation to foundation 
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grantmaking, as reported on IRS 990s in the same respective time frame.  Then, the 

research team conducted 41 interviews with senior program officers and executives from 

six major foundations.  Interviews were supplemented with foundation annual reports and 

other documents.   

 Quinn and colleagues argued that foundations were acting as institutional 

entrepreneurs, influencing the organization field of charter schools, through three social 

mechanisms that shaped the formation and expansion of the CMOs in California.  First, a 

leading funder in California “recombined cultural elements from existing organizations 

forms to create the CMO,” (2014, p. 956).  Business elements of the for-profit education 

management organizations were combined with the concepts of legitimacy and local 

connections held by stand-alone charters to create the CMO structure.  Second, 

foundations in California developed and mandated evaluative frameworks of CMOs 

forming the core structure, culture, and accountability of the organization type.  Lastly, 

foundations embraced and supported a “new class of professionals” who came, largely, 

from business background with education interests.  These new professionals embodied 

the desired business expertise and operated as the experts in the emerging organizational 

field of CMOs (Quinn et al., 2014). 

 Quinn et al. (2014) also revealed how foundations strategically required grantees 

to submit to metrics, milestones, and administrative capacity building through grant 

agreements to shape the formation of the CMO structure.  Foundations frequently 

required CMOs to have both educational and managerial metrics and milestones within 

their grants.  Foundations actively monitored the progress of CMOs on metrics such as 
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student performance, growth, and development of strategic business plans.  Some funders 

obligated CMOs to “build capable executive teams and boards of directors” that led to 

instances were representatives from the foundation served on board of directors for the 

CMO (p. 958).   

 Lastly, Quinn et al. (2014) documented and explained that foundations were 

strategically providing and utilizing educational entrepreneurs as experts to guide the 

CMO’s approach to charter school management.  Educational entrepreneurs are 

individuals who value scale and effectiveness, often with business backgrounds, with a 

passion for innovatively changing education.  Foundations reportedly supported this new-

class of education experts through sponsorship of exclusive networking and training 

meetings for CMOs.  The goal, per Quinn et al. (2014), was to mold the organizational 

approach of the CMO structure.  

 The findings of Quinn, Tompkins-Stange, and Meyerson (2014) uniquely 

provided the perspective of foundation representatives, but were limited by its scope.  

Quinn et al. (2014) stood out among other studies examining the intersection of 

philanthropy and K-12 education by including the perspective of foundations.  The 

limitation, however, presents itself in the sole focus on charter school management types 

in California.  The findings of Quinn et al. (2014) may not hold across all foundations, 

geographical regions, and the K-12 education field as a whole.  

Perspectives of Foundations: Why Foundations Give 

 Literature exploring why foundations give in a particular manner and what they 

aim to achieve through their philanthropic acts in K-12 education is lacking.  The 
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rationale behind the philanthropic approach taken by foundations, trends in giving, and 

giving strategies applied to K-12 education grantmaking is often inferred or deduced by 

researchers rather than directly observed.  There are only a handful of known exceptions 

in the current research that incorporate the perspective of the foundation itself in K-12 

education grantmaking: Hassel and Way (2005), Ferris et al. (2008), and Quinn et al. 

(2014).  The studies that did incorporate the perspectives of the funders did so primarily 

as a supplementary data source with limited application, leaving gaps in the current 

literature surrounding why foundations give.  

 Focused exclusively on school choice funding, Hassel and Way (2005) followed 

up document analysis of 2002 IRS 990 tax forms with a survey of the leading 50 

foundations to provide a glimpse into the perspectives of foundations.  The survey aimed 

to understand the motivations behind granting to school choice initiatives.  Of those that 

responded, Hassel and Way (2005) reported that leading foundations rationalized their 

support of school choice initiatives as a means to offer options to children, as a “one-size-

fits-all” system is not serving all students.  Responding foundations also explained that 

choice provides an avenue to improve the larger education system.   

 The applicability of the findings of Hassel and Way’s (2005) of foundations is 

limited by its minimal participation and line of inquiry.  The survey was sent to the 

leading 50 foundations as a supplement to the document analysis of IRS reporting.  Of 

the 50 solicited to participate, only ten responded.  The lacking response rate draws 

question to the validity of the findings.  Further, the survey focused solely on the 
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motivations of school choice funding decisions leaving the broader understanding of why 

foundations give and what they hope to obtain from their efforts unexplored.  

 The study by Ferris, Hentschke, and Harmssen (2008) also included the 

perspectives of foundation representatives in an effort to understand why foundations 

choose to engage in educational policy.  Interviewing education program officers from 19 

large foundations identified as engaging in public policy work, Ferris et al. (2008) found 

that foundations involved in educational policy decided to engage in policy due to both 

internal and external factors.  As to internal factors, all 19 foundations reported the 

influence of people in education positions such as the founder, board members, or 

executives as influencing the decision to become involved in policy.  Respondents (9 of 

19) also stated that mission and philosophy of the foundation also aided in the move to 

engage in policy.  Externally, legislation, outside research/expertise, public/media 

attention, and the philanthropic environment encouraged the respective foundation to 

become involved in policy work in K-12 education (Ferris et al., 2008). 

 The work of Ferris et al. (2008) provides insight into the rationales driving the 

engagement in K-12 educational policy and the application of giving strategies among 

foundations, yet it is limited to only select foundations and policy engagement.  The 

purposeful selection of foundations based on their public policy work in K-12 education 

leaves out the bigger picture of why foundations elected to grant to K-12 education and 

what they hope to gain from their involvement. 

While exploring the role of philanthropy in the development of charter 

management organizations (CMO) in California, Quinn et al. (2014) touched on the 
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perspectives of foundations involved in charter schools.  Quinn et al. (2014) primarily 

focused on how foundations aided in the development of the organizational structure of 

the CMO in California.  They conducted 41 interviews of individuals involved in charter 

management organizations including 12 interviews with foundation executives and senior 

program managers.  The findings from the interviews with informants were presented 

based the three social mechanisms at play in the development of the CMO.  The 

responses of foundation representatives were woven together with perspectives from 

CMO founders and executives, non-CMO charter school leaders, and school principals 

making it difficult to tense out the perspective of the foundations alone.  Though the 

perspectives of foundations involved in CMOs were captures and included in this study, 

it is hard to ascertain the unique views of foundation representatives thus limiting the 

applicable findings.   

 The perspectives of foundations are sorely missing from the current research on 

philanthropy in K-12 education.  Though the existing literature highlights perspectives 

related to school choice funding (Hassel & Way, 2005), policy (Ferris et al., 2008), and 

organizational fields (Quinn et al., 2014), little is known about the fundamental questions 

of why foundations choice to engage, the role their philanthropic approach plays in their 

decision-making, and what they aspire to achieve from their involvement in K-12 

education.   

Implications of the Existing Research 

 The standing literature on the intersection of philanthropy and K-12 education 

produced thought-provoking patterns on the philosophical changes in philanthropy 
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alongside who, where, and how grants are allocated in the sector.  The research literature 

revealed that there is a swelling tide of strategically minded foundations since 2000, 

evidenced by the shifting trends in grantmaking and subsequent strategies employed in 

the practice of giving.   

Scholars have documented the shift towards funding jurisdictional challengers of 

the school, teacher, and knowledge and away from the traditional public school system, 

which is influencing the educational policy making agenda.  Set in contrast to the 

traditional public education system comprised of neighborhood schools and school 

districts informed by university academics and staffed by teachers and principals trained 

in college preparation programs, jurisdictional challengers bypass the established 

education system to directly influence education.  The targeted funding for charter 

schools and school choice, alternative professionalization pathways, and policy research 

centers is presenting foundations with avenues for philanthropic leveraging that has the 

potential to influence both the nonprofit and K-12 education sectors.   

 Reflecting on the mounting acknowledgement and application of venture 

philanthropy throughout the nonprofits, it is not surprising that the literature specific to 

education philanthropy revealed strategic practices at work.  Studied foundations 

demonstrated the use of strategy in where and how grants were given.  Foundations 

tended to give where districts with mayoral or state control existed, towards policy 

research and evaluation, and in the early stages of the policy process helping define and 

set the agenda.  How foundations distributed their grant dollars also had a strategic flare.  

Prior research showed that foundations are converging their grantmaking, serving as 
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board members for grantees, supporting knowledge production and evaluations for policy 

purposes, assisting in creating and building up particular education reforms, donating to 

politically engaged nonprofits, supporting and connecting intermediary organizations, 

and partaking in high engagement grantmaking through milestones and metrics.  Each of 

these strategies illustrates the practices of foundations to leverage their grantmaking 

dollars for influence on K-12 education.  

 Interpretations of the described philosophical shifts, trends, and the practice of 

strategic giving in K-12 education vary.  Two common understandings of these findings 

exist.  The first views the strategic actions of philanthropies as necessary and in need of 

expansion (see Greene, 2005; Hassel & Way, 2005; Frumkin, 2006; 2010).  With donors, 

each dollar must be carefully placed.  Frumkin (2010) explained: 

The goal of helping to reform and improve the performance of public school is a 

valuable and honorable one.  In pursuing this calling, donors who bring a small 

measure of sound philanthropic strategy to their giving by defining a theory of 

change, setting out an approach to scale, and incorporating a productive 

engagement level will have an advantage over donors who proceed without 

having considered these matters. (p. 294) 

The reasoning continues in that a responsible grantor is mindful of the ultimate goal and 

the strategic plan for which to reach it.  The patterns across the research on philanthropy 

in K-12 education thus mirror the needs within the nonprofit sector.  Ultimately, 

“strategic giving represents the best and most lasting solution to the challenges of 
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effectiveness, accountability, and legitimacy that have long faced private philanthropy” 

(Frumkin, 2006, p. 376).   

 Counter to the call for expanding strategic giving, others raise questions of power 

and overreaching political sway of foundations in the democratic institution of public 

education (see Roelofs, 2007; Scott, 2009; Barkan, 2013; Saltman, 2010).  Foundations, 

operating with an IRS 501(c)(3) status, are limited in how they may act politically.  In 

exchange, foundations benefit from specific tax exemptions.  The strategic practices of 

foundations seen in education reform efforts, however, teeter and test the boundaries of 

foundations in politics.  In explaining the common criticisms of foundations, Reckhow 

explained “with more money, a bolder approach to involvement in policy, and a new 

focus on applying business practice and evaluating effectiveness, major foundations have 

positioned themselves to be more influential in education policy” (2013, p. 32).  

Reckhow followed by detailing how this influence and advocacy work brings about 

questions of elitism and critiques of outside organizations imposing unwanted changes on 

communities (2013).   

 Whether the shift in philanthropic approach is read as either promising or 

problematic, both interpretations ask for further exploration and attention to the 

phenomenon.  Grantmaking, as Ferris and co-authors explained, is “more than the mere 

dollars, foundations can play a significant role in K-12 education by leveraging their 

philanthropic assets––dollars, knowledge, and networks––to encourage public policies 

designed to reform school systems,” (2008, p. 706).  Paired with the expansion of the 
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number, total giving, and size of giving to K-12 education, more research is needed in 

this field. 

 The existing literature in the field represents a solid start to understanding the role 

of philanthropy in K-12 education; yet, it is not complete.  The body of literature 

reviewing the venture philanthropic approach to K-12 giving lacks in relevancy, 

perspective, and scope.  Many of the studies reviewed draw upon data from a decade ago, 

leaving a gap in relevancy.  In a sector that is dynamic and undergoing significant 

changes, updated analyses are needed.  Additionally, with the exception of a few studies 

the perspective of the foundation is often overlooked or assumed.  The current literature 

touches on who is funded and where and how strategies are used, not the questions of 

why foundations engage in K-12 giving and what they hope to gain from their 

philanthropy.  These are rudimentary questions in the inquiry process that have chiefly 

been unexplored.  The final gap in the literature relates to the scope of the foundations 

included in the analyses of several scholars.  The case studies of local metro areas (see 

Reckhow, 2013; Scott & Jabbar, 2013; 2014) stand, as exceptions to the issue of scope, 

but further review must occur to address the issue of scope.  Arguably large national 

foundations give the vast majority of grant dollars, still the field has yet to see if these 

same patterns of who, where, and how foundations give hold across midsized, small, or 

local foundations.  Filling these gaps in the literature is of the upmost importance as the 

existing work indicates that the role of philanthropy is evolving and influencing K-12 

education in meaningful ways.  
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Study Fit   

 The review of the literature revealed several gaps in the current research; yet, the 

lacking research on the perspectives of the foundations stands as the most pressing of 

inadequacies.  The voice of foundations must be heard to better understand the interplay 

between philanthropy and K-12 education and what guides and motivates philanthropists.  

This study aims to fill this void in the literature by exploring the perspectives, 

approaches, and desired outcomes of major foundations involved in K-12 education 

grantmaking and how they may differ.  Using insight from foundation representatives, the 

following study specifically targets why foundations chose to give to K-12 education, the 

philanthropic approach of major foundations, and what outcomes they desire from their 

grantmaking efforts.  

Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework in this study aims to guide the design, implementation, 

and analysis of the presented study.  As Miles and Huberman (1994) explained, the 

conceptual framework is key component of the research design.  A system of concepts, 

assumptions, beliefs, theories, and expectations, a conceptual framework informs the 

entire research process (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  Acting as what Miles, Huberman, 

and Saldaña (2014) described as “simply the current version of the researcher’s map of 

the territory being investigated” (p. 20), the conceptual framework may flux as the 

research unfolds to order to maintain the inductive spirit of qualitative inquiry.  

To explain the intersection of foundation-based philanthropy and K-12 education, 

this study conceptually pulls together the concepts of policy entrepreneurship and venture 
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philanthropy with Frumkin’s theories of change, leverage, and scale.  The existing 

literature in the field aided in explaining who is received philanthropic support (trends), 

where and how foundations made grants to K-12 education, and drew meaningful 

connections to the impact of philanthropy in public policy.  The lacking components 

include why foundations give, what they aim to achieve from their involvement, and how 

they may vary in philanthropic approach.  Using the insights from theories of change, 

leverage, and scale (Frumkin 2000; 2006) coupled with concepts of venture philanthropy 

and policy entrepreneurship, the conceptual framework illustrated in Appendix B 

attempts to lay out the “territory being investigated” (Miles et al., 2014, p. 20) in this 

research study.  Further, the following subsections will explain each component of the 

conceptual framework and how it contributes to this study.   

Theories of Change, Leverage, and Scale 

Informing the conceptual understanding of why, how, where, and what is behind 

the philanthropic actions of foundations is Frumkin’s (2006) logic model on theories of 

change, leverage, and scale.  In 2006, Frumkin outlined a logic model comprised of 

theories of change, leverage, and scale to explain how a philanthropic intervention seeks 

to achieve a particular outcome.  Interwoven and complex in nature, Frumkin argued that 

theories of change, leverage, and scale must be understood for philanthropy to be 

effective at achieving the desired outcomes.  The logic model was written with the 

nonprofit audience in mind calling for philanthropists to refine their practice.  Frumkin 

(2006) emphasized that although the connection between the three elements seems 

simplistic, environmental factors create noise and that there is not a clear-cut causal 
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connection from philanthropic intervention to social outcome.  These noted limitations 

demonstrate the complexity of Frumkin’s (2006) logic model and what it means for 

philanthropies.  

Theories of change.  The theory of change is the first element of Frumkin’s 

(2006) logic model that aids in the understanding the rationale behind the actions of 

philanthropists.  Comprised of five primary approaches, Frumkin contended that theories 

of change are essentially the underlying rationales driving the sought after change.  

Frumkin (2006) identified and explained five primary theories of change with respect to 

philanthropic giving: individual, organization, networks, politics, and ideas.  

Philanthropies viewing the individual as the agent of change may focus either on the 

development of individuals/leaders who will then carry out the desired change or support 

programs that asks individuals to engage in self-help.  This theory of change draws on the 

assumption that society is influenced and changed by the acts of individuals.  The next 

theory of change focuses on the organization.  Giving funds to build capacity in 

organizations, philanthropists may take the stance that change is best brought on by 

strong organizations.  Frumkin noted that a struggle within the sector focuses on whether 

donors should give to build capacity in existing organizational structures or assist in the 

development of new organizations.  The third theory of change revolves around 

networks.  In this approach, a philanthropist may assume that with limited resources and 

demand of notable causes pooling resources and collaborating will enable change.  The 

assumption behind the network theory of change holds that building strong networks 

among organizations and actors, the building blocks for policy or political movements 
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will emerge.  The fourth theory of change, politics, assumes a more direct pathway to 

political change.  Targeting funds towards nonprofits, research, and direct lobbying 

efforts, philanthropists utilize the policy process to enact change.  The final theory of 

change sees ideas as the avenue for societal or sector-wide change.  Financially 

supporting the production of knowledge, philanthropists seek to generate new knowledge 

that will ultimately filter into the public and political spheres.  Frumkin (2006) detailed 

each theory of change noting that philanthropists may take on more than one approach.  

Theories of leverage.  According to Frumkin (2006), theories of leverage can 

further assist in understanding how foundations give and why particular tactics are used.  

Frumkin (2006) referred to these tactics as theories of leverage.  The theories of leverage 

are merely the tactics employed by philanthropists to maximize their philanthropic 

impact (Frumkin 2000; 2006).  Frumkin (2006) explained that, “to do so [leveraging] 

requires turning grants from closed-ended commitments into catalysts for greater 

productive work” (p. 191).  In 2000, Frumkin outlined 20 tactics referred to as leveraging 

techniques that can be used by philanthropists.13  In 2006, however, Frumkin simplified 

the theories of leverage into grantmaking tactics and programmatic tactics as noted in 

Table 1.  

                                                 

13 Frumkin (2000) outlined twenty leveraging techniques used by grantmaking organizations: 1) funding 

self-help initiatives and/or projects; 2) funding innovation or experiments; 3) increasing oversight; 4) 

limiting the time commitment; 5) matching funds grants; 6) funding evaluations of grant projects; 7) 

providing loan rather than grant funds; 8) fewer and larger grants; 9) proactive solicitation of grant funds; 

10) grantmaking on specific subjects or issues; 11) concentration of services to reduce redundancy; 12) 

movement from direct service to research and advocacy work; 13) state or government grantmaking to 

ensure program development; 14) funding pilots programs for government replication; 15) grants to expand 

fees and service programming of nonprofits; 16) grants for planning and development of nonprofit 

capacity; 17) high engagement grantmaking; 18) funding the use of public relations and media services; 19) 

funding the creation of subsidiary nonprofits; 20) collaborations among other funders.   
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Table 1  

Frumkin’s Theories of Leverage (2006) 

Grantmaking Tactics Programmatic Tactics 

 project grants vs. general operating 

support 

 communities vs. program areas 

 short-term grants  new initiatives and pilot programs 

 matching grants  support for nonprofit collaborations 

 loans and program-related investments  private funding for public programs 

 large grants  commercial ventures within nonprofits 

 proactive requests for proposals (RFP)  organizations designed and set up by 

grant makers 

 high-engagement grantmaking  independent evaluations 

 overseas funding  

 joint funding  

 technical assistance, planning, and 

capacity-building grants 

 

  

Note. Earlier publications on leveraging techniques by Frumkin (see Frumkin, 2000) vary in title and detail.  

Theories of leverage are described for the nonprofit sector as a whole rather than for specifically K-12 

education philanthropy.   

Theories of scale.  Theories of scale comprise the final element of Frumkin’s 

(2006) logic model and provide insight into the desired outcomes of philanthropy and 

how philanthropists can measure success.  Theories of scale are interrelated concepts 

collectively aimed at programmatic effectiveness and philanthropic impact.  It is the idea 

of “creating a lasting and significant impact” (Frumkin, 2006, p. 204) or the desired 

outcomes of a philanthropy.  Implying more may be at work, Frumkin (2006) identified 

five theories of scale, in philanthropy: (1) Financial Strength– Sustainability, stability, 

and organizational strength of a nonprofit organization; (2) Program Expansion–

Increasing the number of individuals served or the scope of nonprofit service; (3) 
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Comprehensiveness– Drawing together resources, services, and organizations to better 

serve a community or issue; (4) Replication–Achieving success with an initiative so it 

may be reconstructed in another area or context; and (5) Accepted Doctrine–Diffusing an 

idea to the greater public within a field.  

Collectively the theories of change, leverage, and scale aid in understanding the 

rationales and desired outcomes of foundations working in the K-12 sector.  Theories of 

change contribute to understand why foundation approach K-12 education in different 

ways while the theories of leverage help explain the patterns and strategies illustrated in 

prior research.  Lastly, the theories of scale provide insight into what foundations aim to 

achieve through their philanthropic endeavors and how such influence is measured.  

Venture Philanthropy 

Another concept informing the conceptual framework is the philanthropy 

approach known as venture philanthropy.  Discussed at length in the literature review, 

venture philanthropy is fundamentally the incorporation of business ideals and practices 

into the sphere of philanthropy.  A philanthropist or philanthropy adhering to venture 

philanthropic approach to giving may demonstrate all or several of the following 

characteristics: (1) self-identification as a venture philanthropist; (2) emphasizes the need 

for leverage over pluralism (Saltman, 2010); (3) use of venture capitalist language (Scott, 

2009); (4) participation in solicited or closed application grantmaking (Scott, 2009; 

Reckhow, 2013); (5) milestone funding (Brest & Harvey, 2008; Ferris, Hentschke, & 

Harmssen, 2008); (6) open involvement in advocacy or policy development (Reckhow, 
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2013); (7) aims or projections of going to scale (Frumkin, 2003); and (8) patterns of high-

engagement, such as board membership (Reckhow, 2010; Scott, 2009).     

Though prior research indicated that the nonprofit field is shifting towards venture 

philanthropy (see Cobb, 2002; Moody, 2008), little is known about the degree of 

adherence to the venture philanthropic approach and how it may help contextualize why 

foundations give and what they desire to achieve from their giving efforts.  The 

philosophical view of giving will guide the direction of a foundation’s giving, yet Pepin 

(2005) warns that venture philanthropy ranges in how it is applied.  The presented study 

heeds that warning viewing venture philanthropy as a philanthropic approach with 

varying degrees of adherence.  Using the known indicators of venture philanthropy as a 

guide (see Appendix A), the degree of venture philanthropic adherence will aid in 

understanding how foundations may vary in perspectives, approaches, and desired 

outcomes.  

Policy Entrepreneurship 

The final component of the conceptual framework, policy entrepreneurship, can 

be used to pull together the work of Frumkin (2000; 2006) and the concept of venture 

philanthropy in a holistic view of why some foundations may elect to employ a more 

strategic tactic to their giving and what a given foundation seeks to achieve through its 

philanthropic efforts.  Whereas Frumkin (2000; 2006) denoted the how strategic giving 

includes a thoughtful approach in how change should occur, practices to maximize the 

philanthropic efforts, and how success may be measured, the policy entrepreneurship 

model provides reason to the larger question of why foundations may elect to employ 
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venture philanthropic approach and what ends the desire to achieve–significant changes 

in education.   

Policy entrepreneurs are individuals who are external to the formal policymaking 

structure that introduce, frame, and facilitate policy changes (Roberts & King, 1991).  

The concept of the policy entrepreneurship stems from research seeking to understand 

where policy changes originate from in the policy process (Mintrom, 2000).  Working 

from outside of the formal policymaking structure of elected officials, policy 

entrepreneurs rely on innovation (Mintrom & Norman, 2009) while seeking to sell policy 

ideas to promote change (Mintrom & Vergari, 1996).  Though the behaviors of policy 

entrepreneurs shift depending on context, they often invest heavily in the policy issue in 

question through a commitment of social and financial resources (Mintrom, 2000).  

Further, policy entrepreneurs tend to capitalize on a coalition of networks consisting of 

strategic individuals (Granovetter, 1985; Mintrom, 2000) and carefully craft the message 

of the proposed policy solution (King, 1987; Mintrom & Norman, 2009).   

The work of Mintrom (2000) and Mintrom and Norman (2009) specifically 

highlights four key elements central to policy entrepreneurship.  The first is social acuity.  

Social acuity for policy entrepreneurs means the use of policy networks and along with 

the understanding of local policy context (Mintrom, 2000; Mintrom & Norman, 2009).  

The second element displayed by policy entrepreneurs aiming to foster policy changes is 

the practice of defining the problem.  According to Mintrom and Norman (2009), this 

means framing the issue in a manner that highlights failures in the current policy, 

garnering support from various indirect actors, and presenting the issue as a “crisis at 
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hand.”  Thirdly, policy entrepreneurs build teams and recognize the need to have a 

coalition for change across a wide field of actors.  The fourth and final element is called 

leading by example.  Leading by example is the practice of policy entrepreneurs to 

commit social and financial resources.  The commitment of resources by policy 

entrepreneurs signals and all-in approach to other actors involved with the issue and per 

Mintrom and Norman (2009), “reduce[s] the perception of risk among decision makers,” 

(p. 653).   

Applying the concept of the policy entrepreneurship to the field of philanthropy in 

K-12 education, I postulate that foundations with a high adherence to venture 

philanthropy are acting as policy entrepreneurs.  Stepping beyond the traditional roles of 

grantors into the sphere of public policymaking, some foundations may be acting as 

policy entrepreneurs by: (1) supporting innovative initiatives and programs outside of the 

traditional public school system; (2) framing the issue if K-12 education in a manner that 

reflects the desired outcomes of the philanthropic endeavor; (3) exercising social 

networks and strategic relationships; and (4) seeking to influence K-12 education through 

system-wide or policy changes.  Viewing foundations as policy entrepreneurs, may 

highlight why some foundations elect to employ venture or strategic philanthropy, the 

outcomes, and influence a foundation may seek through their philanthropic efforts.  
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Chapter 3: Research Methods  

“The human factor is the great strength and the fundamental weakness of qualitative 

inquiry and analysis –a scientific two-edged sword.” (Patton, 2002, p. 433) 

 

The purpose of this study is to understand the perspectives, approaches, and 

desired outcomes of major foundations involved in K-12 education grantmaking and how 

they may differ.  The study specifically seeks to understand how the philanthropic 

approach of a foundation influences grantmaking practices, how foundations differ in 

their perspectives and approaches, and what they aim to achieve through their 

grantmaking.  Using the logic model presented by Frumkin (2006) coupled with the 

concepts of venture philanthropy and policy entrepreneurship to guide this sequential 

multimethod qualitative design, the following research questions steer the design, 

collection, and analyses of data:  

1) How, if at all, do the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes in 

education philanthropy differ among the 35 largest K-12 education 

grantmaking foundations?   

2) What, if any, differences can be found based on the adherence to venture 

philanthropy classifications among the leading K-12 education grantmaking 

foundations? 

 In chapter 3, I will outline the research methods of this study.  To begin, this 

chapter will provide an overview of the research design including a discussion about 

qualitative inquiry and multimethod qualitative design of the presented study.  Following 

an overview of the research design, the two stages of the multimethod qualitative design 
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will be detailed to explain the sample and participant selection, data collection, and data 

analysis processes.  

Research Design 

Qualitative Inquiry 

The qualitative research approach aligns with the purpose and research questions 

of the study aimed at understanding the perspectives of foundations giving to K-12 

education. Qualitative inquiry builds off the worldview that knowledge is constructed by 

the sum of an individual’s lived experiences (Creswell, 2003; 2007; Merriam, 2014).  

Informed by social and/or historical contexts, Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña (2014) 

explained that “qualitative data, with their emphasis on people’s lived experiences, are 

fundamentally well suited for locating the meanings people place on the events, 

processes, and structures of their lives and for connecting these meanings to the social 

world around them” (p. 11).  Considering that the core of this study is to understand the 

perspectives of the foundations, only a qualitative approach will provide the needed depth 

and insight to reach the study’s purpose.  

The application of a qualitative approach varies greatly (Miles et al., 2014), yet 

Merriam (2009; 2014) has identified four characteristics as fundamental to understanding 

the nature of qualitative research.  According to Merriam (2009; 2014), qualitative 

research is most often characterized as: (1) focused on meaning and understanding; (2) 

viewing the researcher as a primary instrument; (3) an inductive process; and (4) leading 
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to rich description.14  This study embodies these four characteristics of qualitative 

inquiry.  Focusing on meaning and understanding, the study explores perspectives of 

foundations while acknowledging the researcher’s role within the study.  The conceptual 

framework described in chapter 2 informs and guides the study; yet, I recognize that the 

process is iterative and that the data itself yields knowledge on the subject.  Finally, in 

subsequent chapters I will use thick descriptions to describe the findings of both stages of 

this study.  The four characteristics of qualitative inquiry are found throughout the 

methods, results, and conclusions sections of this study. 

Multimethod qualitative design.  The study applied a multimethod qualitative 

design that displayed shades and hues from the approaches of multimethod and basic 

qualitative methodologies.  Sandelowski (2000) explained that qualitative inquiry does 

not have to conform to one of the five mainstream approaches (i.e. case study analysis, 

narrative analysis, phenomenology, ethnography, or grounded theory [Creswell, 2007]), 

rather it can take on the shades, hues, and textures of several qualitative methodological 

forms.  Sandelowski (2000) contended that qualitative description, also referred to as a 

basic qualitative study (Merriam, 2009), itself holds value as it keeps the research near 

the data (Sandelowski, 2000).  Merriam (2009) further defined a basic qualitative study 

as one that pursues meaning that is constructed rather than discovered.   

Consistent with the definition of basic qualitative research, the study incorporated 

multiple methods in two distinct stages:  (1) Stage One– Identifying, Classifying, and 

                                                 

14 Merriam (2009; 2014) also recognized other characteristics of qualitative research including, but not 

limited to, flexibility, tolerance for ambiguity, and observation. 
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Describing Foundations and (2) Stage Two– Foundation Perspectives.  Since the study 

included multiple methods, it is referred to as a multimethod qualitative design.  In the 

first stage of the study, a document analysis was conducted.  The document analysis stage 

integrated multiple sources of data to identify the top 35 foundations, classify them based 

on their philanthropic approach, and then develop an in-depth description of who the 

leading foundations are and how the organizations present their philanthropic work in K-

12 education in publicly available documents.  The first stage of the design assisted in 

informing and refining the second stage of the study, similar to a sequential exploratory 

design in mixed method research (see Creswell, 2003).   

Guided by the classifications in Stage One, in Stage Two I then interviewed 

foundation representatives from the top 35 foundations.  The purpose of Stage Two was 

understand the views of the top 35 foundations–why foundations choose to give to K-12 

education and what the organization hopes to achieve in K-12 education.  Using a semi-

structured interview process, a total of 11 interviews were conducted with 12 foundation 

representatives.  These participants come from 12 of the top 35 foundations.  Foundations 

represented in Stage Two interviews captured the spectrum of classifications determined 

in Stage One.  Guided by the before mentioned conceptual framework, the multimethod 

qualitative design ultimately seeks to understand how, if at all, foundations differ in their 

perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes in K-12 education.  

Stage One–Identifying, Describing, and Classifying Foundations 

Stage One of the multimethod qualitative study examines research question one: 

How, if at all, do the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes in education 
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philanthropy differ among the 35 largest K-12 education grantmaking foundations?  

Thus, Stage One served as the descriptive component of the study capturing the “public 

face” of foundations through a review of publicly available documents.  Laying the 

groundwork for Stage Two of the study, Stage One identified the top 35 K-12 education 

grantmaking foundations, described how they differed on various points (i.e. basic 

characteristics, degree of adherence to venture philanthropy, philanthropic approaches 

and practices, perception of K-12 education, and desired outcomes), and then classified 

them based on their adherence to the tenets of venture philanthropy.   

To address the stated purpose, a document analysis was conducted for the first 

stage of the multimethod qualitative design.  Document analysis is an “analytic procedure 

[that] entails finding, selecting, appraising (making sense of), and synthesizing data 

contained in documents” (Bowen, 2009, p. 29).  Traditionally, documents in qualitative 

research have been used to add depth to case studies and/or triangulate findings from 

interviews or observations (see Patton, 2002; Yin, 2013).  The document analysis in 

Stage One functioned to provide the basis for the participant selection in Stage Two, 

refine the interview process, and provide context to the overall study.  “Documents prove 

valuable not only because of what can be learned directly from them but also as stimulus 

for paths of inquiry that can be pursued only through direct observation and 

interviewing,” (Patton, 2002, p. 294).  The following sections detail the sample selection, 

data collection, and data analysis processes for the document analysis conducted for 

Stage One of the study.  
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Sample Selection 

For inclusion in Stage One of the presented study, foundations were purposively 

sampled based on set criteria: (1) Classified 501(c)(3) private non-operating foundation 

by the Internal Revenue Service and independent foundation by the Foundation Center 

(2015)15; (2) Based in the United States and grantmaking to domestic schools; and (3) 

Rank in the top 35 foundations based on total dollars in grants made to K-12 education in 

2013.  The particular selection criteria focuses the study solely the leading foundations in 

K-12 education philanthropy in the United States.    

Though there are thousands of foundations involved in K-12 education, the top 35 

foundations award a majority of the grant dollars making them an important subsection of 

philanthropists to study.  According to the Foundation Center’s (2014) data, among the 

top 1000 foundations the leading 25 made 50.8% of the grants to K-12 education in 2012.  

Considering the sheer financial impact of the top 25 foundations in 2012, the top 35 

foundations for 2013 were selected for this study.  The expansion from the top 25 to the 

top 35 was due to the desire to capture a sample that included more than a simple 

majority of grants dollars and more foundation perspectives.    

To identify the top 35 foundations in K-12 education grantmaking for data 

collection, I used a searchable database on foundations available online through the 

Foundation Center (2015a).  The Foundation Center is a nonprofit organization that 

                                                 

15 Narrowing foundations to independent foundations as defined by the Foundation Center (2015b) 

removed community and company-sponsored foundations.  Focusing on independent foundation eliminated 

the potential compounding factors of for-profit objectives (company-sponsored foundations) or multiple 

and small donors (community foundations).    
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compiles, digitizes, and creates a searchable database of IRS 990 tax forms16 on 

foundations.  The Internal Revenue Service reporting by foundations includes a myriad of 

financial information related to the board, expenditures, assets, and investments, but 

foundations must also report grants and contributions paid out over the course of the 

calendar year.  The IRS 990 tax forms require foundations to report the name of the grant 

recipient, location, purpose of the grant or contribution, and the amount paid out.  

Additionally, some foundations may further detail their grantmaking practices in 

attachments to the IRS 990 tax forms.  The Foundation Center takes the grant information 

and categorizes it into a searchable database using a pre-defined classification system.  In 

the Foundation Center’s Philanthropy Classification System (2015b), K-12 education 

grants are categorized as elementary and secondary education grants.  The Foundation 

Center (2015b) defined elementary and secondary education as: 

 Formal education provided by elementary and secondary schools for children and 

adolescents through a graded system of instruction that focuses initially on basic 

skills such as reading, writing, and mathematics and later on a broader curriculum 

of study which prepares students for specific employment opportunities or 

undergraduate, graduate and/or professional study in specific fields or practices. 

(para. 1) 

                                                 

16 IRS 990 is a generalized term that includes four different Internal Revenue Service tax forms for filling: 

Form 990N, Form 990EZ, Form 990PF (private foundation), and Form 990.  Different requires exist in 

each of the forms and foundations file different forms based on the gross receipt and total asset thresholds.  

The leading 35 foundations are required to file IRS Form 990PF.   
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Using the Foundation Center’s searchable database, I ran a query based on the criteria 

explained above to identify the top 35 foundations of 2013 based on total grantmaking to 

K-12 education in the United States.  

 Understanding that the Foundation Center’s database included an element of data 

entry and potential error, I used two additional precautions were used in identifying the 

top 35 foundations in K-12 education grantmaking: (1) A line-by-line analysis of 2013 K-

12 education grants across the leading foundations; and (2) A review of the top 100 

foundations over the past five years (2009-2013).   The line-by-line analysis included 

reviewing all, foreign and domestic, K-12 education grants for the top 35 foundations. In 

some instances, the database query included grants that were made to domestically-based 

nonprofit for a foreign school.  In such cases, these grants were removed from the total 

dollar amount given to K-12 education by the respective foundation.  The second 

precaution used to ensure the accurate identification of the top 35 foundations involved 

reviewing rankings over the last five available years (2009-2013).  The review of 

rankings again limited the rankings to only United States based independent foundation 

and grants made to K-12 education entities in the United States.  I identified the top 100 

foundations for the five most recent years.  Any foundation ranking in the top 100 from 

2009 to 2013, but not included in the top 35 foundations of 2013 was individually 

reviewed to ensure the grants were accurately entered into the database. Through this 
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process, two foundations were added to the list of leading foundations due to an issue 

with grant entry.17  

 One notable issue with the sample selection is the delay in information available 

to identify the top 35 foundations based on total grantmaking to K-12 education.  

According to the Internal Revenue Service (2015), a foundation is required to file based 

on the fiscal year in which they operate rather than the calendar year used for individual 

tax filings.  Nonprofit organizations, such as foundations, then file on the 15th day of the 

fifth month following the close of their fiscal year (IRS, 2015).  The availability of the 

data needed to ascertain who the leading grantmaking foundations are in a given year is 

further delayed by the processing time of the IRS and the Foundation Center.  

Subsequently, the identification of the leading foundations in K-12 education 

grantmaking is limited to the most recent data available (2013) and whereas foundation 

portfolio documents, such as website pages, were more recent (2014-2016).  

Data Collection 

To describe and classify foundations based on how they presented their 

philanthropic approach to K-12 education, in Stage One I then collected the documents 

from the top 35 foundations for analysis.  Foundation portfolios were put together for 

each of the identified foundations and included the following publicly available 

documents: annual reports, foundation profiles, letters of determination, foundation 

                                                 

17 The Foundation Center (2015a) database had two errors related to the Michael & Susan Dell Foundation 

and the NoVo Foundation.  Both errors were the result of a database issue that excluded a portion of the 

grants made by the respective foundations in 2013.  The error was reported to the Foundation Center and 

since been fixed.  The identification process was subsequently re-run after the error was addressed.  
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webpages18, and IRS 990 tax document for 2013.  The documents were obtained from 

three sources: (1) foundation websites; (2) GuideStar–A nonprofit organization that 

collects information on philanthropy to increase nonprofit transparency; and (3) 

Foundation Center–A nonprofit organization that collects, digitizes, and provides access 

to grantmaking practices of American foundations.  The foundation portfolios included, 

at a minimum: (1) basic grantmaking figures and facts for the past five years, 2009-2013 

tax years; (2) basic background information on the foundation; (3) mission, values, and 

vision statements; (4) foundation profile; and (5) leadership and education program 

officers names/contact information needed for Stage Two.  Foundation portfolios also 

included, if available, letters of determination, annual reports, impact statements, 

webpages, and education program press releases.  A total of 526 webpages across 31 

websites and 286 additional documents were reviewed and analyzed to describe and 

classify the top 35 foundations in K-12 education by total grantmaking dollars.  

Data Analysis 

The analysis of documents in the foundation portfolios served three purposes: (1) 

Provide context to the leading 35 foundations in K-12 grantmaking (i.e. basic 

characteristics, philanthropic approaches and practices, perspectives of K-12 education, 

and desired outcomes); (2) Classify foundations on their degree of adherence to venture 

philanthropy; and (3) Guide the selection of participants for Stage Two and refine the 

interview process.  

                                                 

18 Webpages were collected in February 2016 and are subject to change.  Each webpage was converted into 

a portable document format (pdf) to capture a moment in time across all foundation webpages. 
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To reach these goals, the document analysis of foundation portfolios followed a 

systematic and iterative process to describe and classify the top 35 foundations in K-12 

education.  This included the use of content and thematic coding techniques, matrices, 

and classifications informed by prior research.  I then used document analysis to first 

review and then analyze the documents in the foundation portfolios.  The systematic 

approach of document analysis further acted to tighten the research design (see Miles, et 

al., 2014) and provided a road map for how the data were interpreted.  Secondly, the 

study incorporated an iterative process. It is recognized that qualitative research has an 

ambiguous quality that is best addressed through a cyclical or iterative approach to 

analysis.  The iterative process is one that combines emergent readings of the data with 

knowledge of existing understandings in a cyclical format (Tracy, 2013).  In this study, 

the iterative approach was used to shape the process of analyzing foundation documents.   

The end goal of the data analysis process was to understand the field of the top 35 

foundations, capture the publicly presented perspectives of foundations, and initially 

classify foundations based on their adherence to the venture philanthropy.  The findings 

that emerged from Stage One’s systematic and iterative document analysis highlighted 

variations and similarities across foundations and assisted with the development of Stage 

Two of this study.  To explain how the findings were obtained in Stage One, the 

following subsections along with Table 2 carefully detail the items for analysis, coding 

practices, and methods of analysis.  

Items for analysis.  To provide clarity as to what exactly was included and 

reviewed in the document analysis, the items for analysis are outlined in Table 2.  
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Though the list is not all inclusive, it does cover the key items for analysis, details for 

each item, types of documents, where such information was located, and the respective 

source of each of the documents.  The items analyzed, such as basic grantmaking 

characteristics and foundation descriptors, were used to generally describe and provide 

context for the leading 35 foundations in the field of K-12 education philanthropy. 

Additionally, I analyzed documents to classify foundation based on their adherence to 

venture philanthropy and describe how they may differ and are similar to other 

foundations, how they approach and practice philanthropy, their perception of education 

system, and the desired outcomes they seek in their philanthropic endeavors.  

Coding practices. Using NVivo software as a platform for organization and data 

collection, I first analyzed the documents using Saldaña’s (2013) coding practices.  Miles 

and Huberman (1994) explained that “coding is analysis” (p. 94, emphasis in original), 

reflecting a process of analysis that occurs during and after data collection.  Though 

Saldaña (2013) acknowledged that the coding practices may not be appropriate for all 

forms of qualitative research and that coding will vary in how it is applied, he did provide 

a structure for analyzing data using a coding strategy.  Saldaña’s (2013) coding practices 

include three primary stages: pre-coding, first cycle coding, and second cycle coding.  To 

understand the publicly presented perspectives of foundations and classify them based on 

their philanthropic approach, I applied Saldaña’s (2013) coding practices as a form of 

data analysis.   

Pre-coding.  The systematic data analysis in Stage One began with pre-coding 

and preliminary memoing as described by Saldaña (2013).  Pre-coding is the practice of 
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conducting a first read of the documents and noting any significant verbiage, quotes, or 

codes that strike you as you familiarize oneself with the data (Saldaña, 2013).  In the pre-

coding process, I utilized both computerized coding and memoing to record any patterns, 

concepts, or frequent terms that emerged from the initial reading of the documents in the 

foundation portfolios.   

Specifically, I sought out initial concepts related to how a foundation’s 

perspective and approach to education philanthropy was presented in publicly available 

documents.  Operating as the preliminary round of analysis, pre-coding was used to 

reflect on the overarching commonalities, differences, and the key words being used to 

describe how foundations present their approach to K-12 education philanthropy.  

Moreover, I extensively reflected in memos during the pre-coding phase about possible 

themes, codes, and any necessary adjustments to the design process that may need to 

occur based on the documents being reviewed.  

First cycle coding.  To push the data analysis beyond preliminary observations 

and reflections of pre-coding, the foundation portfolio materials were reviewed once 

more using what Saldaña (2013) refers to as first cycle codes.  According Saldaña, first 

cycle codes must align with the purpose and research questions of the study.  The 

research question motivating Stage One aimed to understand the differences among 

foundations in how they perceived and approached education philanthropy.  Considering 

the research question for Stage One, the first cycle codes included attribute and in-vivo 

coding practices.  
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Attribute coding is the practice of coding based on basic descriptive information 

or characteristics (Saldaña, 2013).  This included codes such as the location of the 

foundation, source of key donors wealth, areas of K-12 philanthropic focus (e.g. 

postsecondary success, extended learning programming, school choice), and geography 

of where the foundation gives.  

The second coding method I applied in first cycle coding is referred to as in-vivo 

coding.  In-vivo coding, also known as verbatim coding, utilizes the actual language or 

terms used in the documents as codes.  The benefit of in-vivo coding is that is removes a 

small element of interpretation by capturing the exact language being used (Saldaña, 

2013)–the publicly available perspective of a foundation.  For example, these codes may 

include the exact terms used to describe the foundation’s desired outcome (i.e. college 

readiness for all) or philanthropic philosophy (i.e. catalytic agent for change).   

Second cycle coding.  The next step in the analysis process is the use of second 

cycle coding as defined by Saldaña (2013).  Saldaña (2013), stressing that coding as an 

iterative and cyclical undertaking, explained second cycle coding as the reanalyzing of 

data to conceptually and categorically organize and refine first cycle codes.  In the Stage 

One of the study, I applied focused and pattern coding techniques as second cycle codes. 
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Table 2 

Stage One– Items for Analysis, Types of Documents, and Data Sources 

Items for 

Analysis 

Details Types of Document Data Source 

Basic 

grantmaking 

characteristics 

 grantmaking facts & figures, past five 

years  

 rankings for the past five years 

  

 IRS 990 (2008- 2013) 

 Foundation Center Profile 

 GuideStar Profile 

Foundation 

Center & 

GuideStar 

Foundation 

Descriptors 

 founder(s)  

 date established 

 location of foundation 

 geography of giving 

 giving sectors (e.g. healthcare, public 

affairs, religion) 

 rank among top 35 foundations 

 specific targeted regions or schooling 

environments 

 board members, trustees, officers, 

and/or foundation managers 

 source of wealth–key donors 

 foundation webpages 

 Foundation Center profile 

 GuideStar profile 

Foundation 

Center, 

GuideStar, 

foundation 

websites* 

Focus of 

Grantmaking 

 focus of K-12 grantmaking (e.g. 

human capital development, school 

choice, postsecondary readiness) 

 foundation profiles 

 foundation webpages 

Foundation 

Center, 

GuideStar, & 

foundation 

websites* 

View of K-12 

Education 

 language used to describe the K-12 

education system in the United States 

 annual reports 

 K-12 program webpages 

 foundation press releases 

foundation 

websites* 
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Table 2, cont. 

Purpose in K-

12 Education 

Philanthropy 

 rationale for giving to K-12 education  mission, values, and vision 

statements 

 education program purpose 

statements 

 K-12 program webpages 

 impact statement 

foundation 

websites* 

& GuideStar 

Philanthropic 

Approach/ 

Practices 

 grantmaking practices 

 language usage to describe the 

philanthropic work 

 venture philanthropy indicators (see 

Appendix A) 

 

 mission, values, and vision 

statements 

 annual reports 

 K-12 Program webpages 

 foundation press releases  

foundation 

websites* 

Desired 

Outcomes 

 specific foundation-aims in 

grantmaking to K-12 education 

 

 mission, values, and vision 

statements 

 annual reports 

 K-12 Program webpages 

 foundation press releases 

 annual reports 

GuideStar & 

foundation 

websites* 

Note.  Foundation websites included all applicable webpages including, but not limited to the about us, history of the foundation, K-12 

program and initiative, and staff webpages.  Foundation websites not available for: (1) The Gottesman Fund; (2) Gilder Foundation, Inc.; 

(3) The Manton Foundation; and (4) The Paulson Family Foundation.  
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To help describe foundations based on how they approached and practiced 

education philanthropy, I concurrently applied second cycle coding method of focused 

coding.  Focused coding seeks to make sense of the data by categorizing it into salient 

categories using the most significant codes from the initial rounds of analysis (Charmaz, 

2006).  For instance, the application of focused coding included what segments of K-12 

education foundations elected to support, how they described their philanthropic 

approach, and the rationale behind why they are involved in K-12 education grantmaking. 

The second form of second cycle coding that I used is referred to as pattern 

coding.  Pattern coding is coding based on the emerging themes in explanatory or 

inferential codes (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  Specifically, I applied pattern coding to 

analyze how foundations perceived K-12 education, approached giving, and the desired 

outcomes being communicated through foundation documents.    

 Matrix displays.  To complete the classification and description of the top 35 

foundations, I employed two types of matrix displays presented by Miles, Huberman, and 

Saldaña (2013) to analyze the data.  A matrix display is a table used for analytic 

purposes.  Matrix displays provides a way to organize data into a format for “reflection, 

verification, conclusion drawing, and other analytic acts,” (p. 91).  In this study, I used 

both partially ordered meta-matrix and a checklist matrix for data analysis in Stage One.  

Partially ordered meta-matrix.  To allow for a review of each foundation and 

how it can be described, I crafted partially ordered meta-matrices for each of the top 35 

foundations.  A partially ordered meta-matrix display condenses data by each case, or 

foundation in this instance, to allow for an overarching review of the data and refinement 
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of patterns (Miles, et al., 2014).  Largely, I utilized this data analysis tool to refine and 

verify the systematic coding practices described above.    

Checklist matrix.  To classify foundations and understand how foundations differ, 

I then created a checklist matrix to support the classification of foundations based on their 

adherence to venture philanthropy.  A checklist matrix lays out data to analyze a “major 

variable or general domain of interest” (Miles, et al., 2014, p. 142).  In this study, the 

major variable for is the adherence to venture philanthropy for classification purposes. 

The checklist matrix was particularly useful in analyzing the degree of adherence to 

venture philanthropy.  Developing a version of a checklist matrix for each indicator of 

venture philanthropy provided insight into the potential variation among foundations’ 

philanthropic approaches as well as an overview of each concept of interest. 

Adherence to venture philanthropy.  In the final step of the data analysis 

process for Stage One, I addressed the classification of the top 35 foundations in K-12 

education based on their adherence to venture philanthropic indicators.  As mentioned 

before, prior literature in the field agreed that a change is occurring in how foundations 

are approaching giving called venture philanthropy.  Yet, little is known regarding how 

foundations may vary regarding the adherence to the venture philanthropic approach.  

Presumably, the philosophical view of philanthropy and how it should be conducted 

underscores the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of the foundation’s 

work.  Thus, classifying foundations based on the adherence to the emerging 

philanthropic approach of venture philanthropy can provide insight into the overall 
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interactions of foundations in K-12 education.  Further, these classifications assisted in 

the participant selection in Stage Two of the study.  

To determine the degree of adherence to venture philanthropy, a continuum of 

venture philanthropy was used to classify foundations.  Intending to tease out variation 

among foundations, three levels of adherence to venture philanthropy were created based 

on the indicators of venture philanthropy (see Appendix A).  Each indicator was based on 

previously researched components of the philanthropic approach.  Classifying 

foundations on a continuum of venture philanthropy, including low, moderate, and high 

adherences, further allowed for a contextual understanding and comparison point across 

the top 35 foundations.   

The classification of the foundations in Stage One, however, only provided the 

initial review of foundations and was later revisited in Stage Two of the study.  While 

documents provided a first-look and means to delineate foundations, they merely 

represent the image that foundations elected to put into the public sphere and are likewise 

limited.  The classification of foundations into low, moderate, and high venture 

philanthropy adherence categories illustrated variation among foundations yielding a 

more nuanced understand of the field; yet Stage Two of the study further shaped the 

categories created in the classification of foundations based on their adherence to venture 

philanthropy.  

Stage Two–Foundation Perspectives 

Stage Two of the multimethod qualitative study examined the following research 

questions: (1) How, if at all, do the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes in 
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education philanthropy differ among the 35 largest K-12 education grantmaking 

foundations?; and (2) What, if any, differences can be found based on the adherence to 

venture philanthropy classifications among the leading K-12 education grantmaking 

foundations?  Building on the findings from document analysis and classification of 

foundations based on their degree of adherence to venture philanthropy, Stage Two added 

depth to understanding how foundations differ from and where similar to one another.  

Further, Stage Two explored the desired outcomes and perceived influence of 

foundations granting to K-12 education.  In sum, the purpose of Stage Two was to 

understand why foundations choose to give to K-12 education, the philanthropic 

approach and practices applied to their giving, and the outcomes they seek to achieve in 

K-12 education and how they may differ.  

To answer these research questions, I conducted 11 interviews with 12 foundation 

representatives across 12 foundations in Stage Two.19 Using a semi-structured interview 

format, I purposively selected participants from the leading 35 foundations in K-12 

education philanthropy.   Participants in management or education program leadership 

roles (e.g. education program officers and grant directors) were pursued for their insight 

on how the foundation perceived and approached philanthropy and K-12 education.  To 

further detail the methods of Stage Two, I will outline participant selection, data 

collection, and data analysis processes in the following subsections. 

 

                                                 

19 One interview was conducted with a grant manager that worked across two foundations and a second 

interview for a single foundation included two participants. 
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Participant Selection 

To select participants who can shed light on the perspectives, approaches, desired 

outcomes, and perceived influence of foundations in K-12 education, I used purposeful 

sampling techniques.  Purposeful sampling is the practice of strategically selecting 

information-rich participants based on predetermined criteria for inclusion (Patton, 2002).  

For Stage Two of the presented study, the selected participants met the following criteria:  

(1) Individuals who currently are or recently were, within the past three years, employed 

by one of the top 35 foundations, based on total dollars in grants allocated to United 

States K-12 education in 2013; and (2) Hold leadership or management positions related 

to K-12 education grantmaking (e.g. education program officers, foundation managers, 

education grant managers).  Using the defined criteria for selecting participants refined 

the selection to foundation representatives to those who are engaged knowledge holders 

within a given foundations education giving. 

The participants who agreed to interviews were both current (9) and former (3) 

employees from either managerial or leadership positions at one of the top 35 foundations 

identified in Stage One.  Both current and former employees, defined as those who were 

employed as of 2013, were recruited since the identification of leading foundations dated 

back to 2013.  Further nine of the participants of this study had generalized professional 

titles of education program director or officer, while the remaining three had professional 

titles of education grant manager or strategist. 
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Data Collection 

In Stage Two, I utilized a semi-structure interview process to interview 

individuals working in key foundation positions, by phone, within the respective 

foundations.  Using a semi-structured interview process implies that a set of guiding 

questions are predetermined to steer the interview, yet the interview takes on a more 

conversational style (Patton, 2002).  The conversational undertone of the interview 

allows for flexibility in participant responses as well as opportunities to ask clarifying, 

follow-up, and probing questions (Merriam, 2009).  Interviews began by covering 

informed consent, purpose of the study, safeguards in place for the protection of 

participants, but then followed the established interview guide (see Appendix C).20 

Interviews ranged from 30 to 65 minutes in length.   

The number of participants necessary to answer the research questions revolving 

around perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of foundations in K-12 education 

were determined largely by the quality of the respective interviews.  As Yin (2010) 

declared “there is no formula for defining the desired number of instances [i.e. sample 

size or number of participants] for each broader or narrower unit of data collection in a 

qualitative study” (p. 89).  With that said, all foundation representatives from all 35 of the 

leading foundations in K-12 education giving were contacted in a systematic manner that 

resulted in the participation of 12 individuals. 

                                                 

20 Three practice interviews were conducted prior to the start of the data collection in Stage Two.  These 

interviews were done with foundation representatives as a way to practice the flow of the interview 

questions as well as outline where adjustments may need to occur.  Participants in the practice interviews 

were from foundations working in K-12 education that were ranked outside of the top 35 K-12 education 

foundations of 2013. 
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Using the foundation profiles and webpages from Stage One, I started by creating 

a comprehensive list of all the possible interviewees for the study based on official titles 

and contact information provided in the documents of the top 35 foundations.  

Participants with titles that are generally described as grant officers, education program 

officers, and foundation managers were considered and contacted for inclusion in this 

study.  Individuals with such leadership and management titles within the foundation 

provided invaluable insight on how the leading foundations perceive K-12 education and 

philanthropy, the approaches and practices used, and desired outcomes of respective 

foundations in K-12 education.   

In total, 11 interviews were conducted across 12 participants representing 12 

foundations. One participant formerly worked for, and on spoke on behalf of, two of the 

top 35 foundations and a second interview included two participants representing one 

foundation.  As each interview was concluded, I completed the process of transcribing, 

memoing, reviewing, and pre-coding each of the interviews.  This ongoing process 

allowed for the modification of interview questions as needed, as well as an ongoing 

evaluation as to whether additional interviews were needed to represent the field of the 

top 35 foundations granting to K-12 education. 

Conducting interviews with individuals from high-profile nonprofits working in 

K-12 education required special considerations related to gaining access.  Not only were 

the selected participants in positions of employment or leadership with the respective 

foundation, but they must also be mindful of the implications of their participation (e.g. 

impact on donors willingness to give to foundations, public media pressures).  
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Acknowledging these potential concerns of participants, I recognized that gaining access 

posed a challenge in this study.  To met this challenge and gain access to individuals who 

can provide insight into the guiding research questions, I took two approaches to gaining 

access: (1) I used a set process for cold-inquiries using an access proposal and contacted 

representatives from all 35 foundations; and (2) I utilized personal and professional 

networks to identify gatekeepers within the identified foundations to assist in recruiting 

participants.  

In my first approach to gain access to participants, I sent out access proposals to 

the previously identified individuals working within the leading foundations in K-12 

education.  According to Tracy (2013), an access proposal concisely describes the study 

in an effort to gain access.  An access proposal highlights the researcher’s experiences 

and a rationale that “rings true to gatekeepers” (Tracy, 2013, p. 72).  Using an access 

proposal (see Appendix D), I began by e-mailing possible participants based on the 

document analysis in Stage One.  Representatives, both current and former employees, 

from all of the top 35 foundations were contacted with by e-mail.  In some instances, 

foundations had more the one potential individual and both were contacted.  Following 

the e-mails, I placed phone calls with potential participants in an attempt to gain access 

and concluded with a second e-mail.  I recognize that cold-inquires lack a personal 

connection and trustworthiness.  As such, I also practiced a second approach to gaining 

access. 

The second approach to gaining access that I used included capitalizing on 

personal and professional networks to identify gatekeepers within the focus foundations.  
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Gatekeepers–those that hold access to your participants (Hays & Singh, 2012)–may be 

able to assist in providing the initial contact needed to access those in foundation 

leadership and management positions.  The secondary approach to gaining access assisted 

by making connections with individuals already approached through the initial cold-

inquiry attempts.  

Through these two approaches to gaining access to potential participants, I had 

foundation representatives from 21 of 35 (60%) foundations respond to the requests for 

research participation.  Nine from that group politely declined leading to 12 foundations 

represented in 11 interviews.21  Those that declined cited reasons such as not seeing their 

organization as a leader in K-12 education, time constraints, and not having the authority 

to speak on behalf of their organization.  Seven of the 12 consenting participants were 

recruited through cold-inquires and the remaining five were through the use of personal 

and professional networks.22   

Data Analysis  

In the data analysis processes for Stage Two, I sought to understand the 

perspectives and approaches of education grantmaking foundations and the outcomes 

they desire to achieve.  To reach these understandings, a systematic and iterative process 

of data analysis was conducted.  Similar to Stage One, Stage Two relied on Saldaña’s 

(2013) coding practices to review and analyze the data.   

                                                 

21 Two potential participants agreed and later withdrew.  The first withdrew saying that after speaking with 

their supervisor the foundation would prefer not to participate.  The second withdrew due to a personal 

vacation and difficulty scheduling the interview. 
22 The relative balance of participants from each foundation grouping was desired, but was not intentional 

in this study.  All those who agreed to participate were interviewed. 
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Coding practices.  Again using Saldaña’s (2013) coding practices as a guide, I 

continuously analyzed interview throughout the data collection process.  Using the three 

stages in an iterative manner, Stage Two included several cycles of pre-coding, first, and 

second cycle coding to answer the above mentioned research questions.  Detailed 

explanations of each coding stage can be found in Stage One.  

Pre-coding.  Pre-coding in Stage Two was utilized to initially identify and reflect 

upon any immerging themes, concepts, or patterns emerging from the interviews with 

foundation representatives (see Saldaña, 2013).  Using both computerized coding and 

memoing, I sought out initial concepts related to how foundation representatives describe 

the perspectives, approaches, desired outcomes, and perceived influence of foundations 

working in K-12 education.  Pre-codes, for example, included general observations 

describing how foundations perceived the field of K-12 education or rationales behind 

grantmaking to the education sector.  The process of pre-coding was also used to adjust 

the interview guide, as needed for clarity, and to guide later stages of analyses.  

First cycle coding.  Moving beyond the preliminary observations and reflections 

of pre-coding, the interview transcripts will be reviewed again using the first cycle codes.  

First cycle coding is essentially the first pass at the data following predetermined coding 

techniques.  To initially understand the perspectives, approaches, desired outcomes, and 

perceived influence of foundations, I applied three types of first cycle codes to the 

interview data.  The three types included attribute, in vivo, and descriptive coding 

practices.  Each of the types and their respective descriptions and examples are provided 

in Table 3.  
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Table 3 

First Cycle Codes 

Type Description of Code Examples 

attribute Basic descriptive information or 

characteristics 

 Years with foundation 

 Generalized title 

 Background in K-12 

education 

in vivo Verbatim words or phrases from 

participants to capture a concept  

 “selective granting” 

 “returns on investment” 

descriptive Use of words or short phrases to 

describe the topic of a passage 

 venture philanthropy 

 teacher development 

 college readiness 

Note.  Code types and descriptions adopted from Saldaña (2013). 

Second cycle coding.  The subsequent step in the analysis process includes the 

application of second cycle codes as defined by (Saldaña, 2013).  Reviewing the 

interview data once more, I then applied pattern coding practices to solidify the data into 

themes necessary to address the research questions of this study.  Pattern coding is the 

process of identifying similar codes and theming or organizing them into constructs that 

have meaning to the inquiry at hand (Saldaña, 2013).  In Stage Two, pattern coding 

captured themes such as outcome orientated grantmaking or strategic decision-making.  

As with pre-coding and first cycle coding, second cycle coding was used in an iterative 

manner.  The iterative nature of data analysis means that the coding may have several 

renditions prior to any interpretations being drawn about how the perspectives and 

approaches of foundations, what they sought to achieve through their efforts, and how 

they perceived their influence on K-12 education.   
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Trustworthiness 

 Trustworthiness is the qualitative response to the question of validity found in 

quantitative research, and it is a guiding premise of research quality for this study.  As 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) explained, the concepts of validity, reliability, and 

generalizability found in quantitative research are incompatible with a constructivist 

approach. Rather, qualitative research should be evaluated on criteria of trustworthiness.  

The concept of trustworthiness is broadly accepted in the field of qualitative inquiry 

(Hays & Singh, 2012), though Lincoln and Guba (1985) broadly addressed it through the 

themes of truth, value, and credibility.  Lincoln and Guba (1985) provided four criteria 

for reviewing qualitative research: (1) Credibility–The “believability” of the research; (2) 

Transferability–The ability to provide rich detail that allows the reader to determine if the 

work is applicable to other individuals and/or settings; (3) Dependability–Consistency of 

results over time and across various studies; and (4) Confirmability–Findings of the study 

as genuine reflections of the participants’ views.   

Using the criteria for qualitative research as guidelines, this study used series of 

practices to help maximize trustworthiness.  The techniques in this study included an 

audit trail, personal and analytic memoing, member checking, thick description, and a 

peer reviewer.  Many of these practices are engrained at various stages in the presented 

study, yet it is important for transparency to emphasize how and where each practice was 

used to address the issue of trustworthiness.   

 To assist in creating trustworthiness throughout this research endeavor, the 

practice of auditing was performed.  An audit trail establishes a record for all research 
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decisions and activities (Creswell & Miller, 2000).  Used through both stages of this 

study, I compiled an audit trail comprised of foundation portfolios, memos, codebooks, 

transcripts, log research decisions, and other pertinent documentation.  The idea is to 

increase the rigor of the study through documentation and in turn evoke the 

trustworthiness elements of transferability and credibility.  

 The second technique applied to maximize trustworthiness in this study was the 

use of personal and analytic memoing techniques.  Memoing is simply the practice of 

journaling throughout the research process.  For the presented study, I used two forms of 

memos, personal and analytic memos.  Personal memos were aimed at the practice of 

self-reflexivity.  Tracy (2013) defined self-reflexivity as the “honest and authentic 

awareness of one’s own identify and research approach,” (p. 233).  As mentioned in the 

discussion about my role as a researcher, personal memoing provided an outlet and 

record of how my positionality and experiences informs and influences the research 

process.  Additionally, analytic memoing to sought to capture the decision-making 

processes of the study and rationales behind each methodological decision.  Both forms 

of memoing were completed in an effort to increase the creditability and confirmability 

of the study.  

 To further establish the trustworthiness of the presented study, a process of 

member checking was used from Stage One to Stage Two of the study.  During the 

interviews with foundation representatives, representatives were asked to describe or 

label the approach to philanthropy used by their foundation.  In part the purpose of this 

question was to see what, if any, alignment existed between the adherence to venture 
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philanthropy classifications from Stage One and how foundations representatives self-

described the approach of their respective foundation. The classification of foundations 

based on their adherence to venture philanthropy was based on the “public face” of the 

foundation.  As such, participants were able to provide meaningful insight into whether 

such classification were on-point or accurate.  

 Further contributing to the trustworthiness of study, I purposefully used rich or 

thick description practices in writing up the results of this study.  Thick description is the 

practice of explaining and detailing contextual meanings specific to the cultural group at 

hand (Geertz, 1973).  Hays and Singh (2012) expanded the definition by explaining that 

thick description is also the “detailed account of your research process and outcomes” (p. 

212).  This study practiced thick description in audit trail and memoing processes as well 

as in reporting of the findings. By using thick description in the write up of the research 

process and results, I aim to undermine any issues related to transferability and 

creditability with consumers of this research. 

 The final practice to enhance trustworthiness is the use of a peer reviewer during 

Stage One of the study.  A peer reviewer serves to discuss the study, its raw data, and 

primary interpretations (Merriam, 2009).  Acting as a critical friend, a peer reviewer 

should play the role of the devil’s advocate questioning the assumptions, interpretations, 

and conclusions of the study (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  Though 

I have a dissertation committee rich in expertise, I also relied on a fellow education 

doctoral colleague to act as my peer reviewer.  The peer reviewer met with me several 

times during Stage One to discuss methodological decisions, data analysis, and findings.  
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The process of using a peer reviewer assisted in refining the coding practices and making 

the incremental research decisions, thus refining the research process. 

 As a researcher embarking on solo research endeavor, the techniques to increase 

trustworthiness held a great deal of importance in keeping the research process true.  

Demystifying the research process and improving the quality of the study, practices of 

auditing, member checking, memoing, thick description, and peer review proved 

necessary.  For these reasons, the previously described practices were used in the process 

of conducting this research on the leading K-12 education foundations and the 

complexities involved in giving to K-12 education.  

Ethics 

 The presented study has two primary responsibilities, protecting the participant 

and research integrity, to consider insuring that it adheres to ethical research standards.  

Though this study underwent a review and ongoing monitoring by The University of 

Texas at Austin’s Institution Review Board, it is imperative to outline the ethical 

safeguards that were put in place to protect both participants and the integrity of the study 

itself.  The section below details the specific steps that were taken to ensure an ethically 

guided study. 

The first and foremost, there is an ethical responsibility to the participants.  

Implementing measures to protect a participant’s identify reduces the risk of their 

voluntary participation. Practically speaking, this means taking the following precautions: 

(1) All participants were treated with confidentiality through the use of pseudonyms and 

generalized professional titles (e.g. grant officer, program officer, leader); (2) Preventing 
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the identification of the specific foundation from which they represent through the use of 

generalized descriptions and pseudonyms, if necessary; (3) Safeguarding data through the 

use of a data management plan that included housing data in a locked and secure 

environment separate from contact information; and (4) Following the guidelines and 

procedures of the Institutional Review Board including the use of verbal informed 

consent and voluntary participation guidelines.   

The second ethical responsibility of this study is to maintain its integrity.  

Preserving the study’s integrity included understanding the role I play as a researcher, the 

duties owed to the participants willing to share their perspectives, and the academic field 

to which this study will contribute.  As a researcher, memoing, audit trails, and member 

checks are all important to the integrity of the research.  Communicating an air of 

transparency, these practices aid in the creation of an extensive record of how the 

research was conducted, decisions made throughout the process, and checks used to 

ensure that as a researcher I have met the obligation to accurately capture the insights of 

participants in a meaningful manner.  Further, as a researcher I owe the academic field a 

contribution true to its purpose reflecting findings as close to the participants’ 

perspectives as possible.  With the assistance of a peer reviewer and member checks from 

the participants themselves, I sought to thoughtfully and precisely analyze and report the 

findings of this study.  
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Limitations 

 The study has two primary limitations–the alignment of data sources across two 

stages of inquiry and inherit issues with selected methods.  The first limitation, the 

alignment of data sources across two stages, refers specifically to the issue of data 

availability.  In Stage One of the analysis, the Foundation Center’s database on 

foundation giving was utilized to identify the leading foundations giving to K-12 

education.  At the time of data collection, the most recent year available is 2013.23  The 

tax filing guidelines for foundations coupled with the time taken by the Foundation 

Center to digitize and update their searchable database results in a delay in available data.  

The documents collected for Stage One ranged from 2013-2016 with interviews 

conducted in 2016.  The alignment of the data sources is a limitation, yet one that can be 

mitigated through member checks on the classification of Stage One and 

acknowledgement of years represented within the study.  

The next set of limitations are the inherit issues with document analysis and 

interviewing techniques in the presented study.  Document analysis is known to have 

several limitations including: (1) incomplete documents; (2) documents lacking 

usefulness; and (3) issues with determining authenticity and accuracy (Merriam, 2009).  

Issues with incomplete documentation may present challenges, but I also recognized that 

non-findings as insightful to the “public face” put forth by foundations working in K-12 

education.  For instance, four of the top 35 foundations did not have an online presence 

                                                 

23 Documents, website webpages, and foundations profiles were collected in January through February of 

2016.  Stage Two interviews were conducted in June-July 2016. 
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(i.e. no website) leading to a dearth of documents to analyze in Stage One.  Further, some 

documents under review in Stage One were not suitable for research purposes (e.g. 

lacking detail).  For this reason, several sources for the same information have been 

identified.  Take for instance the key component of a mission statement.  Foundation 

webpages and profiles compiled by GuideStar and the Foundation Center was used.  If 

the mission statement was unclear in one source, another source exists to fill that void.  

The final limiting element of document analysis is the potential issues with accuracy and 

authenticity.  Only documents produced by foundations (e.g. IRS 990 tax forms, mission 

statements, foundation webpages, and foundation profiles) were used for document 

analysis in Stage One.  By restricting documents to only those produced by foundations, 

issues of authenticity and accuracy subside.   

Similar to document analysis, there are limitations embedded in the use of 

interviewing methods.  As Patton (2002) explained: 

Interview data limitations include possibly distorted responses due to personal 

bias, anger, anxiety, politics, and simple lack of awareness since interviews can be 

greatly affected by the emotional state of the interviewee at the time of the 

interview.  Interview data are also subject to recall error, reactivity of the 

interviewee to the interviewer, and self-serving responses (p. 307). 

Considering the high profile of the leading foundations in K-12 education philanthropy, 

issues regarding interview data are valid limitations to this study.  Participants 

representing the leading foundations have a presumed interest in presenting their 

respective organization in a positive light.  The range of experience, understanding of the 
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complexities of the respective organization, and understandings further contextualize the 

interviews and responses from participants.  Lastly, the employment status of participants 

may interfere or shape the responses of individuals.  As such, this is a limitation of the 

study and one that is revisited throughout the results and discussion chapters.  
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Chapter 4: Stage One Findings 

 Stage One of this multimethod qualitative study focused on one research question: 

How, if at all, do the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes in education 

philanthropy differ among the 35 largest K-12 education grantmaking foundations?  

Stage One served as the descriptive and contextual component of the study by identifying 

the top 35 foundations giving to K-12 education.  In this chapter, I will first detail the 

basic grantmaking facts and figures of the leading 35 foundations; then I will explore 

how foundation documents depict the perspectives, approaches, desired outcomes, and 

philanthropic philosophy of foundations.  This chapter then concludes with an analysis of 

how the top 35 foundations adhere to the tenets of venture philanthropy illustrating the 

variance found among leading funders.  

Identifying the Top 35 Foundations   

Using the IRS 990 tax data compiled by the Foundation Center (2015), I first 

identified the top 35 foundations in the United States.  Ascertaining who is leading the 

field is an important first step in thoughtfully reviewing the leading foundations in K-12 

education.  To determine which foundations fell into the top rank`s, I used the total value 

of grants allocated to primary and secondary education purposes within the United States 

alone.  From the total amount given to K-12 education, I ascertained the top 35 

foundations of 2013. 

To provide context to the leading foundations in K-12 education grantmaking for 

the most recent year available (2013), I also reviewed the rankings of for the previous 

four years.  Table 4 includes details of the total grant values in K-12 education made by 
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the leading 35 foundations across the past five years along with the corresponding rank.  

For each respective year, I carried rankings out across the top 100 foundations.  If a 

foundation did not make grants to K-12 education or if they fell outside of the top 100, 

they were deemed not ranked (NR), see Table 4.  

The first take away from the identification of the leading foundations in K-12 

education giving is the wide range in giving represented in the total dollar amount in 

grants.  The top foundation of 2013, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (Gates 

Foundation), gave $252,011,281 in grants to primary and secondary education purposes.  

The 35th ranked foundation The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation, Inc. (Weinberg 

Foundation) by comparison granted merely $5,660,000. In fact, the Gates Foundation 

gave approximately four times as much as the next ranked foundation–The Walton 

Family Foundation, $56,910,966.  The variation in giving to K-12 education among the 

top 35 independent foundations in 2013 is illustrated in Figure 1.    

The top 35 foundations of 2013 are both newcomers and established leaders in K-

12 education foundation rankings.  Over the most recent five years of giving, established 

foundations comprised six of the top ten spots.  These established foundations–Gates 

Foundation, Walton Family Foundation, Inc. (Walton Family), The Michael and Susan 

Dell Foundation (Dell Foundation), Carnegie Corporation of New York (Carnegie), W.K. 

Kellogg Foundation (Kellogg Foundation), and The William and Flora Hewlett 

Foundation (Hewlett Foundation)–have ranked in the top ten foundations by total grant 

dollars to US K-12 education consistently dating back to 2009.  
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Table 4 

Top 35 Foundations by K-12 Education Grant Dollars, 2013-2009 

 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

Foundation Rank Total Rank Total Rank Total Rank Total Rank Total 

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 1 $252.01 1 $207.52 1 $316.85 1 $194.43 1 $180.34 

Walton Family Foundation, Inc. 2 $56.91 2 $72.70 2 $82.18 2 $114.77 2 $112.22 

The Michael and Susan Dell Foundation 3 $37.13 6 $25.54 4 $47.78 4 $40.23 3 $53.54 

Carnegie Corporation of New York 4 $35.58 5 $25.93 5 $20.92 6 $24.81 8 $15.24 

W.K. Kellogg Foundation 5 $29.80 3 $48.81 3 $55.23 3 $54.75 5 $26.20 

The James Irvine Foundation 6 $22.80 4 $28.30 6 $17.86 7 $24.19 NR $1.51 

The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation 7 $18.30 7 $22.56 9 $15.03 5 $28.17 6 $19.47 

Gilder Foundation, Inc. 8 $12.77 NR $.30 NR $1.81 NR $.57 NR $.89 

Laura and John Arnold Foundation 9 $12.40 12 $14.28 8 $16.63 NR $.82 NR $.99 

The Wallace Family 10 $12.28 8 $20.26 20 $7.79 60 $3.09 58 $2.73 

Paulson Family Foundation 11 $11.88 58 $3.78 13 $11.00 NR $.60 NR $- 

The Manton Family 12 $10.17 56 $3.83 NR $1.07 63 $3.00 NR $.25 

Eli & Edythe Broad Foundation 13 $9.87 11 $17.38 15 $10.25 8 $18.81 7 $17.72 

Joseph B. Whitehead 14 $9.77 13 $13.75 25 $7.20 15 $10.45 55 $2.80 

The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation 15 $9.50 41 $4.59 30 $6.68 NR $.45 62 $2.50 

Oberkotter Foundation 16 $9.47 23 $7.27 14 $10.41 17 $10.04 10 $11.78 

The Brown Foundation, Inc.  17 $9.35 20 $8.15 12 $11.01 22 $7.07 83 $2.01 

The Joyce Foundation 18 $8.47 42 $4.54 40 $5.83 21 $7.15 22 $6.35 

Buffett Early Childhood Foundation 19 $8.43 14 $13.73 23 $7.36 12 $11.41 11 $9.60 

The Pershing Square Foundation 20 $8.43 38 $5.04 59 $3.92 NR $1.64 NR $- 

The William Penn Foundation 21 $7.97 9 $18.47 83 $2.66 31 $5.93 87 $1.96 

The Kern Family 22 $7.92 22 $7.98 31 $6.30 33 $5.49 13 $9.31 

Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation 23 $7.30 NR $.40 NR $2.05 13 $10.99 NR $.61 

Charles and Helen Schwab Foundation 24 $7.27 NR $1.70 NR $1.30 NR $.33 51 $3.04 

The Ahmanson Foundation 25 $7.25 48 $4.39 38 $6.05 47 $4.18 15 $8.77 

Richard King Mellon Foundation 26 $6.95 NR $1.16 79 $2.77 42 $4.58 NR $1.34 
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Table 4, cont. 

 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

Foundation Rank Total Rank Total Rank Total Rank Total Rank Total 

Ford Foundation 
27 $6.87 18 $9.18 10 $13.90 10 $12.17 9 

$11.8

7 

Daniels Fund 28 $6.64 25 $6.74 16 $8.99 14 $10.68 89 $1.93 

Robert W. Woodruff Foundation, Inc.  29 $6.30 15 $11.65 NR $1.85 94 $1.98 100 $1.65 

The California Endowment 30 $6.28 NR $.64 NR $.81 NR $.66 NR $- 

NoVo Foundation 31 $6.28 24 $7.08 19 $7.81 50 $3.74 49 $3.15 

Longwood Foundation, Inc. 32 $5.97 39 $4.74 46 $5.34 NR $1.10 67 $2.41 

The Gottesman Fund 33 $5.94 49 $4.30 63 $3.6 100 $1.89 NR $.14 

The Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley 

Charitable Trust 
34 $5.87 46 $4.42 75 $3.02 NR $1.37 NR $- 

The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg 

Foundation, Inc. 
35 $5.67 16 $11.57 73 $3.06 39 $4.91 33 $4.72 

Note.  Based on IRS 990 filings for 2013 as compiled by the Foundation Center (2015b).  Rankings are based on total grant dollars given to US K-12 

education initiatives, non-profits, programs, and schools. Foundation ranks indicated with (NR) or not ranked were not in the top 100 foundations as 

determined by the same selection criteria.  Total dollars given is represented in the millions of US dollars.  
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Additionally, the list of the top 35 foundations of 2013 is sprinkled with 

newcomers.  The Gilder Foundation, The Manton Foundation, The Pershing Square 

Foundation (Pershing Square), Richard King Mellon Foundation (Mellon Foundation), 

Longwood Foundation, Inc. (Longwood Foundation), The Gottesman Fund, and The 
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Top 35 Foundations by K-12 Education Grant Dollars, 2013 
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Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust (Helmsley Trust) did not break the top 

35 ranking threshold dating back to the 2009 financial year (see Table 4).  

The identification processes showed the wide range in total giving illustrating that 

not all of the leading foundations are equal in total giving.  Second, identifying the 

leading foundations highlighted both established leaders in K-12 education and 

newcomer foundations to the philanthropic giving scene.  The following section further 

explores the patterns of likeness and difference by describing the field of the top 35 

foundations in K-12 education philanthropy.  

Public Face of Foundations    

After identifying the top 35 foundations giving to K-12 education, I analyzed 

publicly available documents to better understand the landscape of leading education 

foundations.  In particular, I reviewed how these leading foundations differed in their 

perception, approach, and desired outcomes related to education.  Publicly available 

documents included foundation profiles, annual letters and reports, and foundation 

websites.  The following section describes the public face of the top 35 foundations in K-

12 education including how foundations approached giving in similar and divergent 

ways, how the realms of education and philanthropy were perceived by different 

foundations, and the outcomes they expressly desired from their efforts in grantmaking.  

An important note is that the results stemming from the document analysis 

captured only what was publicly available through foundation websites and profiles. 

Using only foundation generated or supplied documents narrowed the results to the 

public face of foundations.  In turn, the results reported in the description and 
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classification elements of Stage One reflect what foundations decided to, or not to, put 

into the public sphere.  Thus, analysis focuses on views and practices of the leading 

foundations giving to K-12 education as publicly presented. 

Describing the Field:  Sources of Wealth and Patterns of Giving  

The section presents the results of the descriptive analysis around the different 

sources of foundation wealth, the geographic prioritization of grantmaking practices by 

these entities, and the giving sectors that foundations allocated their philanthropic dollars 

towards.  The general description of the leading foundations provides the groundwork for 

further delineations and a contextual understanding necessary to answer the guiding 

research question of Stage One– How, if at all, do the perspective, approaches, and 

desired outcomes in education philanthropy differ among the 35 largest K-12 education 

grantmaking foundations?– and begins to look at foundations’ approaches to giving. 

Source of wealth.  The source of wealth underwriting the philanthropic work of 

the leading foundations in K-12 education grantmaking is the first basic descriptor of the 

field.  The top 35 foundations sourced their grant dollars from the prosperity of their 

funders or benefactors in a wide range of industries.  A family or solo funder largely 

funded a majority of foundations in the top 35.  In part, this is a reflection of the typology 

of the sample of foundations being independent rather than corporate or community-

based foundations.  Regardless, the benefactors of the leading foundations in K-12 

education grantmaking are hailing from a range of wealth sources.  
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Table 5 

Primary Source of Wealth by Industry & Key Donor 

Sector/ 

Number of 

Foundations 

Key Donors/Corporate Affiliation 

finance & 

insurance 

(12) 

 Richard Gilder–Gilder, Gagnon, Howe, & Co. (brokerage firm) 

 Laura & John Arnold– Centaurus Advisors (hedge funds) 

 John Paulson– Paulson & Co. (mortgages) 

 Sir Edwin Manton–American International Group, Inc. (AIG) (insurance) 

 Bill & Karen Ackman– Pershing Square Capital Management (hedge funds) 

 Charles & Schwab–The Charles Schwab Corp. (brokerage firm) 

 Blue Cross of California (health insurance) 

 David S. Gottesman– Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (holding company) & First 

Manhattan Co. (investment firm) 

 Warren Buffet– Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (holding company & insurance)* 

 Howard & Dorothy Ahmanson– H.F. Ahmanson & Co. (insurance) 

 Richard King Mellon– Mellon Bank  

manufacturing, 

agriculture, & 

energy 

 

(8) 

 Andrew Carnegie–Carnegie Steel Co. 

 James Irvine–Irvine Co. (ranch & farming) 

 Beatrice Joyce Kean– Joyce Lumber Co.  

 Otto & Phoebe Haas– Rohm & Haas Co. (chemicals) 

 Generac Power Systems (generator systems) 

 Ewing Marion Kaufmann– Marion Laboratories (pharmaceuticals) 

 Edsel Ford– Ford Motor Co. (auto) 

 Pierre S. du Pont– E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (chemicals) 

media & 

broadcasting 

(2) 

 DeWitt & Lila Wallace–Reader’s Digest 

 Bill Daniels– Daniels & Associates, (cable tv) 

real estate 

(4) 

 Eli & Edythe Broad– Kaufman & Broad (KB) Home (home construction) 

 Brown & Root, Inc. (construction & engineering) 

 Harry & Leona Helmsley– Helmsley-Spear Llc. (real estate holdings) 

 Harry Weinberg– (real estate) 

retail, services, 

& products 

(6) 

 Sam & Helen Walton–Wal-Mart & Sam’s Club 

 W.K. Kellogg–Kellogg Co. (cereals) 

 Edna McConnell Clark–Avon Products, Inc. (cosmetics) 

 Robert Woodruff– Coca-Cola Co.  

 Joseph Brown Whitehead–Coca-Cola Co. (bottler) 

 Paul & Louise Oberkotter– United Parcel Service  

technology  

(3) 

 Bill & Melinda Gates–Microsoft 

 Michael & Susan Dell–Dell Inc.  

 William & Flora Hewlett– Hewlett- Packard Co.  

Note.  Only includes the primary source of wealth by the key donors identified for each foundation.  

Warren Buffett and the Buffett family are key donors in three of the top 35 foundations in the sample 

(NoVo Foundation, Buffett Early Childhood Fund, and Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation).  
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After reviewing foundation profiles and websites, I grouped the top 35 foundations into 

six subcategories by economic sector to identify the source of the wealth underlining the 

grantmaking to education.  As Table 5 shows, foundations vary in the source of their 

wealth, yet a majority of foundation’s key donors come from the financial and insurance 

sectors. 

Geographic priority.  Next, I completed an analysis that reviewed the 

geographic priorities of the top 35 foundations.  According to foundation profiles and 

grantmaking figures, ten foundations funded both domestic and international projects.  

The remaining 25 only granted to US projects, initiatives, or organizations.  For instance, 

in 2013 the Ford Foundation funded projects in the US as well as Africa, the Middle East, 

Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean.  In contrast, Daniels Fund only granted to 

domestic and regionally based initiatives and organizations in the western United States.  

A large share of the top 35 reported a regional or city-specific focus for their US-

based grantmaking.  The Paulson Family Foundation and The Gottesman Fund, for 

example, targeted their grantmaking specifically to New York City, New York.  Other 

foundations solely steered their giving to a given domestic region.  For instance, The 

Manton Family limited grantmaking to the New England region whereas The Ahmanson 

Foundation gave primarily to southern California with an emphasis on the Los Angeles 

metro-area.  In all, 24 foundations in the top 35 concentrated grantmaking to either a 

region or city-specific mission.  
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 Pledges and promises.  In an effort to better understand the perspectives of the 

top 35 foundations, I next reviewed whether foundations, or their key donors, had 

committed to either The Giving Pledge or to Philanthropy’s Promise. The Giving Pledge 

and Philanthropy’s Promise are two well-known philanthropic commitments made by 

major philanthropists and foundations in the sector.  These commitments provide insight 

into the underlining commitments that drive the giving philosophy of major donors 

behind the leading K-12 education foundations.  Again, using public documents such as 

websites and foundation profiles, I analyzed the top 35 foundations to see whether they 

reported taking either pledge.  

Key donors in six foundations were identified as having signed The Giving 

Pledge.  The Giving Pledge is moral commitment made by the world’s wealthiest 

individuals and their families to give a majority of their wealth to philanthropy over the 

course of their lifetime or in their will (“The Giving Pledge,” 2016).  The key donors 

within the sample of foundations who signed The Giving Pledge include: William (Bill) 

Gates, Melinda Gates, Warren Buffett, Laura Arnold, John Arnold, Eli Broad, Edythe 

Broad, Bill Ackman, and Karen Ackman.  Though The Giving Pledge operates at the 

individual level of key donors rather than the organizational level of foundations, it 

contributes to the financial stream available to the foundations of focus in this study. 

Another five foundations across the top 35 indicated that they had committed to 

the Philanthropy’s Promise.  Similar to the Giving Pledge, Philanthropy’s Promise is a 

commitment made by philanthropic organizations with a specific mission.  Sponsored by 

the National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy, Philanthropy’s Promise pledges 
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that foundations will allocate at least half of their grantmaking to one or more 

underserved communities (National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy, 2016).  

Specifically, The Ford Foundation, The California Endowment, The Wallace Foundation, 

W.K. Kellogg, and the NoVo Foundation have committed to the Philanthropy’s Promise 

initiative.  The only cross over between key donors signing The Giving Pledge and 

Philanthropy’s Promise was Warren Buffett and the NoVo Foundation.  Buffett is a key 

donor to the NoVo Foundation.   

K-12 education giving areas.  The next foundation descriptor I analyzed was 

where in K-12 education these leading foundations made grants.  The leading foundations 

allocated their funds over several different areas under the umbrella of K-12 education.  

The areas of giving in K-12 education ranged from grants to support the development of 

human capital in education to the implementation of blended learning techniques such as 

game-based learning. Using the websites of the sample foundations, webpages were 

analyzed to highlight the areas of giving occupied by each of the leading foundations.  

Though websites may not be all inclusive of the giving patterns of foundations, they do 

depict the public image of their giving.   

Table 6 displays how foundations with websites described their K-12 education 

giving.  Listed from the most prevalent to the least, it is clear that a majority of the 

sample foundations with websites (31) publicized giving to K-12 education through 

initiatives to support or influence human capital and policy and research.  The least 

prevalent giving areas in K-12 education were special populations and blended learning. 

The review of foundation websites mirrors the findings of prior research on K-12  
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Table 6 

Giving Areas in K-12 Education, Sample Foundations with Websites 

Giving Area Percentage 

(Number) 

Examples 

human capital  74.2% (23)  alternative teacher recruitment & training 

 teacher quality & development 

 leadership training & development 

policy & research 58.0% (18)  effectiveness research 

 policy development 

postsecondary success 48.4% (15)  scholarship programs 

 college & career readiness 

 drop out prevention & persistence 

school choice 45.2% (14)  charter schools 

 private schools 

 voucher programs 

curriculum 45.2% (14)  arts education 

 STEM  

 ethics education 

 open access curricular materials 

standards & assessment 41.9% (13)  teacher evaluation 

 Common Core State Standards 

 performance-driven education 

services & systems 38.7% (12)  data systems 

 school finance 

early childhood 

development 

32.3% (10)  access to pre-kindergarten and full day 

kindergarten 

 school readiness  

community engagement 29.0% (9)   community & parental engagement  

wrap around services 29.0% (9)  social & emotional development 

 health in schools 

 life skills & student empowerment 

extended learning 22.6% (7)  summer & afterschool learning 

 mentorship & tutoring  

special populations 19.4% (6)  special education 

 marginalized student groups 

 gifted and talented 

blended learning 19.4% (6)  game-based learning 

 personalized learning & instruction 

Note.  Includes only 31 of the 35 foundations in Stage One due to limitations with website availability. 

 

education philanthropies.  Prior research on the intersection of K-12 education and 

foundation grantmaking has illustrated that foundations tend to fund alternative teacher 

preparation pathways, choice initiatives and schools, and policy and research (Green, 
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2005; Hassel & Way, 2005; Koppich & Esch, 2012; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014).  The 

public face of foundations, as displayed by their foundation websites, reinforces the 

conclusions drawn from other studies.   

Other giving sectors.   To provide context, I next analyzed what other non-

educational giving sectors that top 35 educational foundations contributed to through 

their giving.  Using the foundation websites and profiles as a source, the other giving 

sectors to which the sample foundations granted was reviewed for descriptive purposes.  

The foundations examined in this study were selected based on their significant 

philanthropic contributions to K-12 education, yet their philanthropic efforts were not 

solely tied to education.  In total, 33 foundations provided information as to the other 

giving sectors they contributed.24   

The areas of philanthropy involvement outside of education were categorized into 

seven sectors with varying degrees of interest.  The review of the leading foundations 

granting to K-12 education found the following areas of giving by sectors other than 

education: (1) arts, humanities, & culture (16 or 48.9%); (2) environment (10 or 30.3%); 

(3) public health (19 or 57.5%); (4) international affairs, peace, or human rights (8 or 

24.2%); (5) public affairs (23 or 69.7%); (6) human services  (26 or 78.8%); and (7) 

religion (5 or 15.2%).  The range of participation across the various sectors of giving 

illustrates the diverse philanthropic interests of foundations leading the way in K-12 

education grantmaking.   

                                                 

24 Foundations with insufficient information to determine other giving sectors included the Paulson Family 

Foundation and The Manton Foundation.  
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Perspectives and Approaches of Foundations 

 Beyond the general descriptive characteristics of foundations, I next focused the 

document analysis on reviewing the ways in which foundations described how they 

perceived their giving in K-12 education, and how they approached philanthropy.  The 

analysis illustrated that foundations held different views about K-12 education and how 

they approached philanthropy.  Seeking to shed light on the research question– How, if at 

all, do the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes in education philanthropy 

differ among the 35 largest K-12 education grantmaking foundations?– the following 

segments detail how the leading foundations described K-12 education, why they chose 

to become involved in education philanthropy, how the foundation shapes their role in 

field of philanthropy, and what they desire to achieve through their efforts. 

View of K-12 education.  In the analysis of Stage One, I next examined how 

leading foundations defined the purpose and assigned value to K-12 education in the 

broader social context. Grasping how foundations view K-12 education as a system in our 

society provides insight into how foundations were called to give in the sector and is 

directly related to what foundations aimed to achieve through their philanthropic 

endeavors. The value assigned to the education system further signals the how foundation 

view the state of education and what it is, or is not, doing for our society.  Collectively, 

how foundations explained the purpose and value of the public education system make up 

what I refer to as the view of K-12 education.  

A majority of foundation documents I analyzed depicted the purpose of the 

American education system as fulfilling an obligation or civil right to its citizens to 
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provide a means for social mobility and economic prosperity.   The verbiage exercised by 

foundations varied from organization to organization, but touched frequently on the 

concept of social benefit from individual prosperity, social mobility, and stability.  Terms 

and phrases such as “right to education,”  “social obligation,” “deserved opportunity,” 

and “duty to provide” appeared throughout a majority of foundation documents when 

describing the purpose of education in the United States.  

The concept of the educational purpose, to provide individuals with opportunities in life, 

was often tied to social goals as stated by foundations.  The expressed language 

frequently connected the concept of obligations to citizens with social goals.  Take for 

instance the language found on the Buffet Early Childhood Fund (Buffett Fund) 

webpage.  The Buffett Fund explained that: 

As a country we have looked to education as a road to equal opportunity– as a 

path to gaining knowledge, developing skills and learning behaviors that prepare 

children to do well as students, workers and citizens throughout life.  Of course, 

family and community have the greatest influence on how children grow up.  But 

education is the way we, as a nation, attempt to level the playing field for all 

children and families.  Education is how we traditionally try to make good on the 

great American promise.  

Similar to other foundations, the Buffett Fund connected the concept of individual 

opportunity via education to the larger social goal of providing for the American promise, 

or what is often referred to as the “American Dream.”  The American promise, implied in 
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the words of the foundation, reflects the societal pact of social mobility or the mere 

chance at economic prosperity regardless of personal circumstance. 

 In analyzing the value that foundations assigned to the public education system, I 

looked for the descriptors foundations used to depict K-12 education.  Among those 

foundations that expressed an opinion on the current education system, a majority (61.3% 

or 19 foundations) made statements about education that had a negative tone and 

indicated a general discontent with the public education system.  Foundation documents 

described K-12 education in America with descriptors that included, but are not limited 

to: “broken,” “failed,” “in crisis,” “inefficient,” “stagnant,” “unacceptable,” “lacking,” 

“inadequate,” and “underperforming.” 

In connection with the claims of a lacking education system, foundation 

documents frequently pointed to disparities among racial, economic, and gender 

subgroups.  One third of foundations (10 of 31) highlighted achievement gaps or 

opportunity divides across student subgroups.  For instance, The Edna McConnell Clark 

Foundation (EMCF) summed up their take on the current state of education and 

achievement gaps by stating that “compared to past generations and other nations today, 

the U.S. is doing a poor job of educating its youth, especially those living in poverty, to 

meet the challenges of tomorrow.”  

The purpose, value, and social woes that comprised a foundation’s view of K-12 

education were often wrapped into powerful statements calling for action or change in 

education.  The Broad Foundation, for example, stated: 
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The American education system needs improvement.  While we continue to spend 

more money each year on education, far too many students lack adequate 

resources to learn, particularly students of color and low-income students.  

Education is a right, not a privilege, and no student should be left out, written off 

or ignored.  

Similar to other foundations, the Broad Foundation tied together their view of K-12 

education as one that touches on the purpose of education as a right coupled with an 

opinion of quality and the resulting societal disparities.  

Why K-12 education.  The next step I took in the document analysis was to 

explore the rationales for grantmaking in K-12 education as explained by foundations.  

Thus, in this analysis, I examined the foundations’ stated motivations or reasons for 

allocating large sums of money to the betterment of education.  The leading foundations 

in K-12 education with websites explained that their respective organizations were 

involved in education giving for five distinct reasons.  The rationale for giving to K-12 

education included concepts of education as: (1) serving the community good; (2) 

interconnected with economic opportunity and stability; (3) lever for providing 

opportunities and a better quality of life for individuals; (4) mechanism to address other 

social issues; and (5) a civic duty.   

Several foundations expressed more than one of the aforementioned reasons for 

engaging education grantmaking.  Take for instance, Robert W. Woodruff Foundation 

(Woodruff Foundation).  In outlining their grant programs the foundation said, “The 

Robert W. Woodruff Foundation believes education is vital to the quality of life in our 
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region.  It drives economic development and can end generational poverty.”  In this 

statement, the Woodruff Foundation outlined their rationale behind giving to education 

on both quality of life and economic grounds. 

The emphasis put on each of the rationales behind why K-12 education was a 

focus of grantmaking varied within focal foundations.  Seven indicated that giving to K-

12 education was necessary to serve the community good.  Phrases articulating giving to 

education to serve the community good included “foster creative communities” and 

“promote community vitality.”  Another nine foundations noted that the connection 

between education and economics as an underlining reason for the foundation’s 

education grantmaking.  The notion that education should be supported for economic 

purposes was expressed in different ways, yet the included language that mentioned the 

need for quality education to foster economic stability, growth, and provide economic 

opportunities to individuals. 

Closely related to the economic rationale for funding K-12 education, I found that 

16 (51.6%) foundations indicated that they were involved with education because it 

serves as a tool for improving the quality of life for individuals by opening doors of 

opportunity.  The TCE’s mission statement captured this theme by stating, “our mission 

is to expand opportunity for the people of California to participate in a vibrant, 

successful, and inclusive society.”  Other foundations, such as the Longwood Foundation 

and Dell Foundation, broadly expressed the same sentiment with verbiage calling for the 

“success of individuals.”  
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Another rationale given by leading K-12 education foundations was using 

education as a social mechanism or vehicle for addressing larger social inequalities.  Five 

foundations explained their participation in education with this reasoning.  Language 

utilized by foundations included expressions of leveling playing field, transforming to a 

world of “collaboration and partnership,” and “taking aim at inequalities that reproduce 

across generations.”  Those describing their giving to education as connected to a larger 

mission to address social inequalities frequently mentioned issues of poverty, injustice, 

and democratic values.   

 Some foundations also reasoned that their giving to K-12 education was a civic 

duty.  Six of the 31 foundations claimed this rationale in their public documents.  By 

supporting the educational system, foundations reasoned that they were fulfilling a civic 

duty to support democratic ideals and improve the civil society.  A prime example of this 

theme of reasoning was found in the words of the Carnegie Foundation.  The Carnegie 

Foundation explained, “all of the Corporation’s work is rooted in the deeply held 

convictions of Andrew Carnegie, who saw democracy, education, knowledge and its 

diffusion, and philanthropy, as fundamental tools for strengthening the bonds of our 

society.”  

Though the logic behind giving to education varied among foundations, five 

common threads existed: (1) serving the community good; (2) interconnected with 

economic opportunity and stability; (3) lever for providing opportunities and a better 

quality of life for individuals; (4) mechanism to address social inequalities; and (5) civic 

duty.  The public image for why these respective foundations were involved in education 
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illustrates the variations and similarities amongst foundations dominating the education 

philanthropy.   

Desired Outcomes  

The final element that I analyzed in Stage One of this study examined how 

foundations represented the outcomes they desired in K-12 education.  Pulling from the 

information provided on foundation websites, the phrases found in mission and vision 

statements, “About Us” profiles, and program webpages were analyzed to capture what 

foundations stated they wanted to achieve through their philanthropic work.  Three key 

types of desired outcomes were found across the leading foundations.  The first was the 

desire to use education to influence a broader social agenda or change and the second was 

to improve the existing public education system.  The third and final desired outcome of 

leading foundations revolved around the aim of infusing innovation and pushing for 

policy or alternates to the current education system.  

 The goal of foundations to facilitate a larger social agenda via education was the 

first desired outcome of education grantmaking I found among foundation documents.  

The aim of using education as a vehicle of change aligns with the rationale of getting into 

education, but it goes one step further by explicitly stating it as an end goal.  The societal 

change included big picture changes to American society such as ending generational 

poverty, morphing perceptions of health and disability, ending injustice and leveling 

inequities, improving community engagement, and achieving global economic 

competitiveness.  The 30,000-foot views of societal changes were expressed as the 
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ultimate goals of the foundation and education with its access to the next generation of 

citizens was the means to achieve the larger societal shifts. 

 Take for instance, EMCF.  The foundation’s core mission revolves around the 

core goal of ending generational poverty.  The larger goal of “breaking the cycle of multi-

generational poverty”, not education, is at the heart of the philanthropic work of the 

EMCF Foundation.  Education, however, was described in their foundation documents as 

the means to achieve their desired outcome of ending generational poverty.  In other 

terms, EMCF aimed to use education as the vehicle to achieve a broader social change.  

Beyond EMCF, other foundations also expressed aims of societal change.  Some 

described the desire to build strong communities (Schwab Foundation, Penn Foundation), 

reduce poverty (The California Endowment, Ford Foundation, Woodruff Foundation), 

and foster social equity (Kellogg Foundation, NoVo Foundation) through the structure of 

education.  

The second desired outcome I found was the desire to work within the existing 

public education system to improve the overall quality, access to educational 

opportunities, and students’ post-secondary outcomes.  Of the 31 foundations with 

sufficient documents for a thoughtful review, 11 sought the general improvement of the 

quality and opportunities within the existing K-12 educational system in America.  The 

phrases used to describe the desire to improve the existing education system included 

language about the need to “increase postsecondary preparedness,” “higher standards,” 

“deeper learning,” “improved student engagement,” and “increased access to educational 

opportunities.”  
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 The final desired outcome I documented across foundation websites was the goal 

to shift policy through the introduction of innovation, narrative changes, and the 

incorporation of alternative solutions to public education.  This theme runs parallel to the 

second theme of wanting to improve education, but differs in that the desired result exists 

external to the existing public education system.  Several foundations, 12 of 31 (38.7%) 

expressed that the goal of their giving was to shepherd improvements in K-12 education 

by striving to challenge the status quo via innovation, school choice, changes in the 

narrative of what education is and should be, or through specific educational policy goals.  

 The Broad Foundation is one such example of a foundation that expressed the 

desire to improve K-12 by supporting the challenge to the current education system.  In 

an overview explanation of the approach of the Broad Foundation, the website stated that: 

Given the scope and significance of the education crisis in America, students 

cannot wait for the existing public education system to transform.  They need 

alternative pathways that reinvent American education and provide far better 

learning opportunities.   

The Broad Foundation is not alone in wanting results geared towards improving 

education by fostering alternatives to public education, yet their foundation documents 

more clearly stated what they desired and provided defined justification.  

Classifying the Degree of Venture Philanthropic Adherence  

 The final step in Stage One of this study was the classification of leading 

foundations based on the adherence to venture philanthropy.  As previously discussed in 

Chapter 2, venture philanthropy is generally described as the application of venture 
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capitalist concepts and approaches to practice of philanthropy.  With the understanding 

that there is a degree of variation among foundations and how they may and may not 

adhere to venture philanthropy (see Moody, 2008), this study classified foundations on a 

continuum from low to high adherence to venture philanthropy.  

 To classify the foundations based on venture philanthropic adherence, I once 

again relied on the public presentation of foundations through websites and information 

provided in foundation profiles.  Among the top 35 foundations, four did not have 

websites for analysis.  The lacking information for The Gilder Foundation, The Manton 

Foundation, The Paulson Family Foundation, and The Gottesman Fund made classifying 

these foundations difficult.  As such, only 31 of the 35 foundations were classified.  

Explanations and details regarding the limitations in describing and classifying these four 

foundations is addressed in full in Chapter 3.   

 The classification stemming from the document analysis of the 31 foundations 

with websites is explained in the following section.  Each of the venture philanthropy 

indicators that I will review depict components of how foundation’s state their approach 

to giving.  Beginning with a brief review of the indicators of venture philanthropy, I will 

first walk through the particulars of each indicator and how foundations may, or may not 

have, demonstrated a certain venture philanthropic indicator.  Then, I will conclude with 

results rising from classification process.  For a complete break down of venture 

philanthropic adherence and the resulting classification, reference Appendix E.  
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Indicators of Venture Philanthropy 

In this aspect of the analysis, I classified the leading foundations as having either 

a high, moderate, or low adherence to venture philanthropy. The categorizations were 

made based on the degree to which the foundation’s giving grantmaking practices aligned 

with the nine indicators of philanthropy described in Chapter 2 as indictors utilized in in 

prior research.  The concept of venture philanthropy was operationalized using the prior 

research in the field to include eight indicators: (1) self-identification as a venture 

philanthropic foundation (or like term); (2) use of terms indicating the need to leverage 

change over pluralism; (3) use of venture capitalist language; (4) closed application 

grantmaking; (5) presence of milestone funding practices; (6) open involvement in 

advocacy or policy development; (7) projections or language demonstrating the desire of 

going to scale; and (8) patterns of high-engagement, see Appendix A.  The exact 

definitions of each of these indicators are elaborated in the following subsection.   

Using these indicators for the basis for classifying foundations, foundation 

websites and Foundation Center profiles were used to evaluate the degree of venture 

philanthropy adherence displayed by foundations in their publicly available documents.   

Self-identification.  The first indicator that I reviewed in foundation documents 

was whether a foundation self-identified as a venture philanthropy.  Discerning this, 

however, is was not entirely evident as foundations incorporating the tenets of venture 

philanthropy do so under various labels.  Moody (2008) explained the venture 

philanthropy has been given different names in part due to criticisms surrounding the 

approach.  Scholars such as Barkan (2013), Morino and Shore (2004), Frumkin (2006), 
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and Scott (2009) have documented and discussed the synonyms of venture philanthropy.  

Though nuanced variations exist among the synonymous terms, venture philanthropy 

serves as a “blanket term” for the overarching concept of strategic philanthropy 

incorporating elements of business (OECD, 2014, p. 71).  

Of the 31 foundations with websites, I found that 15 (48.4%) labeled their giving 

approach as either venture philanthropy or with a like term.  The 15 self-identifying 

foundations used labels such as “investment,” “outcome-focused grantmaking,” 

“catalytic,” “strategic,” “entrepreneurial venture philanthropy,” “results-oriented,” 

“private sector,” and “high-engagement” to describe their foundation’s approach to 

giving.  These terms were most often expressed on About Us, Our History, or Our 

Approach webpages.  Only foundations that specifically branded their giving as venture 

philanthropy, or like terms, were deemed as self-identifying foundations.  

 Leverage over pluralism.  The second indicator of venture philanthropy that I 

reviewed is whether a foundation applied leveraging practices to maximize the impact of 

grantmaking.  The practice of exercising leverage over pluralism is the second indicator 

of venture philanthropic approach (Saltman, 2010).  Leveraging is essentially the act of 

using mechanisms or techniques to exasperate the reach or impact of a given grant.  

Frumkin (2000; 2006) outlined over twenty different forms of leveraging.  Unlike other 

venture philanthropic indicators, identifying leveraging techniques in philanthropy 

required a greater degree of interpretation and analysis.  Partly, the complexity of 

identifying leveraging techniques resides in the number and variation of leveraging 

practices.  While language used in foundation documents may have labeled the practices 
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as “leveraging,” or a variation thereof, others described their maximizing strategies over 

several subsections of their websites.  As such, coding leveraging practices included both 

variations of the term leverage along with examples of philanthropic levers at work as 

described by Frumkin (2000; 2006).    

 Regardless of the approach to how they may, or may not, be practicing leveraged 

grantmaking, the foundation documents revealed that 19 of the 31 (61.3%) top 35 

foundations granting to K-12 education applied leveraging techniques. Those deemed to 

emphasize the practice of leveraging included the likes of The Joyce Foundation, Laura 

and John Arnold Foundation (Arnold Foundation) and The Wallace Foundation.   As an 

exemplar, The Joyce Foundation demonstrated the practice of leveraging by explaining 

the need to shift resources from “lower-value” to “higher-value” programs.  In 

comparison, The Wallace Foundation and the Arnold Foundation frankly addressed the 

utilization of leveraging techniques by describing the prioritized funding of “high-

leverage opportunities” and those that address a “high-leverage knowledge gap.”   

 Contrary to the language of leverage, I discovered that some foundations openly 

portrayed how they prioritized pluralism or the inclusion of several voices in their 

grantmaking practices.  Carnegie, Kellogg, Joseph B. Whitehead Foundation (Whitehead 

Foundation), The Ahmanson Foundation, and the Robert W. Woodruff Foundation, Inc. 

(Woodruff Foundation) stand as the six foundations across the 31 analyzed that used 

language of pluralism over leverage.  An example of pluralist language is evident in the 

documents put forth by the Kellogg Foundation.  In declaring the foundation’s value 

system Kellogg stated that, “We respective individuals and value their collective 
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interests, strengths and cultures.”  This statement along with other supporting phrases 

assisted in deeming Kellogg as a pluralism over leverage foundation.  Serving as a point 

of contrast to the language of leveraging, foundations using pluralism language assisted 

in the classification process on this indicator of venture philanthropy.  

 Venture capitalist language.  The third criteria is whether foundation documents 

incorporated language consistent with venture capitalism.  Thus, I examined documents 

to look for venture capitalist terms such as “returns on investment,” “cost benefit 

analysis,” or “strategic alignment.”  These words and phrases comprise those typically 

uttered in corporate domain or in the area of venture capitalism, yet they are also found 

through the foundation documents of many of the leading philanthropies granting to K-12 

education.  Primarily coming from the foundation websites, foundations overwhelmingly 

used venture capitalist language in the description of ongoing initiatives, giving 

programs, and their respective approach to philanthropy.  Amongst the 31 foundations 

with websites, 26 (83.9%) utilized capitalist-minded language in their foundation 

documents. 

 The frequency and assortment of venture capitalist terms exercised in the 

foundation documents of the 26 foundations varied by foundation. The most common 

language used included variations of the words investment and strategy.  Contextually, 

the terms of investment and strategy were used by nearly all of the 26 foundations 

demonstrating the use of venture capitalist language.   

Other venture capitalist terms expressed by foundations included terms such as 

“risk capital,” “social return on investment,” “portfolio,” “outputs/inputs,” “metrics,” 
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“asset assessments,” “risk assessments,” “cost/benefit analysis,” “capital aggregation,” 

and “dividend.”  Venture philanthropic terms such as these were used in a variety of 

contexts.  Take for instance, the phrase “social return on investment.”  The Gates 

Foundation used this phrase in explaining their mission-related investments while the 

Hewlett Foundation exercised the phrase to describe their outcome-focused grantmaking 

approach and grant selection criteria. Both foundations used the business-minded term, 

but in different contexts in their respective foundation documents.  

In part a reflection of the depth of the website development and design, some 

foundations a wider linguistic range and incorporated venture capitalist terms more 

frequently.  Though these terms in isolation may not reflect the full adoption of the 

venture capitalist mindset, they do communicate the integration of corporate concepts of 

investment when describing the act of giving to K-12 education.  The Helmsley Trust 

demonstrated a fine example of this practice.  In explaining the philanthropic approach of 

the Helmsley Trust stated that “…And we endeavor to be forward thinking in every 

aspect of our work, which includes taking risks that others cannot or will not when we 

conclude that the risk/reward trade-off warrants investment.” The phrasing found in 

publicly available documents signals to the reader the tight bond between the 

grantmaking process and the concept of investing rather than simply giving funds to 

education.  

Closed application grantmaking.  The next indicator of venture philanthropy is 

the practice of closed application or solicited grantmaking (Reckhow, 2013; Scott, 2009).  

By closing applications, foundations may solicit grantees or pre-screen and invite only a 
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select few to apply for grant dollars.  This practice runs contrary to the more traditional 

practice of releasing a request for proposals or providing an avenue for open application 

requests from grantees.  Further, this practice provides foundations with the ability to 

filter, guide, or refine the grantee application pool. 

From the review of foundation profiles and websites, I concluded that 16 of the 31 

foundations (51.6%)25 leading the way in K-12 grantmaking practiced closed application 

processes. Potential grantees of these organizations, including the largest foundations 

such the Gates Foundation and the Walton Family, must be pre-selected or invited by the 

foundation to apply.  The Gates Foundation, for instance, stated on their website that they 

grant only by direct solicitation.  The Gates Foundation went on to explain that “we know 

that an organization is well suited to perform that work, we directly solicit an early phase 

concept memo or proposal.”  

 Milestone funding.  The fifth indicator is whether foundations used what is 

known as milestone funding as part of the respective foundation’s giving strategy. Setting 

benchmarks for grant allocation is referred to as milestone funding and is another 

indicator of a venture philanthropic approach to grantmaking (Brest & Harvey, 2008; 

Ferris et al, 2008).  The practice of milestone funding typically integrates metrics, 

evaluations, and goal setting over the life of the grant to determine the release of funds.  

Foundations leading the way in K-12 education grantmaking specifically used verbiage 

such as “targets,” “metrics,” “benchmarks,” “deliverables,” “payment schedules,” 

                                                 

25 A select few (2) of the 16 foundations practicing a closed application process did provide contact 

information if a potential grantee wanted to submit a letter of inquiry.  The letter of inquiry, however, was 

not considered a grant proposal or application by foundations.  
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“milestones,” and “performance measures” in describing the use of milestone funding 

process.   

Across the 31 classified foundations, I identified that ten organizations (32.3%) 

demonstrated the venture philanthropic practice of milestone funding.  The description of 

milestone funding practices was largely found in webpages designed to guide potential or 

current grantees through the grant process and expectations.  Some websites lacked 

subpages that provided detailed information on how prospective or current grantees 

might navigate the grantmaking process of a foundation.   The lack of information of a 

subset of the foundations made identifying the presence or absence of milestone funding 

practices difficult.  Though 31 foundations had websites, only 23 (74.2%) had 

information pertaining to the grant process.  The group of eight foundations without 

grantee or grant process information exemplifies the barriers encountered by what 

foundations elect to put, or not put, into the public domain.  

The ten foundations that did exhibit the use of milestone funding did so either 

explicitly or through a general description of the practice.  Explicit foundations described 

the practice and used the specific term, milestone, in the process:  

Through the terms of each grant, we request periodic reports from grantees on 

their progress towards expected milestones–over the life of a grant.  These 

milestones, or metrics, clearly define what we expect of our grantee organizations.  

When key performance benchmarks are met or exceeded, we may expand or 

deepen our relationship with the grantee.  When key performance benchmarks are 

missed, we may offer to provide assistance and/or we may decide to put the grant 
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on ‘pause.’ If there is a limited progress made towards meeting these targets, we 

may terminate an investment early. (Broad Foundation)  

Other foundations, however, generally indicated the practice of milestone 

funding.  Foundations describing the process in a general manner included a discussion of 

metrics and an air of accountability.  For instance, Longwood Foundation explained that 

with their grants grantees could expect to “set interim benchmarks to track progress and, 

if necessary, adapt the grant project accordingly.”  Another example of a foundation 

using more general language to indicate the practice of milestone funding was the EMCF.  

EMCF, in explaining their investment approach to philanthropy stated, “EMCF measures 

the process of grantees towards their growth and evaluation goals to ensure they are 

making an impact.”  

 Advocacy and policy involvement.  The next indicator of venture philanthropy is 

the open involvement in policy process and advocacy work (Reckhow, 2013). This is 

considered an indicator of venture philanthropy because it moves the act of giving from a 

passive to an active form of grantmaking.  While the top 35 foundations are all classified 

as 501(c)(3) organizations with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), which limits the 

political activities of the organization, foundations may legally participate in policy and 

advocacy work directly related to their charitable purposes (IRS, 2015).  Policy and 

advocacy involvement may be used as a leveraging technique (see Frumkin, 2006) by the 

foundation directly or through an intermediary organization. 

 In reviewing the websites of the 31 foundations included in the classification, I 

found that 20 (64.5%) foundations mentioned policy involvement or advocacy work.  
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Most foundations claiming policy and advocacy involvement did so using generalized 

language.  Generalized statements signaling policy involvement included the desire to 

“inform the policy process,” the need to “support policymakers,” the call and support for  

“policy changes,” need to fund “public awareness” of an education issues, and the desire 

to fund the removal of policy barriers to educational reform efforts and create a 

productive “policy environment.”   

Another subset of foundations, like the Buffett, Pershing Square, TCE, Hewlett 

Foundation, and the Walton Family, mentioned specific policies and advocacy efforts in 

describing their open policy and advocacy involvement.  For instance, Buffett described 

their work as “marshall[ing] an army of advocates–working in states as well as nationally 

through the Alliance for Early Success and the First Five Years Fund–to reshape the 

public policies affecting vulnerable young children,” whereas the Walton Family stated 

that the foundation participated in “advocating for policies that support the school choice 

environment (e.g., family organizing and mobilizing).”  As previously detailed, 19 

foundations clearly stated that policy and research were part of the K-12 education giving 

program (see K-12 Education Giving Sectors).  

 Going to scale.  The sixth indicator of venture philanthropy concept of “going to 

scale,” which is defined as the desire to take a localized project or initiative and expand it 

to a regional or national context; additionally, this concept is viewed as a practice 

indicative of venture philanthropy (see Frumkin, 2003).  Communicating the need of 

“going to scale” signals the desire to have a broader impact on the specific education 
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initiative or endeavor.  Funding projects including pilots and innovation that are intended 

as scalable solutions that further serve as leverage points in giving (see Frumkin, 2000).   

 Across the 31 analyzed websites, I determined that the venture philanthropic 

indicator of “going to scale” was present among 54.8% (17) of studied foundations.  To 

qualify as having this venture philanthropic indicator, foundations must have used 

specific terms closely related to going to scale.  In describing the grantee selection 

process or impact of the philanthropic work, foundations used specific terms to signal 

their desire to take their nonprofit work to scale.  Phrases used by foundations included 

“scaling up,” “going to scale,” “scalable solutions,” “scalability,” and “brought to scale.”  

Each of these phrases and/or terms directly called attention to the desire of the foundation 

to bring grantee projects to a large audience for greater impact. 

 The context of phrases and terms indicating the desire to go to scale varied 

slightly, but held the same general tone of innovation followed by expansion.  Take for 

instance Pershing Square.  In describing the grantmaking approach, Pershing Square 

stated that the foundation aimed to “deliver scalable” and “sustainable impact” through 

grants and social investments.  This phrase lived in the overall description of their 

philanthropic approach.  Other foundations, like EMCF, expressed their desire of “going 

to scale” through the grant process subsections of their website.  In the application 

process, the foundation asked prospective grantees to address the “promise for long-term 

impact, including scalability or potential for replication” as an element of their grant 

proposal.  Though foundation documents wavered in the degree and prominence of the 
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desire to go to scale, the indicator was present in a majority of the foundation webpage 

documents.  

High-engagement philanthropy. The final indicator of venture philanthropy 

noted in the existing literature is the presence of patterns of high-engagement among 

grant makers.  Counter to more traditional hands-off forms of philanthropy, some venture 

philanthropic organizations are heavily involved throughout the grant process with 

grantees.  More than simply writing a check, foundations interact with grantees on a more 

regular basis providing advice, serving on boards, or requiring frequent progress updates  

(see Reckhow, 2010; Scott, 2009; and Ferris, et al., 2008).  

  In the analysis of foundation websites and documents, 19 of the 31 (61.3%) 

analyzed foundations exhibited patterns of high-engagement philanthropy.  Patterns of 

high-engagement were defined as practices or descriptions of grantee processes that 

communicated a foundation’s desire to be involved throughout the grant process with the 

grantee.  Foundations typically described their practice of high-engagement grantmaking 

in sections of their respective websites that described the expectations of grantees, the 

grant processes, or the overall approach of the foundation.  

Foundations expressed their high level of engagement through the use of a variety 

of terms and phrases, which captured the desire to have intensive role beyond that of a 

traditional foundation.  One approach in expressing the high-engagement form of 

grantmaking was to explain the grantor/grantee relationship as a close partnership.  Take 

for instance, the NoVo Foundation.  The NoVo Foundation explained that they “place a 

premium on collaborating dynamically with grantee partners, who are also learning and 
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improving.”  The Charles and Helen Schwab Foundation, in the same spirit of high-

engagement described as collaboration or partnership, explained that they “value the 

insights of trusted colleagues and experts and seek opportunities to collaborate.”   

Other foundations tagged as practicing high-engagement philanthropy, however, 

used specific practices to demonstrate their interactive culture.  The EMCF, for instance, 

explained that strategic counsel in the form of a dedicated associate and quantitative 

analyst were provided to grantees.  According to EMCF’s website, the strategic counsel 

of the grantor is offered to grantees to provide advice to the board and/or chief executive 

officer of the grantee organization.  In a similar fashion, the Longwood Foundation 

explained that they “work closely with these organizations [grantees] to craft grants,” that 

they provide additional supports as needed to achieve desired outcomes, and that they are 

“committed to meticulous monitoring of our efforts.” Whether through descriptions of the 

grant process as a partnership or the detailing of specific engagement practices, a 

majority of the analyzed foundations demonstrated the existence of intensive involvement 

in the grantmaking process.   

Adherence to Venture Philanthropy 

Based on the foregoing analysis of the indicators of venture philanthropy, I 

classified foundations into categories of high, moderate, and low adherence to venture 

philanthropic tenets.  Of the top 35 foundations based on grant dollars to K-12 education 

in 2013, 31 were classified based on their adherence to venture philanthropy.  
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Table 7 

Classifications of Top 35 Foundations by Adherence to Venture Philanthropy 

High Moderate Low 
Not 

Classified 

Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation 

Carnegie 

Corporation of New 

York 

 

Joseph B. Whitehead 

Foundation 

 

The Gilder 

Foundation, 

Inc. 

Walton Family Foundation, 

Inc.  

W.K. Kellogg 

Foundation 

The Brown Foundation, 

Inc. 

 

Paulson 

Family 

Foundation 

The Michael and Susan Dell 

Foundation 

The James Irvine 

Foundation 

The Kern Family 

Foundation, Inc. 

The Manton 

Foundation 

The William and Flora 

Hewlett Foundation 

Oberkotter 

Foundation 

The Ahmanson 

Foundation 

 

The 

Gottesman 

Fund 

Laura and John Arnold 

Foundation 

The Joyce 

Foundation 

Richard King Mellon 

Foundation 

 

  

The Wallace Foundation The Pershing 

Square Foundation 

Ford Foundation 

 

  

Eli & Edythe Broad 

Foundation 

The William Penn 

Foundation 

Robert W. Woodruff 

Foundation, Inc. 

 

  

The Edna McConnell Clark 

Foundation 

Charles and Helen 

Schwab Foundation 

Longwood Foundation, 

Inc. 

 

  

Buffett Early Childhood 

Fund 

Daniels Fund The Harry and Jeanette 

Weinberg Foundation, 

Inc. 

  

Ewing Marion Kauffman 

Foundation 

      

The California Endowment       

NoVo Foundation       

The Leona M. and Harry B. 

Helmsley Charitable Trust 

      

Note.  Four foundations were not classified.  These foundations do not have websites, thus information was 

incomplete for analysis.  
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Foundations falling in the high adherence grouping displayed six to eight of the eight 

indicators.  Moderate adherence was operationalized as three to five indicators of eight, 

whereas low adherence was defined as less then three indicators. Four foundations, due to 

lacking foundation documents, were excluded from the classification.  Table 7 

summarizes how the top 35 foundations were classified based on their adherence to 

venture philanthropy, as displayed in their publicly available documents.  For specifics on 

each foundations and observed indicators see Appendix E. 

The distribution of the leading foundations across the venture philanthropy 

continuum is fairly balanced.  A total of 13 of the 31 (41.9%) were classified as having 

high adherence to venture philanthropy.  The remaining 18 foundations were evenly split 

between the moderate and low adherence categories.  Both the moderate and low 

categories each had 9 of 31 (29.0%) of the foundations.  

Classifications by total giving.  After the completion of the classification of 

leading foundations, I next evaluated total giving patterns of the leading foundations in 

K-12 education by the total giving reported in 2013.  The 13 foundations that were 

classified as having a high adherence to venture philanthropy comprised $424.26 million 

of the $685.8 million (61.9%) given by the top 35 foundations combined.  The next 

largest share of total giving by the leading foundations was the moderate adherence 

grouping.  Foundations demonstrating three to five indicators of venture philanthropy 

made up 19.9% of the total giving by the top 35 foundations.  The nine low adherence to 

venture philanthropy foundations granted $66.05 million (9.6%) in 2013 and the four 
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foundations that were not classified due to lacking documentation made up $40.76 

million (5.9%) (see Figure 2).  

From Figure 2, it is clear that the total number of grant dollars given by 

foundations with a high adherence to venture philanthropy is much greater than the total 

grant dollars coming from the moderate, low, or not classified foundations.  The sizable 

share of the total giving made by the top 35 foundations with a high adherence to venture 

philanthropy, is due in part to the top three foundations in total giving being in the high 

adherence category (i.e. Gates Foundation, Walton Family Foundation, and the Dell 

Foundation) and by having a larger number of total foundations (13 of 31, classified).  

Figure 2  

Top 35 Foundations in K-12 Education Total Giving by Classifications, 2013 
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Classifications by source of wealth.  Key donors and their source of wealth is 

another way that I reviewed the classifications of leading K-12 education foundations.  In 

the selecting organizations in Stage One, I limited it to private non-operating foundations, 

which in turn teased out corporate and community foundations.  Unique to private 

foundations is the influence that key donors may have on the mission, direction, and 

structure of the foundation.  Reviewing where these key donors acquired their wealth can 

provide an interesting view at the adherence to venture philanthropy demonstrated by the 

leading grant makers in K-12 education.  

In reviewing the source of wealth of key donors and adherence to venture 

philanthropy classifications, I documented a fairly balanced distribution of foundations 

sourcing their wealth across most economic sectors.  Foundations with key donors from 

the finance and insurance, real estate, retail and sales, media and broadcasting sectors 

were spread across all three classifications of venture philanthropy adherence.  Only 

foundations with donors who sourced their wealth primarily from the technology sector 

were all in one classification–high adherence to venture philanthropy.   Although key 

donors only make up one element of foundations, it is interesting to see that the 

adherence to venture philanthropy of their respective foundations is distributed across the 

continuum from high to low adherence.  
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Table 8  

Classifications by Source of Wealth, 2013 

Note. Foundations marked with an asterisk denote a key donor, Warren Buffett, who is a major donor of 

three of the top 35 foundations. 

Sector High Moderate Low Not Classified 

finance & 

insurance 

(12) 

 Laura and John 

Arnold Foundation 

 The California 

Endowment 

 Buffett Early 

Childhood Fund* 

 NoVo Foundation* 

 Charles and Helen 

Schwab 

Foundation 

 The Pershing 

Square 

Foundation 

 

 The 

Ahmanson 

Foundation 

 Richard King 

Mellon 

Foundation 

 Gilder 

Foundation, Inc. 

 Paulson Family 

Foundation 

 The Manton 

Foundation 

 The Gottesman 

Fund 

manufacturing, 

agriculture, & 

energy 

(8) 

 Ewing Marion 

Kauffman 

Foundation 

 

 Carnegie 

Corporation of 

New York 

 The James Irvine 

Foundation 

 The Joyce 

Foundation 

 The William Penn 

Foundation 

 Longwood 

Foundation, 

Inc. 

 Ford 

Foundation 

 The Kern 

Family 

Foundation, 

Inc.  

 

broadcasting  

media (2) 

 The Wallace 

Foundation 

 Daniels Fund 

 

  

real estate 

(4) 

 Eli & Edythe 

Broad Foundation 

 The Leona M. and 

Harry B. Helmsley 

Charitable Trust 

  The Harry 

and Jeanette 

Weinberg 

Foundation, 

Inc.  

 The Brown 

Foundation, 

Inc. 

 

retail, services, 

& products 

(6) 

 The Walton Family 

Foundation 

 The Edna 

McConnell Clark 

Foundation 

 W.K. Kellogg 

Foundation 

 Oberkotter 

Foundation 

 Robert W. 

Woodruff 

Foundation, 

Inc. 

 The Joseph 

B. Whitehead 

Foundation 

 

technology  

(3) 

 Bill & Melinda 

Gates Foundation* 

 The William and 

Flora Hewlett 

Foundation 

 The Michael and 

Susan Dell 

Foundation 
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Conclusion 

 Stage One of this multimethod qualitative study sought to identify the leaders in 

K-12 education grantmaking, describe the field of foundations, and ultimately classify 

them based on their adherence to venture philanthropy tenets.  Specifically, Stage One 

aimed to answer one research question– How, if at all, do the perspectives, approaches, 

and desired outcomes in education philanthropy differ among the 35 largest K-12 

education grantmaking foundations? Through the document analysis, several insights 

into how foundations differ in their approaches, perspectives, and desired outcomes came 

to light.  Further, Stage One set up the analysis of Stage Two by classifying foundations 

based on their adherence to venture philanthropy. 

Through the analysis of the Foundation Center’s database on non-profit giving, 

the leaders in the field of K-12 education grantmaking were identified.  The top 35 

foundations giving to K-12 education in the US were comprised of both foundations with 

a long-standing presence as leaders in the field and a set of newcomers giving in the 

millions.  Six foundations stayed constant in the rankings of the leading foundations from 

2009 to 2013 including the Gates Foundation, Walton Family Foundation, Dell 

Foundation, Carnegie, Kellogg Foundation, and the Hewlett Foundation.   Counter to the 

six foundations that have been in the top of the rankings since 2009, seven foundations 

were newcomers to the leading K-12 education foundation rankings.  Of these 

foundations, some were new to the education grantmaking scene while others simply had 

a higher grantmaking total in 2013 that pushed them into the top 35 foundation rankings.    
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The identification of the top 35 foundations also showed a wide range in total 

giving allocated to K-12 education across the leaders in the field.  Looking only at the top 

35 foundations, the largest grantmaker in 2013 (Gates Foundation) gave over $252 

million dollars in grants in 2013 compared to the 35th ranked foundation (Weinberg 

Foundation) that gave $5.67 million.  In fact the top ranked education foundation, the 

Gates Foundation, contributed more than the next eight leading foundations combined.  

The wide range in total giving highlighted that not all foundations across the top 35 held 

the same weight dollar for dollar.  

Looking at where foundations focused their giving geographically, I found that a 

majority of the top 35 foundations only gave to domestic projects and organizations.  The 

remaining ten foundations had a mixed portfolio of giving allocating grant funds to 

domestic and international projects.26  Further, I determined that 24 of 35 (68.6%) had a 

geographic priority placed on granting to specific local or regional areas within the 

United States.  The geographic prioritization often tied back to the origins of the key 

donors or to the area in which the foundation was headquartered. 

The next finding from the review of the public face of foundations was the giving 

areas described by foundations as their key giving areas in K-12 education.  Nearly three 

quarters of foundations noted that they had projects or initiatives geared to addressing 

human capital (e.g. alternative teacher recruitment and training, improving teacher 

quality, or leadership development) in K-12 education.  The next most prevalent giving 

                                                 

26 Only grants made to domestic, US, organizations and projects were used to identify the top 35 

foundations working in K-12 education.  The purpose of this view is to highlight whether foundations had a 

mixed or solely domestic approach to education giving practices. 
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area, as described in foundation documents, was the focus on policy and research.  Fifty-

eight percent of foundations mentioned the allocation of grant dollars to evaluation and 

effective research as well as policy development for a particular aspect of K-12 

education.  Less popular giving areas were extended learning (22.6%), special 

populations including special and gifted programming (19.4%), and blended learning 

(19.4%).   

A majority of foundations also explained in documents that the purpose of K-12 

education in the US was to fulfill an obligation or civil right to its citizens in order for 

individuals to achieve economic prosperity or social mobility.  Though other purposes 

were mentioned, K-12 education as a civil right rose from most of the descriptions 

provided by foundations.  This connection linked directly to why foundations stated that 

they decided to become involved in K-12 education grantmaking.  Several foundations 

cited the need to support education to serve the community good and made direct 

connections to the relationship between individual and social economic stability and the 

quality of educational opportunities.   

Though leading foundations teased out the civil right element of providing 

education in America, a majority (61.3%) described the current state of public education 

in a negative light.  Using phrases including “broken,” “inadequate,” and “stagnant,” 

foundations clearly expressed in their documents that public education was in a state of 

crisis with the need for intervention.  These statements about public education in a state 

of crisis where often tied to calls for action and change within the education system lead 

by the respective foundation.    
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In analyzing what leading foundations stated they wanted to achieve through their 

efforts, three distinct themes emerged.  The first was the desire to use education to 

influence a broader social agenda (e.g. using education to address issues with health in 

America) and the second was to improve the existing public education system. The final 

theme was the notion that foundations desired to infuse innovation and provide 

alternatives to the current education system.  In fact, 38.7% (12 of 31) foundations 

expressed the desire to challenge the status quo of the current public education system in 

the US.  The view of the K-12 education is in a state of disarray was often linked to the 

desired outcomes of foundations to improve or challenge and provide alternatives to the 

current education system. 

The next key aspect of the analysis was a review of the existence of the indicators 

of venture philanthropy across the foundations for classification.  The most common 

indicator of venture philanthropy was the use of venture capitalist language. Nearly 84% 

(26 of 31) of the foundations consistently used language typically associated with the 

business sector of venture capitalism.  Yet, only 15 of 31 (48.3%) self-identified as a 

foundation that incorporated a form of venture philanthropy, including self-descriptors 

such as a “results-oriented,” “entrepreneurial venture philanthropy,” or “catalytic 

philanthropy.” The least prevalent indicator of venture philanthropy was the use of 

milestone funding.  Only ten noted the leverage technique of benchmarking the release of 

funds known as milestone funding. 

The results stemming from Stage One ended with the classification of foundations 

into three categories including high, moderate, and low adherence to venture 
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philanthropy.  Thirteen foundations were classified as having a high adherence to venture 

philanthropy by displaying six to eight pre-determined indicators.  Another nine 

foundations had three to five indicators and were classified as having a moderate 

adherence to venture philanthropy.  Finally, nine additional foundations had a low 

adherence to venture philanthropy with two or fewer indicators.  The remaining four 

foundations were not classified due to the lack of documentation available for analysis.  

Appendix E details results and variations by indicator and foundation.   

The findings from Stage One assist in grasping the public image put forth by the 

leading foundations in K-12 education grantmaking.  The publicly available foundation 

profiles and websites provided insight into the perspectives, approaches, and desired 

outcomes of major foundations working in K-12 education.  Stage One, however, does 

not provide a full picture of the overarching approach to philanthropy exercised by this 

subset.  Setting the framework for understanding, Stage One outlines and informs the 

second stage of this study.  The following chapter, Chapter 5, depicts the findings from 

interviews with foundation representatives and then Chapter 6 provides discussion and 

conclusions across the study as a whole.  
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Chapter 5: Stage Two Findings 

 The second stage of this research study examined the perspectives of the 

foundation representatives from the top 35 foundations granting to K-12 education in 

2013.  Through interviews with foundation representatives from 12 of the top 35 

foundations, Stage Two of this study concentrated on answering the two guiding research 

questions of this study: (1) How, if at all, do the perspectives, approaches, and desired 

outcomes in education philanthropy differ among the 35 largest K-12 education 

grantmaking foundations?; and (2) What, if any, differences can be found based on the 

adherence to venture philanthropy classifications among the leading K-12 education 

grantmaking foundations?  In this chapter, I will begin by briefly describing the 

participants who provided their perspectives and insight into the inner workings of the 

leading K-12 education foundations. Then, I will cover the major themes that emerged in 

an effort to answer the guiding research questions. 

 Prior to reviewing the interview results, I want to address a caveat to the results 

presented in this Chapter.  Stage Two relies on foundation representatives to speak about 

the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of organizations, which comes with 

limitations.  A single individual, or foundation representative in this instance, hardly 

captures the entirety of an organization.  The interview questions in Stage Two revolved 

around leading foundations in K-12 education grantmaking, but the responses are notably 

filtered through the personal experiences, organizational context of the positions, and 

understandings of the foundation representatives.  As Merriam explains, that “researchers 

can never capture the objective ‘truth’ or ‘reality’ [in qualitative research],” (2009, p. 
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215). With this limitation, the results presented in Chapter 5 are those of individuals 

speaking about their respective foundation through the lens of their distinctive 

experiences and understandings of how their organization operates in relation to K-12 

education.  

Interviews 

Participants 

 Twelve participants were interviewed in Stage Two.  The participants of the 

interviews represented 12 of the top 35 K-12 education foundations across 11 total 

interviews. The unique arrangement of the number of interviews and participants 

occurred due to a participant request and one individual representing two different 

foundations.  In one interview, the foundation representatives agreed to participate if both 

the director and program officer for education could be interviewed together.  In a second 

interview, one foundation representative worked for two of the top 35 foundations.   

 To maintain confidentiality on behalf of the representatives and the foundations 

they represent, participants and foundation names are masked.  Pseudonyms were used to 

identify participants and their respective foundations as shown in Table 9.  Further, Table 

9 includes generalized titles associated with each individual, associated foundation, and 

the foundation classifications from Stage One.  For consistency and ease of reading, any 

excerpt presented in Stage Two is referred to using the assigned participant and 

foundation pseudonyms along with the adherence of venture philanthropy classification 

(e.g. Irene, Whitehill Foundation, low).  
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Table 9 

Participant and Foundation Pseudonyms 

Foundation 

Representative 

Pseudonym 

Professional Title 
Foundation 

Pseudonym 

Adherence to 

Venture 

Philanthropy 

Irene 
grant manager 

Whitehill 

Foundation 
low 

Gabriella 
program officer 

Leeward 

Foundation 
high 

John program officer 
Autumn Fund moderate 

Donna program executive 

Ronald program executive HR Foundation high 

Helen 
education strategist 

Harrison 

Foundation 
moderate 

Angela 
grant manager 

Francis 

Foundation 
low 

Suzanne grant manager 

Blackstone 

Foundation 
low 

Jameson Family 

Foundation 
low 

David program officer Renew moderate 

George program officer Northstar moderate 

Denae program executive Johnson & Jones moderate 

Barbara 
program officer 

Holliday’s 

Horizon Fund 
high 

 

 All three foundation classifications from Stage One–high, moderate, and low 

adherence to venture philanthropy–were represented among the 12 interviews in Stage 

Two.  Three foundations represented in the participant interviews were classified as 

having a high adherence to venture philanthropy in Stage One.  Five were classified as 

moderate and the remaining four were classified as having a low adherence to venture 

philanthropy as determined by the presence or absence of the eight of venture 

philanthropy indicators.  
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 In interviewing foundation representatives, I inquired about the professional 

backgrounds of participants to provide context to the perspectives being expressed.  

Participants were specifically asked to discuss their professional background and what, if 

any, experience they had in K-12 education.  Among the 12 participants, only one 

participant had formal experience in the field of K-12 education.27  This sole participant 

with prior experience in K-12 education worked as a classroom teacher at the primary 

school level.  The remaining 11 foundation representatives had formal experience in 

areas outside of education including backgrounds in the social sciences, business, and the 

arts. 

Outside of experience in non-profit management, the most prevalent area of 

professional expertise possessed by participants was in the public policy arena.  Half of 

the participants in the study (6 of 12) mentioned experience in public policy 

development. The professional experience in public policy ranged from experience in 

lobbying, state-level education policy development, and policy advocacy work.  Notably, 

two participants noted that their public policy experience was in the areas of K-12 and 

higher education.  

Participants were also asked about their experience with the foundation and 

within the role as a program officer, director, strategist, or grant manager.  As Table 10 

illustrates, foundation representatives varied in the years of experience. The years in the 

role included experience a participant may have acquired from work with another 

                                                 

27 Formal K-12 education experience included if a participant had a degree or studied K-12 education, 

served as a teacher or administrator, or operated in another K-12 school capacity. 
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foundation.  Five participants had greater than ten years of experience as a grant manager 

or program officer.  This same group of participants included those who also had over ten 

years with the foundation that they represented for this study.  The study did, however, 

capture a few foundation representatives that were fairly new the role with fewer than 

five years of experience.   

Table 10 

Foundation Representatives, Years of Experience 

 Years of Experience 

by the Number of Participants 

 0 1-5 6-10 >10 Not Stated 

Years in  

K-12 Education 
11 

1 0 0 – 

Years with 

Foundation 
– 

3 3 5 1 

Years in the Role 

(program officer 

or grant 

manager) 

– 
3 2 5 2 

 

Perspectives in K-12 Education and Giving 

 After reviewing the backgrounds of participants, I analyzed the interview 

transcripts to better understand how the sampled representatives described views and 

rationale of the leading K-12 education foundations.  The structure used in Stage Two 

stems from the guiding research questions and builds on the themes established in Stage 

One.  In this chapter and section, the results will focus on the content from the interviews 

as they relate to the perspectives of leading foundations working in K-12 education.  

Specifically, this section will address why foundations chose to focus on K-12 education, 
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how they view the current state of education system, and the challenges of working in K-

12 education grantmaking.  Within each of these sections, I will further address any 

similarities or differences based on the adherence to venture philanthropy foundation 

classification types from Chapter 4.  

Why K-12 Education 

The first area that I analyzed in Stage Two is how participants explained why 

their respective foundations elected to engage in K-12 education grantmaking.  In several 

instances, participants provided multiple reasons behind their respective foundation’s 

education giving.  This section explores the motivations mentioned by foundation 

representatives to uncover why foundations grant to primary and secondary education 

programs, organizations, and initiatives.   

Founder’s intent.  One key reason for giving to education was the intention of 

the founding donor(s).  I found that this held true for seven of the represented low to 

moderate adherence foundations.  The intent of the founder was either directly stated by 

the founder or outlined in the bylaws or mission statement of the foundation.   In some 

cases, foundation employees, trustees, or surviving family members inferred the 

founder’s intent from the founding mission statement.  Whether it was a direct statement 

or inferred by those close to the founder, the founder’s intent was the primary reason 

given by participants to explain why education was an area of focus for the foundation. 

The structure of the family foundation was one important reason I found behind 

the influence of founders.  By limiting of the sample to private non-operating foundations 

in this study, both community and company-sponsored foundations were excluded.  The 
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result of the narrowing of foundations in Stage One led to a participant pool with a 

greater number of family foundations included.  Family foundations, in contrast to non-

profit structures like a community foundations, have a sole donor or single family 

contributing to the foundation’s assets.  As a function of the narrow range of key donors, 

several foundations were influenced by the family foundation structure and the founder’s 

intent. As Denae of the Johnson & Jones (moderate)28 explained: 

We are a family foundation, which is quite different.  You know I was at a large 

private foundation previously that was more just independent.  The family 

foundations are just so different because they are so driven by trustees and that 

really matters a lot with a family setting. 

In cases where their founder motivated the giving to K-12 education, interviewed 

representatives clearly stated how the rationale for education philanthropy was connected 

to the founder.  Frequently, foundation representations began by detailing the founder’s 

intent.  Then, participants would provide a secondary reason to explain and give context 

to their founder’s intent.  In this example, Helen explained that the founder was 

committed to larger social issues and that education was the inferred area of grantmaking 

based on the guidance provided by the founder with the inception of the foundation. 

Harrison focuses on education largely because of the mandate or their 

understanding of the mandate of the founder…Harrison was deeply committed to 

democratic participation and the equitable economic participation.  Access to 

                                                 

28 In Stage Two, all quotations are attributed to the assigned pseudonyms for the individual and foundation.  

Additionally, attributions include the foundation’s classification from Stage One (high, moderate, or low 

adherence to venture philanthropy).  The inclusion of this adherence is to assist the reader and increase the 

transparency of the results. 
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participation in the American economy and to bettering one’s self financially and 

educationally.  And so, the education focus really comes out of Harrison’s 

commitment. 

Foundation representatives also illustrated instances where the founder’s intent 

may not have been initially connected to education, but the shift towards education was 

the result of the adaption of the original mission of the founder to the modern era.  As 

Suzanne’s comment explains, the late founder of Blackstone (low) did not explicitly state 

education as a funding area.  Rather, the present day foundation representatives have 

inferred the purpose of funding education from the founder’s original directive to serve 

children.  Suzanne stated that: 

He [the founder] had really wanted at the time for the funds to go, as he had sort 

of described it in that day, towards the poor and needy.  And he also had a very 

specific interest in orphans.  So, obviously times have changed.  And since then, 

the traditional orphans do not exist.  So, how we have really interrupted that 

[founder’s intent] is really investing in children without the benefit of a stable and 

tight family.  What we really want to do is help provide children with opportunity.  

And we think that the best way to do that is through investing in education.  

The two interviewed representatives of the Autumn Fund (moderate) also outlined 

their founder’s intent and why their foundation considered education as a key funding 

area.  The directive of their late founder, however, clearly comes across in the participant 

excerpts below: 
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Because that [giving to education] is what the donor said.  I mean to be 

completely honest.  Essentially the founder was very very [original emphasis] 

specific when he laid out the goals of the foundation and he said no arts funding.  

He laid out the eight funding areas that we do fund and so we very much follow 

his direction, but really that is the reason.  We are fulfilling his legacy and his 

wishes.  He got to choose since it was his money. (Donna, Autumn Fund, 

moderate) 

 

I think that I would say that there were specific reasons for each of the program 

areas and a lot of them were related to things in his [the founder’s] life that he felt 

were important or had impacted his own life or his family or his business 

endeavors.  So, he just wanted to focus on those things…. He felt that education 

was a really important element in helping to change people’s lives.  So, that is 

why he wanted to focus on that. (John, Autumn Fund, moderate) 

While Donna was frank about education grantmaking being a function of their founder’s 

intent, John contextualized the reasoning with a personal connection that the founder had 

with education.  Throughout the interview, John and Donna looped back to the founder’s 

intent.  They described the Autumn Fund’s founder focus as their “hallmark” and that 

they were “proud of it.”  

 Influential individuals.  Beyond the influence of the founder, I found that select 

individuals that were close to the founder or foundation had a part in directing grant 

dollars to K-12 education.  Influential individuals are those exercising sway over the 
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areas of giving of a foundation such as surviving family members, trustees, and 

employees of the foundation that served in leadership positions.  In these instances, 

education was interest for an influential individual within the foundation.  Across the 12 

representatives, one-third mentioned influential individuals contributing to the decision to 

fund education.  These participants represented foundations from all three levels of 

venture philanthropy adherence.  Foundation representatives used phrases such as 

“[education is] important to the Holliday [founder name changed] family” (Barbara, 

Holliday’s Horizon, high) or that trustees were “already interested in this topic 

[education]” (Denae, Johnson & Jones, moderate).  

Gabriella’s statement detailed how an influential individual at the Leeward 

Foundation (high) prioritized education for the foundation: 

Well, to put it very bluntly we have on our board of trustees a few members that 

were appointed.  So, the trust started out with five trustees that were appointed to 

the board by [founder’s name omitted] will.  And so the way the trust has been 

operating is the each trustee would get to oversee an area that he was personally 

interested in.  And so, our type 1 diabetes program exists because the trustee 

overseeing that program has a family member with type 1 diabetes….And each 

trustee kind of had the ability to decide for himself.  And for the education 

program, we actually fall under the purview of the CEO… 

In other examples, funding education was explained as a result of an influential 

individual having expertise in child development, education, or social work.  For the 

Whitehill Foundation (low), Irene explained that one late trustee started the foundation’s 
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grantmaking to K-12 education as a result of her expertise in social work.  Irene said that 

the late trustee, “fully understood the impacts of poverty on kids” and directed the 

foundation to give to education and social work as a result. 

 When I reviewed the foundation classifications of participants who reported that 

either the founder’s intent or influential individuals, I determined that little to no 

difference existed.  Foundations’ education philanthropy, from low to high adherence to 

venture philanthropy classifications, was underlined by the influence of either the founder 

or by individual(s) close to the foundation such as a trustee or family member.  

Educated citizenry and social mobility.  Further, I found that participants 

reasoned that their foundation viewed giving to education as a civic duty to assist in the 

development of an educated citizenry and foster social mobility. Participants from nine of 

the represented foundations, across all foundation classifications, described a general 

belief that society must have an educated citizenry, workforce, and support social 

mobility of individuals for the sake of economic and social stability.  This was expressed 

in different ways, and foundation representatives often wove their reasoning throughout 

the interviews.  David of the Renew Foundation (moderate) addressed education 

grantmaking as providing opportunities to students now to “allow them to be competitive 

in the labor market” tomorrow.   

Other foundation representatives discussed interconnected nature of education, 

economics, and civics used phrases such as “help people help themselves” and giving to 

education to “strengthen our community.” Irene from Whitehill Foundation (low) 

expressed the civic and education connection by stating, “You know, the whole notion 
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that these are the people who are going to be the leaders of our community.”  Irene made 

this comment in the context of why Whitehill Foundation (low) engages in education 

philanthropy.  

Education as vehicle for change.  Lastly, I found that foundation representatives 

explained giving to education as a way to use the system as a vehicle for social change.  

Participants noted that the education system reaches nearly all youth and the notion that 

changing perceptions, outlooks, and outcomes of individuals and a community begins 

with the next generation.  Five foundation representatives, representing six foundations 

from the three foundation classifications, cited larger social issues such as generational 

poverty, social and income inequities, economic vigor, community development, criminal 

justice, and gender power-dynamics as their primary philanthropic target with education 

as the vehicle for social change. 

Ronald, a program executive, expressed the connection between the a primary 

purpose of the HR Foundation (high) and the funding of K-12 education:  

To have a foundation that really seeks to protect and empower women and girls 

we actually need a world full of men who encourage and support and believe the 

same thing, and who are really trying to build a world with a different power 

infrastructure than the one we currently have….And while sort of the organizing 

and youth organizing and civic engagement is surely an important feature the idea 

of trying to build more impacted humans.  Humans who are really focused on the 

experience of other humans... 
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Ronald went on to discuss how the foundation got involved in education grantmaking to 

make this happen and said that “starting with K-12 it was a productive place to start.”  He 

explained that altering gender inequality issues is a long-term endeavor, and it required 

the HR Foundation to start early with the next generation and get into the “education 

game.”  

Moreover, I recognized that other foundation representatives used education was 

a vehicle to address other social issues like generational poverty and income inequities.  

Take for instance, Suzanne.  Suzanne spoke about the motivation behind the education 

giving of the Jameson Family Foundation (low) and Blackstone Foundation (low).  Both 

foundations have a regional focus and engage in education philanthropy to remedy issues 

with poverty in the area.  As Suzanne explained: 

We hope by investing in public education that we can really help get these kids 

and opportunities to success….We really think education is the key to creating the 

opportunity to end generational poverty of these children.  Our area has huge 

[original emphasis] income inequity too.  So, we really think that the only way 

that you are going to address that is through education.    

In many cases, I noted that participants gave intermingled reasons for their 

foundations’ K-12 education giving.  Foundation representatives may have first 

articulated that giving to education was the result of a founder’s intent or an influential 

individual, but would then provide a secondary or tertiary reason as to why their 

foundation engaged in K-12 education grantmaking.  Take for instance George, a 

program officer from Northstar (moderate).  In explaining why Northstar gave to 
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education, George tied together the concepts of education as a vehicle for improving 

communities, social mobility, and founder’s intent: 

…I believe it is sort of rooted in education as a vehicle for economic mobility.  

Education as a vehicle towards empowerment.  Education as a vehicle towards 

enlightenment.  I think the founder believed in all those things.  You know a 

better-educated community can more meaningfully engage in the kinds of 

activities to generally improve a community.  

George illustrates how the rationale for engaging in K-12 education grantmaking can 

include several elements.  From founder intent to using education as a vehicle for larger 

social changes, George’s statement summarizes the complexities and multiple reasons 

expressed by foundation representations related to their respective foundation engaged in 

education philanthropy. 

View of K-12 Education 

In Stage Two, I next reviewed how foundation representatives assigned value to 

or viewed K-12 education.  The view of the K-12 education system held by 

representatives and their respective foundations contributed to the understanding of why 

foundations give to education.  From the interviews, I found that nearly all participants 

stated a view or opinion about K-12 education in a variety of responses.  When 

participants expressed a view of K-12 education they explicitly referred to the public 

education system in the traditional form (e.g. school districts and neighborhood schools).  

Seven participants from six foundations provided critical views of the current state of 

public education.  Contrary to the critical responses, the remaining represented 
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foundations were either neutral (three) or did not express a view (one).  These views of 

K-12 education, as presented by the interviewed foundation representatives, are defined 

in the following subsections. 

 Resistant to change.  In reviewing the participants’ responses, I found that four 

participants from three moderate adherence to venture philanthropy foundations 

described the public education system as resistant to change.  Participants characterized 

the system’s resistance to change as wanting to maintain the status quo or as acting in the 

best interest of the adults in the system rather than the students.  John, Autumn Fund 

(moderate), presented an example the perceived resistance to change by discussing a 

recent meeting with a collaborative comprised of area school districts and state officials.  

John explained that there are “entrenched groups” with interests to maintain the status 

quo: 

I was just meeting with an organization today called the [name removed].  And I 

was going through some of the challenges that are faced in the state, and I think a 

lot of it is resistance to change.  And the inability often, by some of the 

entrenched groups, to even contemplate ways of change that have shown results 

elsewhere, but they are just resistant…we are looking to fund innovation and new 

ways of getting kids engaged and helping them to succeed in getting to college 

and getting into the work force in life.  There are groups that have real strong 

interests in having it done the way it is now….Sometimes, it is perhaps teacher 

unions that have membership that they have to represent, but other times it is the 

district bureaucracy. 
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John went on to state that the Autumn Fund has a special segment of their education 

reform strategy that is set up to counter the resistance of those wanting to maintain the 

status quo in public education.  

A defective system.  Further, I discovered that five additional participants held 

critical view of K-12 education by labeling education as a “broken,” “outdated,” or 

“inequitable” system.  At the core of these statements was the belief that the education 

system was established in the industrial era for the purpose of sorting students, and it was 

not set up to serve all students.  The defective system views came from participants 

representing moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations.  Ronald 

with the HR Foundation (high) detailed that perspective by emphasizing the historical 

underpinnings that make it a defective system in the modern era: 

I think that there is [sic] at the HR Foundation, and in the foundation world in 

general, there is a pretty profound and deep understanding that the fundamentals 

of our education system are broken.  And in fact, we are working with a 100 plus 

year old education framework that really was suited to the industrial age.  And 

was suited to stated and overt tasks of really shifting and sorting.  You know 

certain people needed more, you know back at the beginning of the 20th century 

and back to the 19th century the concept was that certain people needed more 

education than others.  So, only certain people were able to have professions and 

there would be a shifting and sorting of people into their appropriate places.  You 

know education as, sort of a culture representing society. 
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Helen from the Harrison Foundation (moderate) also described a similar view of a 

defective education system.  While discussing the challenge of a complex education 

system, Helen detailed the inequitable aspect of the public education and noted that the 

system has never been a good system for all students.  Helen said:  

We still have an extremely inequitable system.  You know, we need to 

simultaneously need to [sic] improve the system in ways that make it far more 

equitable and build public understanding that we have a lot of work to do.  And 

that out education system has never [original emphasis] met the needs of all 

students.  That there is no Golden Age, if only we could go back to before our 

schools got in trouble.  Our schools have never really attempted to educate all our 

students.  We still have a way to go to get there. 

 The foundation representative from Johnson & Jones (moderate) added to the 

view of a defective system by mentioning that parents and students are excluded from the 

educational decision-making.  Denae explained that the current public education system 

does not incorporate the voices and wants of the individuals who use and go through the 

system, parents and students.  Denae stated, “…basically, parents and students that are 

the end users of the education system.  They are the ones that we have built the system to 

help.  Those beneficiaries have vertically no voice in the design and running of the 

education system today.”   

 The excerpts I utilized in this section provide the words uttered by foundation 

representatives, but they fail to capture the intensity and emphasis that occurred in the 

interviews.  Each of the foundation representatives that expressed their view of K-12 
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education being a “broken system” did so in-depth and with great emphasis.  The sense of 

urgency and importance in the tone stressed by the foundation representatives was not 

present in other parts of the interview.   

A neutral view of K-12 education.  Contrary to the critical view of K-12 

education, I found that fewer participants (three) held a neutral view of K-12 education.  

Moreover, all of the participants holding a neutral view to K-12 education came from low 

adherence to venture philanthropy foundations.  I referred to this view as neutral because 

participants did not state positive or negative beliefs about the education system.   

In some cases, statements of the view of education were directed to another 

system related to K-12 education.  For instance, Irene from the Whitehill (low) 

foundation did not mention a view of K-12 education other than discussing the belief that 

the state government has underfunded the schooling system in her state.  Irene said, “I 

don’t know what you would call it [her frustration], understanding or the lack of 

understanding that public schools need to be adequately funded to do the job that the 

legislature thinks that they need to do.”  Three foundation representatives from three 

foundations maintained neutrality in their conversations.  The neutral tone stands in 

contrast to the critical beliefs of other foundation representatives.  

Challenges of Working in K-12 Education 

After analyzing the view of K-12 education, I examined the perceived challenges 

of working in K-12 education grantmaking.  Participants revealed that there were several 

challenges to education philanthropy.  These challenges included the difficulties 
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presented in making meaningful change or progress, the complexities of the education 

system, and the limitations of the philanthropic sector.  

 Moving the needle.  The first challenge foundation representatives highlighted 

was the difficulty of making meaningful change or “moving the needle” in K-12 

education.  A major barrier to education philanthropy was the time it takes to see and 

evaluate the results of a program, organization, or initiative being funded by a foundation.  

This view was expressed as the challenge of “moving the needle” for progress by six low 

to moderate adherence to venture philanthropy foundations.  As participants explained, 

change in education and progress takes time and that foundations have to take a “long-

term view” (Suzanne, Blackstone Foundation, low).  Further, Angela from the Francis 

Foundation (low) detailed this challenge by comparing it to other grant types: 

In my opinion, the hardest part is seeing the result.  You don’t see the results.  

You know if you help somebody open a food kitchen or build a new building, you 

see the results right way.  With education, you–it is a long-term investment.  This 

is not something that you are going to see.  You know it might even look like a 

failure in the beginning because kids do not catch up overnight….Especially if 

these kids come to school and they are two or three grade levels beyond, you 

don’t catch that up in a year.  You know, but that is where you learn your 

patience. 

One half of the participants attributed this challenge to the time to results and the sheer 

size of the education system.  David from Renew (moderate) summed up this challenge 

by saying, “The thing is to move the needle and really have impact in the aggregate and 
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really sort of make systemic changes that can really impact in big ways student outcomes 

requires a lot of time.” 

A complex education system.   Another challenge participants noted with 

working in education was the complexity of the education system.  The complexities of 

the education system included the bureaucratic nature of traditional public education, 

frequent changes in leadership and policy, and the variation across localities.  Across the 

12 represented foundations, eight representatives from eight foundations articulated 

challenges related to the complexities of the K-12 education system.  These foundations 

came from low, moderate, and high venture philanthropy foundation classifications. 

Respondents noted that one element of the challenge of a complex education 

system was the turnover and change in education leadership within the education system.  

As Suzanne stated, “We want to make our investments sort of external to the school 

system so that any of these initiatives can be institutionalized and outlast the current 

administration” (Blackstone Foundation, low).  Irene (Whitehill, low) also expressed the 

same sentiment that it is challenging to working with area with frequent leadership 

turnover.  Irene was discussing how initiatives or programs are, at times, discontinued by 

a change in education leadership: 

So, it is frustrating for a foundation and I don’t know what the answer is to that 

[programs ending].  But, it is also very hard to look at you know, you have a 

different superintendent that has different feelings about things so the wind 

changes one way and the wind changes the other depending on who is in the 

leadership position. 
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Irene commenting that “the wind changes” illustrates the complexities of leadership 

turnover at the local education agency level.  

 Participants also described the political barriers that contributed to the complex 

education system.  David explained that times the Renew organization (moderate) runs 

into the politics of education and philanthropy.  David stated, “And sometimes you are 

fighting battles that don’t have to do with what we think are most important.  These are 

issues around politics.  There are issues around sort of different sorts of relationships.”   

The program officer of Northstar (moderate), George, mirrored the political 

barriers noted by David and further explained the variation across localities: 

I think some of the biggest challenges are you know, [the] shifting policy 

landscape is always tricky, right?  The fact that the education landscape is you 

know dictated by states and depending by what state you are in–from a baseline 

and looking at how they distribute resources and how they allocate resources.  

You know you can be dealing with multiple different contexts in terms of state 

policy.  Just in terms of how they baseline fund education.  So, I think that is a 

sort of tricky to sort of toggle and switch from place to place to place.  That is a 

big one. 

Elements of the perceived resistance to change of the public education system and 

the views the education system is “broken” were often tied in with the set of challenges 

seen in the complexities of the education system. 

 Limitations of philanthropy.  In reviewing the challenges of giving to education, 

the last theme I found was the perceived limitations of philanthropy.  Eight foundation 
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representatives, from all three levels of adherence to venture philanthropy, mentioned the 

limits of a foundation’s resources in the interviews.  In particular, participants talked 

about how restricted resources limits their grantmaking and influences where in 

education they make grants. Barbara (Holliday’s Horizon, high) summed up the 

sentiment held by several other foundation representatives when she commented that, “It 

is a complex system [public education system].  It is like where do you begin to get 

involved in that if you are not a humongous foundation?  And we are decent sized, but 

still compared to the size of that problem.”  Angela also depicted that limitation in 

discussion of why her foundation gives mostly to private and charter schools over the 

public education system:  

Francis funds mostly charters, charter schools and private schools.  Because 

frankly no matter how much we would put into district education, no matter how 

large our funds are it would– it still miles or peanuts in comparison to the entire 

state budget.  So, we feel that we can be more impactful helping charters and 

privates at this point. 

The statements from Barbara and Angela illustrate how the limited resources of a 

foundation can influence the direction of the education grantmaking.  

 Another perceived limitation of philanthropy highlighted by participants was the 

size of the foundations.  Although participants were selected from the top 35 K-12 

education foundations based on total grant dollars given, several felt that their foundation 

was small in comparison to other foundations.  Three of the five foundation 

representatives that expressed this particular limitation named another top 35 K-12 
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education foundations as a benchmark to emphasize their relative small size and 

resources.  

Approaches to Giving 

After the perspectives analysis, I next explored how foundation representatives 

described their foundation’s giving approach.  Recall that I defined practices in giving as 

the tactics used by foundations in the grantmaking process, whereas the approach to 

giving incorporates the philanthropic approach with the level of giving in Chapter 2 and 

4.  Though the practices were reviewed in Chapter 4 to classifying the adherence of 

venture philanthropy, the approaches to giving are the focal point of the guiding research 

questions.  In analyzing the approaches to philanthropy, I initially reviewed how 

foundation representatives labeled or self-identified their foundation’s approach to 

philanthropy.  Next, I evaluated the theory of change that occurred as defined by the logic 

model provided by Frumkin (2006).   

Self-Identification 

During the interview, foundation representatives were directly asked to label their 

foundation’s approach to philanthropy.  This interview question, in part, sought to verify 

the adherence to venture philanthropy classifications determined from the document 

analysis in Stage One.  Secondly, the question posed to participants acted to spur the 

conversation towards describing the conceptual aspect of grantmaking.   
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Table 11 

Interview Themes by Participant and Foundation Classification 

   Perspectives Approaches Desired Outcomes 

   Why K-12 Education View of K-12 

Education 

Challenges of 

Working in K-12 

Education 

Self-Identification Theories of Change 
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Angela, Francis 

Foundation 
✓  ✓    ✓ ✓  ✓ “traditional funders”  ✓    ✓ ✓   

Irene, Whitehill 

Foundation 
 ✓ ✓    ✓  ✓ ✓ 

“more on the 

charitable end” 
  ✓   ✓    

Suzanne, 
Blackstone 

Foundation 

✓   ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
“responsive” and 

“opportunistic” 

 ✓    ✓ ✓   

Suzanne, Jameson 

Family Foundation 
✓   ✓    ✓ ✓       ✓    

m
o

d
er

at
e 

David, Renew   ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ “evidence-based”    ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  

Denae, John & 

Jones 
✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  

“venture 

philanthropy,” 

“strategic 
philanthropy” 

 ✓ ✓ ✓     ✓ 

Donna, Autumn 

Fund 
✓    ✓   ✓ ✓  “donor intent”    ✓    ✓  

John, Autumn Fund  
✓    ✓      

“engaged 
philanthropy” 

   ✓    ✓  

George, Northstar ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓   ✓  “counter cultural”   ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓  

Helen, Harrison 

Foundation 
✓  ✓   ✓    ✓ “strategic investor” ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓     ✓ 

h
ig

h
 

Barbara, Holliday’s 

Horizon Fund 
 ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓   ✓ ✓ “investment approach”  ✓     ✓   

Gabriella, Leeward 

Foundation 
 ✓ ✓   ✓    ✓ “highly strategic” ✓       ✓  

Ronald, HR 

Foundation 
  ✓ ✓  ✓   ✓ ✓ 

“strategic 

philanthropy” or 

“social justice 
philanthropy” 

    ✓    ✓ 
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When I analyzed these results, I began with foundations classified as having a low 

adherence to venture philanthropy.  Across the four foundations, the three representatives 

all used labels to depict approaches that lacked deliberate application of strategy found in 

a venture philanthropic approach.  Irene with the Whitehill Foundation (low) described 

her foundation as closer to a charity with minimal strategic planning.  Irene explained 

that: 

We are more on the charitable end of that spectrum.  We really don’t have a 

strategic document that guides us, really in any of our program areas.  And you 

know, we may get there at some point….The founders had their thoughts about 

how they wanted the foundation to operate, but really they haven’t done any type 

of strategic thinking in the way you might think where you would have some 

measurement attached to that, whether you have met your goals or any of that. 

Similarly, the remaining two foundation representatives used labels that aligned 

with the low adherence to venture philanthropy classification from Stage One.  Suzanne 

described the approach of both the Jameson Family Foundation (low) and the Blackstone 

Foundation (low) as “responsive” or “opportunistic” funders that react to the needs of 

their regional area.  Angela portrayed the Francis Foundation (low) as “traditional 

funders” that may consider a move to a more strategic approach in the future. 

 Regardless of the actual label used, all six participants from the five moderate 

adherence foundations defined their approach as including elements of “investment,” 

“strategy,” or “high engagement.”   These descriptors align with different names 

associated with venture philanthropy (Moody, 2008; see Chapter 2). 
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In their interviews, respondents characterized their foundations as “evidence-

based” (David, Renew, moderate), “strategic investor” (Helen, Harrison Foundation, 

moderate), “engaged philanthropy” (John, Autumn Fund, moderate), “donor intent” 

(Donna, Autumn Fund, moderate), and “counter cultural” (George, Northstar).  Denae 

described Johnson & Jones as a blend between “venture philanthropy” and “strategic 

philanthropy.”  With each label, participants gave detail to explain what that label meant 

to them. 

 The two participants from the Autumn Fund, for instance, labeled their 

foundation’s approach as “donor intent” (Donna) and “engaged philanthropy” (John) and 

then went on to describe the strategic elements of Autumn Fund’s approach.  Donna 

initially responded by saying, “It [philanthropic approach] reflects the donor intent.  That 

would sort of be the first thing.”  John then supplemented the answer by stating: 

I would say it is engaged philanthropy.  Where are trying to establish strong 

relationships with grantees, trying to see how it fits into the overall landscape.  

We have what we call funding plans, which rely on a strategy that we would like 

to accomplish and those grantees have to basically fit into what our strategies are 

and what it is we want to accomplish as a foundation.  

Lastly, I analyzed how the three representatives from high adherence to venture 

philanthropy foundations labeled their approach to giving.  All three representatives gave 

responses that closely aligned to the high adherence to venture philanthropy label that I 

determined in Stage One.  Ronald (HR Foundation) used the term “strategic 

philanthropy” and then expanded his label to include “social justice philanthropy.”   
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Gabriella from the Leeward Foundation characterized her foundation’s approach as 

“highly strategic,” while Barbara used the label “investment approach.” 

I found that the responses the three representatives from the high adherence to 

venture philanthropy classification included language that signaled a clear 

conceptualization of the foundation’s strategic approach.  Ronald from the HR 

Foundation is one such example.  Ronald began his response by stating that they would 

not a charity making gifts.  He explained that they are purposively seeking change on 

behalf of the community and evoking a strategic take on philanthropy.  Ronald stated: 

Oh, I don’t think that the HR Foundation sees anything as charitable giving other 

than the fact that the dollars are put into the foundation are meant for ‘charitable 

purposes’.  But, I don’t think that the HR Foundation or any place that I have 

worked actually sees or wants to keep a framework of ‘we are the ones with the 

goods and you are the beggars and the seekers’ and we have the answer and we 

will tell you want the good solutions are’….I think that for those of us in sort of 

social justice orientated philanthropy really don’t see these money transfers as 

gifts, but really as part of a designed process to change the nature of what goes on 

with community dollars….I think that it [HR Foundation’s approach] has been 

called strategic philanthropy or social change, or social justice philanthropy.  

Those are the names I would use. 

An interesting pattern that I found across all three levels of adherence to venture 

philanthropy was the consistent use of venture capitalist language to describe the 

practices and approaches of foundations.  The terminology arose during the descriptions 
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of a given foundation’s approach in interviews, but phrases such as “social investment,” 

“return on investment,” and “leverage” were used in responses to different interview 

prompts.  The consistent and widespread usage of venture philanthropic language 

highlights the incorporation of the terms, despite how foundation representatives may 

have labeled their foundation’s approach or the adherence to venture philanthropy 

classifications from Stage One.  

In all, the foundation classifications from Stage One aligned to the labels used by 

foundation representatives to define the philanthropic approach of their organization.  

Foundations from the low and high adherence groupings were the most closely 

associated.  The seeming presence, or lack thereof, venture philanthropy made it simpler 

to discern the labels foundation representatives used.  The moderate adherence to venture 

philanthropy classifications and self-identification by participants, however, still contain 

elements of ambiguity.  All of the representatives from the moderate adherence classified 

foundations mentioned a strategic bent, but the degree of implantation and specific 

alignment with the venture philanthropy indicators used to classify the foundations is 

unclear. 

In reviewing the responses from the self-identification component of the approach 

to giving and foundation classifications, I determined that the low and high foundation 

classifications from Stage one were accurate. The labels and supporting descriptions from 

both groups of foundation representatives illustrated giving approaches on two different 

ends of the spectrum.  This is an important finding in that it supports the classifications 

that were established in Stage One.  The complexity of the results, however, came in with 
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the moderate foundation classifications.  According to how some of the participants of 

the moderate adherence to venture philanthropy labeled their foundation’s approach, 

some moderate foundations may actually see themselves as more of a venture 

philanthropy than was determined through the analysis of foundation documents.  As 

such, the moderate adherence to venture philanthropy classification may actually include 

more high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations than established in Stage One.  

Theories of Change 

For this approach to giving analysis, I reviewed the responses of participants 

exercising the concepts of Frumkin’s theories of change.  The theories of change provide 

insight into how philanthropies approach giving to seek change, which is at the core of 

the guiding research questions.  Frumkin (2006) explained that philanthropies approach 

giving at the individual, organization, network, political, or idea level to bring about 

change.  A giving approach may combine and use more than one theory of change 

(Frumkin, 2006).  I found that representatives from 11 of 12 foundations29 articulated at 

least one theory of change in their interview.  For more detail on Frumkin’s logic model 

and theories of change, see Chapter 2. 

The first theory of change I examined was the idea that foundations grant to 

programs, initiatives, or organizations that serve to develop the individual to facilitate 

change or an impact.  Frumkin (2006) explained that giving to the development of 

individuals draws on the assumption that society is influenced by the acts of individuals.  

                                                 

29 Suzanne, grant manager for Blackstone Foundation and the Jameson Family Foundation, did not clearly 

indicate the approach of the Jameson Family Foundation.  Her remarks about the approach to giving were 

specific to Blackstone Foundation.  
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From the participant responses, I found that only Gabriella (Leeward Foundation, high) 

and Helen (Harrison Foundation, moderate) indicated that grantmaking to influence the 

development of individuals was an approach of their respective foundation.  In the case 

of the Leeward Foundation, Gabriella mentioned a funding stream in teacher quality that 

included providing “open resources” to teachers and supporting other initiatives to 

improve the “quality of teachers” for change in K-12 education. 

Secondly, I reviewed the extent to which foundations pursued change through the 

through the development of strong organizations.  I found that five representatives, from 

all three levels of adherence, mentioned the use of this theory of change during the 

interviews. Under organization theory of change, funders seek to build the capacity in 

organizations with the belief that strong organizations can facilitate change (Frumkin, 

2006).  Barbara from the Holliday’s Horizon Fund (high) mentioned the approach of 

strengthening organizations to assist change in education while discussing a strategic 

realignment within the foundation that occurred years ago.  Barbara said: 

And also about 15 years ago there was a new or some work had been done at the 

foundation to focus the strategy.  Part of our strategy was very broad.  In fact at 

that time, we were doing more work in education reform more explicitly….Just a 

broad set of things [funding areas].  And the ideas was that we were spread too 

thing and it was hard to see what results were coming from a lot of the efforts that 

were involved more so on system change.  So, at that time, we made a switch to 

focus on a more ‘narrow’ focus on youth development and to really develop on 

supporting organizations and helping organizations to develop effective programs 
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and grow and serve more youth.  So, that is sort of the context that which our 

funding happens.  

 Third, I examined the whether foundations, as reported by participants, used the 

network theory of change.  The network theory of change assumes that with limited 

resources and high needs, pooling resources and collaborating enables change (Frumkin, 

2006).  Four participants noted that the approach of their foundation relied on the 

collaboration across non-profit entities, serving as a convener of stakeholders, and by 

assisting in the pooling of grants across funders for greater impact.  These foundation 

representatives were from low to moderate adherence to venture philanthropy 

foundations.  Denae with Johnson & Jones (moderate) was one such participant that 

discussed the use of a network approach.  Denae was clear to point out that Johnson & 

Jones focuses on policy and organization development as well, but networking is also an 

approach used for elements of the education portfolio that are larger than just one 

foundation.  Denae detailed the struggle of area charter schools to get facilities funding 

and how her foundation assisted by bringing funders, leaders in charter schools, and 

experts together to provide a solution the facilities issue to further the school choice in 

her state.  Denae said, “We had a specific problem we wanted to solve and the field 

wasn’t solving it.  And we put together a kind of people, ideas, and money and then we 

kind of launched something new to solve that problem.” 

 Next, I reviewed the extent that foundations used the theories of change involving 

politics. The political theory of change assumes that using the policy process is the more 

direct way to enact change (Frumkin, 2006).  Four foundations, via their five 
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representatives from moderate to high venture philanthropy foundations, stated that they 

used a political approach to their giving.  David from Renew (moderate) illustrated this 

approach by explaining that to make an impact “on the ground” and “impact as many 

lives as possible” that Renew engages in the policy process to get the most out of their 

efforts.  David explained: 

The work that is happening in schools and programs on the ground, you know that 

is where services are delivered to families, children, and parents.  I think the 

theory here is that a lot of what happens on the ground is governed to be 

incentives or to be more difficult the things that we know worked based on policy 

conditions in the system that govern both program and practices.  We think about 

it in terms of maximizing the impacts of our investments.  We think that system 

change and policy reform is sort of the highest leverage point for touching as 

many lives that we can with our limited resources. 

 The final theory of change I reviewed and with foundation representatives was the 

theory of change related to the generation of knowledge and ideas.  Frumkin (2006) 

explained that the idea theory of change revolved around the assumption that by 

supporting the production and dissemination of knowledge it will filter into public and 

political spheres evoking the desired change.  Three foundation representatives, from 

moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations, mentioned knowledge 

production as an aspect of their foundation’s giving approach.  Yet, the purpose of 

funding research more closely aligned with practicing due diligence in making sure that 

organizations, grantees, or initiatives underway would yield the desired outcomes of the 
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given foundation.  As such, my analysis as to whether, and which, foundations used the 

idea theory of change was inconclusive.  

Most of the foundation representatives noted that they used a multi-faceted 

approach to driving change in their giving.  The Harrison Foundation (moderate) is one 

such example.  Helen from the Harrison Foundation discussed a complex approach that 

capitalized on the individual, organization, policy, and network theories of change though 

a detailed discussion about one of their ongoing initiatives.  The approach began with the 

individual level by funding to human capital development.  Helen said that: 

Harrison had a long history working in an area that they called at the time human 

capital that had been supporting the development of new human capital strategies 

including the development of non-profit intermediaries that had gotten deeply 

involved in alternative pathways into the teaching profession.  So, organizations 

like Teach for America and TNTP [The New Teacher Project] and New Leaders 

for new schools and so forth, that were basically challenging the paradigm.  The 

strangle hold some might say of traditional schools of education. 

The Harrison Foundation then sought to assist in the development of organizations by 

serving as a “thought partner” and financial backer of the before mentioned entities.  

Helen explained that, “Harrison had been–has been serving as a funder and thought 

partner in the development of some of these alternative preparation programs.”  She 

concluded her discussion of Harrison’s approach by detailing a specific federal education 

initiative and by describing the use of a network approach.  According to Helen, Harrison 

capitalized on a federal education initiative and then “convened a group of its grantees, 
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other funders, thought leaders, and innovators” to determine how best to develop quality 

teachers. 

Desired Outcomes of Giving 

 In Stage Two, the final area that I analyzed was the desired outcomes of leading 

K-12 education foundations as expressed by the foundation representatives.  In discerning 

the desired outcomes of foundation, I reviewed how foundation representatives discussed 

the ultimate goals, aims, or broad objectives of their work and the grantmaking of the 

foundation.  In this section, I will cover how foundations aims varied from general goals 

of improvement in K-12 education to targeted changes within aspects of public education 

and calls for a new framework for what education is in America.   

Better Schools and Opportunities 

 The first desired outcome I uncovered from interviews was a general hope and 

aspiration for better schools.  These general statements came across in different ways 

from three of 12 participants representing four low adherence to venture philanthropy 

foundations.  Participants generally described a hope of wanting to help schools, create 

educational opportunities, and to close gaps in learning and achievement.  

 Closely related to the goal of better schools, three additional foundation 

representatives stated that they sought to increase opportunities for youth to in turn 

improve communities.  The aim for improved opportunities came across as an extension 

of the hope for better schools, and I found the general aim across all three adherence to 

venture philanthropy classifications.  David with Renew (moderate) was one of the 

participants that expressed a desire to improve communities.  David began by describing 
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opportunities in education and then stated the broader objective of Renew’s work in 

community development.  David said, “Our big sort of mission statement across the 

entire organization of Renew is to improve the quality of life and the vitality of 

communities and families within those communities.  Really to just improve the 

outcomes for both adults and for children.”    

Education Reform 

 The next desired outcome in education I found amid the participant responses was 

the goal of education reform.  Participants described education reform as wanting to see 

policy reforms, increased the rigor in education, and systemic changes.  Five foundation 

representatives, from four moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy classified 

foundations, expressed education reform as a desired outcome of their foundation’s 

grantmaking work.    

In the instance of the Autumn Fund (moderate), Donna explained that her 

foundation wanted to see systemic reform in education and aligned grantmaking to this 

goal.  In discussing a multi-faceted initiative that was geared to reform teacher education 

at a state level, Donna said “And it very much fit our strategy of trying to reform 

education on a systemic level.  It was a good fit and high potential for impact.”  

Similar to the Autumn Fund, the Harrison Foundation (moderate) also stated their 

overarching goal as reaching systemic reform.  Different from the Autumn Fund, Helen 

with the Harrison Foundation viewed the foundation as a strategic investor building the 

field of education to make the necessary systemic changes.  Helen concisely explained 

the desired outcome of the Harrison Foundation: 
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Harrison definitely seeks to be a strategic investor in systemic reform…. Harrison 

doesn’t believe that real change is going to come from philanthropy.  Harrison 

seeks to strengthen the field [of education] and support the development of 

leadership from within the field.”  

A New Framework for Education  

 Beyond systemic reform, I found that three participants, representing three 

moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations, expressed the aim of a 

new framework for education.  A new framework for education, per participants, is a 

drastic shift away from the existing system in how education is approached or what the 

system seeks to achieve.  Each of these participants had their own twist or understanding 

of what a new framework would include, but similarly hoped for more than just tweaks to 

the existing system.   

 Take for example, Denae from the Johnson & Jones Foundation (moderate).  

Denae passionately expressed the need to look at the way that the education is delivered.  

Denae stated that education system needs a significant shift towards a competitive model 

that fosters innovation. To stress her vision, she compared the education system to the 

taxi industry.  Denae stated that the taxi industry had a monopoly on the transportation 

sector similar to the “monopoly that is the public school system.”  She went on to say, 

“Look at Uber. 30  Uber has drastically changed the availability of service in 

                                                 

30 Uber is a transportation company that uses independent drivers.  The introduction of Uber has changed 

the availability of transportation in many urban areas in the United States. 
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transportation….Charters and choice are the Uber of the education world that needs 

revolutionized and challenged.”   

 Ronald with the HR Foundation (high) also expressed the long-term goal of 

obtaining a new framework for education.  While Denae’s insight pointed to the need for 

a new system driven by competition and innovation, Ronald explained that his foundation 

sought to achieve a new framework for education that shifted away from an academic-

centric to a whole person approach to education.  Ronald not only laid out why a new 

framework was the desired outcome of his foundation, but he also contextualized it with 

the recently signed reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 

(ESEA), Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).  Ronald explained: 

I think that those of us that are working in ed [education] reform, which I consider 

this particular piece of work, see a process–one that involves a lot more 

dismantling than we are currently seeing.  Even the new education framework, 

ESSA sees that it is not a radical departure from the NCLB high-stakes 

accountability testing.  It largely leaves it intact.  So, for those of use that really 

see the work in long terms, you know I guess what we saw at the HR Foundation 

is that this is going to very lengthy and very multi-pronged labor intensive effort 

with many of us enough to get a new overall frame.  And I believe on is coming 

by the way.  One that is really compatible with the social and emotional vision.  

One that really is about deeply personalized learning.  And by personalized, I 

don’t mean what a lot of people do when they say the word.  I don’t mean only 
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technologically or computer assisted, but one that really works with people where 

they are at with what they believe is important as being a feature of the education. 

Conclusion 

Stage Two of this multimethod qualitative study aimed to deepen the 

understanding of the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of leading K-12 

education foundations in United States.  The 12 individuals who were interviewed in 

Stage Two were either former or current employees from 12 of the top 35 foundations 

granting to K-12 education in 2013.  The insight, expertise, and explanations of these 

foundations representatives helped to shed light on the views, approaches, and goals of 

some of the leading education philanthropies.  In Chapter 5, I further analyzed the 

differences and similarities across foundations with low, moderate, and high adherence to 

venture philanthropy classifications from Stage One.    

I began the analysis in Stage Two by reviewing the participant responses to 

determine why foundations elected to grant to K-12 education. Ten participants, from all 

three adherences to venture philanthropy classifications, explained their giving as the 

result of influence from individuals close to the foundation or founder’s intent to fund 

education.  In part, this personal connection motivating the education philanthropy 

connected to family foundation structure more so than the overall philanthropic approach 

of the organization. 

In addition to the influence of founders and influential individuals in motivating 

education grantmaking, I found that foundations supported education for economic and 

civic-minded purposes or sought to use education as a vehicle for broader social change.  
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Participants from low, moderate, and high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations 

explained that their foundation gave to education in order to create opportunities for 

social mobility and assist in the development of an educated citizenry.  Further, five 

foundation representatives from six foundations viewed education as the means to 

achieve another social outcome such as community development.  In sum, despite 

differences in the adherence to venture philanthropy participants expressed similar 

motivations behind why their foundation gives to K-12 education.  

The next area for analysis I explored was how foundation representatives viewed 

K-12 education.  Participants’ responses concentrated on the public school system and 

varied from neutral to critical.  Three representatives expressed neutral views of K-12 

education, while the remaining nine representatives from eight foundations described a 

system that was resistant to change and defective.  Critical foundation representatives 

explained an education that was resistant to change, lacking innovation, and defective.  

The “broken” education system described by participants produced “inequitable” 

outcomes and sorted students in the process.   

Participants’ views of K-12 education did vary based on the adherence to venture 

philanthropy classifications of their respective foundations.  Representatives of 

foundations classified as having a low adherence to venture philanthropy were those that 

had a neutral view of the K-12 education system.  In contrast, participants from 

foundations with a moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy classification 

critically viewed the education system as “broken,” “inequitable,” and resistant to change 

and lacking innovation.   
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The final aspect of the perspectives of participants and foundation that I analyzed 

was the challenges of granting in the K-12 education sector.  From the insights of the 

participants, I determined that three major challenges emerged for philanthropists: (1) 

The challenge of moving the needle or seeing meaningful results in education in a timely 

fashion; (2) The difficulty of navigating a complex educational system with changing 

leadership and a political and bureaucratic structure; and (3) The limits of philanthropy, 

in size and resources, to work on sizable issues in education.   

Interestingly, I found that despite the adherence to venture philanthropy 

classification participants responded similarly by identifying the complexities of the 

education system and the limitations of philanthropy as challenges.  The differences 

between the foundation types emerged when I looked at the challenge of “moving the 

needle” and specific responses within the complexities of education.  All the participants 

from the three high adherence venture philanthropy foundations noted that the politics 

and bureaucratic nature of the education system were challenges.  This same group of 

participants did not report the same challenge of making meaningful changes in education 

that were mentioned by low to moderate adherence to venture philanthropy 

representatives.  

Following the challenges faced in education philanthropy, I examined the 

approaches to giving mentioned by foundation representatives including how they would 

label their foundation’s approach and the level of giving that they engaged in at the 

foundation.  Participants provided a wide range of names to describe philanthropic 

approaches such as “donor intent,” “engaged philanthropy,” “traditional funders,” “social 
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justice orientated,” “investment approach,” and “strategic philanthropy.”  Across the 

various labels, I found that participants’ responses aligned with the degree of venture 

philanthropy adherence classifications created in Stage One and used throughout Chapter 

5.  The low and high adherence classifications were supported by self-identification from 

participants, thus supporting the classifications from Stage One.  The labels given by 

participants from moderate adherence foundations, however, indicated a strategic 

approach but the degree of adherence is difficult to discern from the self-identification.  

In analysis of the approaches to giving, I reviewed how participants described 

their foundations approach to giving using the theories of change.  The theories of 

change–individual, organization, networks, politics, and ideas–directly related to 

Frumkin’s logic model (2006) and provided a look into how foundations viewed the level 

that potential change would occur.  Each of the five theories of change were stated by 

participants, though approaching philanthropy by seeking change through the 

development of organizations and politics were the most prevalent across the 12 

represented foundations.   

Several foundations used more than one theory of change in how they approached 

giving and no pattern existed in which foundations used more than one approach, but I 

did find that patterns existed across the adherence to venture philanthropy classifications 

and the theories of change expressed by participants.  Participants who described granting 

under the ideas or politics theories of change were from moderate to high venture 

philanthropy foundations, whereas low adherence to venture philanthropy foundations 

primarily granted under the organization theory of change.  
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The final point for analysis in Stage Two that I explored was the desired outcomes 

in education philanthropy.  Foundation representatives responded in various ways 

regarding their foundation’s philanthropic goals.  All of the three participants from the 

four low adherence to venture philanthropy foundations noted the generally stated desire 

for better schools.  Further, several other representatives mentioned the goal of providing 

opportunities to youth to improve communities.  The responses of wanting to better 

schools and improve opportunities to youth were general and expressed by low to 

moderate adherence to venture philanthropy foundation representatives.  In addition to 

wanting better schools and opportunities, foundation representatives from moderate to 

high adherence foundations explained that education system reform or a new framework 

for education was the end goal of their foundation’s work.  Those seeking to reform the 

education system spoke about public policy and systemic reform, but did so in the 

context of the existing education system.  The three participants who expressed the hope 

of introducing a new framework for education in the United States had different views on 

what this new framework would include; yet, common to their expressed goal was the 

desire for a new system rather than the improvement or modification of the existing 

education system.  

In the final chapter, I will bring together and summarize the key findings of Stage 

One and Stage Two.  Then, I will discuss the findings of the presented study and the 

implications of this work on theory and research.  Finally, I will conclude with 

recommendations. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion 

Education philanthropy has experienced marked changes.  As detailed in  

Chapter 1, the total amount granted to all areas of education has recently expanded.  

According to the Giving USA Foundation Annual Report (2015), the total grant dollars 

given to education as a sector has increased by 9.8% from 2012 to 2014.  Further, a 

majority of the grants made to K-12 education entities come from a select number of 

foundations (see Chapter 1). 

Along with the increases and changes in education philanthropy, prior scholars in 

organizational development, education, and non-profit studies have documented the 

emergence of a strategic approach to giving referred to as venture philanthropy (Cobb, 

2002; Hess 2005a; Reckhow, 2013; Saltman, 2010; Scott, 2009).  The concept of venture 

philanthropy incorporates the tenets of venture capitalism and the business sector, 

viewing philanthropy as more than a charitable act. This rise in giving, along with the 

emergence of venture philanthropy, has led to a great deal of research on the grantmaking 

practices of education foundations.  Most have focused on the who, how, and where of 

grantmaking; yet, little has been done to understand why these philanthropic 

organizations give and what they hope to gain from their work.  

In this multimethod qualitative study, I aimed to fill void in the prior literature by 

explicitly setting out to examine the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of 

the leading K-12 education foundations.  Examining the intersection of philanthropy and 

K-12 education through the perspectives of the grantmaking foundations, I also 
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investigated the variations across leading funders and the why behind education 

philanthropy. 

In Stage One, I identified the top 35 foundations using the Foundation Center’s 

grants database for 2013 and then I ranked foundations based on total giving.  I next 

examined what I referred to as the “public face” of giving for the leading 35 foundations 

through a review of publicly available foundation documents to provide a general 

description of leading grant makers and to lay the groundwork for understanding the 

perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of the foundations.  In total, 526 

webpages across 31 websites and 286 additional documents were reviewed and analyzed.  

Following the review of the foundation documents, I applied prior literature (see Chapter 

2) to understand if a foundation had a low, moderate, or high adherence to venture 

philanthropy.   

 In Stage Two, I then recruited foundation representatives from the top 35 

foundations in K-12 education grant making from Stage One. Participant interviews 

focused on the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of the respective 

foundations and how they differed based on the adherence to venture philanthropy 

classifications from Stage One.  A total of 11 interviews were conducted with 12 

individuals representing 12 foundations. 

 Tying together Stage One and Stage Two of the presented study, in this chapter I 

will answer the two guiding research questions: (1) How, if at all, do the perspectives, 

approaches, and desired outcomes in education philanthropy differ among the 35 largest 

K-12 education grantmaking foundations?; and (2) What, if any, differences can be found 
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based on the adherence to venture philanthropy classifications among the leading K-12 

education grantmaking foundations? Moreover, I will draw upon the prior literature on 

K-12 education philanthropy and a multi-faceted conceptual framework to address the 

stated research questions.  As you may recall from Chapter 2, the conceptual framework 

for this study incorporates the concept of venture philanthropy with the theory of policy 

entrepreneurship and Frumkin’s (2006) logic model.  

Chapter 6 will address the before mentioned research questions by presenting the 

results of the whole multimethod qualitative study.  Borrowing from the previously 

mentioned conceptual framework and existing literature on the intersection of K-12 

education and philanthropy, I will summarize the key findings and then discuss their 

significance.  Lastly, I will concentrate on the research and theory implications before 

providing recommendations for research and practice.  

Summary of the Key Findings 

 The discussion of the key findings of this two-staged study takes into 

consideration the existing research on the interaction of philanthropy and K-12 education.  

In the following discussion, I will pull from the results detailed in Stage One and Stage 

Two to discuss key findings to provide an interpretation of what this means as a cohesive 

study.  

Perspectives 

The presented study began by analyzing the perspectives of foundations, as 

expressed in public facing documents and through interviews with foundation 

representatives.  This analysis concentrated on why foundations elected to give to K-12 
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education and how they viewed the education system.   Both aspects of why foundations 

grant to K-12 education are covered as the perspectives of foundations.  

The first perspective I reviewed were the rationales foundations gave for funding 

K-12 education.  In Stage One, the analysis of foundation documents illustrated that 

foundations became involved in K-12 education for five distinct reasons.  The reasons 

included seeing education as: (1) serving the community good; (2) interconnected with 

economic opportunity and stability; (3) means to provide better opportunities and a better 

quality life for individuals; (4) mechanism to address other social issues; and (5) a civic 

duty.   

The interviews in Stage Two, however, revealed another significant influence 

motivator to K-12 education giving was the role of the influential individuals.  I found 

that several participants explained that their foundations, first and foremost, were 

responding to either the founder’s intent or the authority of influential individuals in their 

foundation.  Participants then offered other rationales for their foundation’s giving that 

included parallel themes of wanting an education citizenry, hoping to support social 

mobility, and viewing education as a vehicle for broader social issues.   

In part, the prevalence of influential individuals across the interviews may the 

result of the sampling of foundations in Stage One.  The sample, which was limited to 

private non-operating foundations, increased the number of independent family 

foundations included in the interviews.  Unlike other types of foundations, a single 

founder or a family typically establishes a family foundation.  As a result, the founding 

members may maintain a closer tie to the foundation over other types with multiple 
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donors.  Thus, it is not entirely unforeseen that individuals including the founder are 

influential in the decision to give to K-12 education.  

Despite the concentration of family foundations in the sample, this finding implies 

that founders and influential individuals, such as family members or trustees, are driving 

the direction of the grantmaking process.  Ferris, Hentschke, and Harmssen (2008) also 

found that influential individuals guided education foundations to engage in public 

policy, yet this study builds on that finding by pointing to the role of individuals in 

directing funds to K-12 education in general.  In sum, the clout exercised by a select 

group of individuals within the foundation demonstrates the power of the few to steer the 

direction of giving for, or away from, a particular area.  

In reviewing Stage One and Stage Two, I also found that many foundations held a 

critical view towards K-12 education.  In Stage One, I found that a majority of 

foundations (61.3%) expressed a critical or negative view of K-12 education in their 

documents.  These comments were focused on the traditional public school system and 

included descriptors of the education system such as “broken,” “failed,” or “inadequate.”  

I found that these views were also reflected in my interviews in Stage Two.  Of the 12 

participants, nine participants representing eight foundations held a critical view of K-12 

education including the perception that the education system was defective and resistant 

to change.  Further, in Stage Two the participants who expressed a critical view of K-12 

education came from moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations.  

The difference in how low and moderate to high adherence foundations viewed K-12 

education brings to light how foundations with a higher adherence to venture 
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philanthropy negatively view the public education system.  In all, it may help explain 

why foundations tend to fund jurisdictional challengers over traditional public education 

entities as evidenced by prior research in Chapter 2 (see Greene, 2005; Hassel & Way, 

2005; Koppich & Esch, 2012; Reckhow, 2013; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014). 

Approaches to Giving 

I next analyzed the approaches to giving used by the leading K-12 education 

foundations.  Prior research has documented an increase in venture philanthropy in K-12 

education (Cobb, 2002; Hess, 2005a; Reckhow, 2013; Saltman, 2010); yet, little has been 

done to tease out the variation across leading foundations.  

In my analysis in Stage One I found that adherence to venture philanthropy varies 

across leading foundations. I used the literature on venture philanthropy tenets to 

categorize education foundations, which is to my knowledge the first effort to do so.  My 

classification of the top foundations found that among the top 35 foundations there was a 

fairly balanced distribution of low (9 of 31), moderate (9 of 31), and high (13 of 31) 

adherence foundations.  Further, these classifications that were confirmed by those 

represented in the Stage Two interviews.  Low adherence to venture philanthropy 

participants described their foundations as “traditional funders” or as on the ”charitable 

end of the spectrum,” whereas high adherence participants self-identified using labels 

such as “venture philanthropy” or describing their foundation as “highly strategic.”   

There are two implications of this analysis. First, the findings suggest diversity 

across the leading K-12 education foundations in how they adhere, or do not adhere, to 
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venture philanthropy.  Though venture philanthropy is present among the sampled 

foundations, traditional funders remain as the leading grant makers in education. 

Second, the alignment of the publicly facing documents analyzed using the 

venture philanthropy indicators with the self-identification in the interviews points to the 

utility of the operationalized definition of venture philanthropy that I developed for future 

research.  Existing literature has documented variation in the tactics used by venture 

philanthropists (Barkan, 2013; Moody, 2008; Pepin, 2005), venture philanthropy was not 

operationalized in a way that could be used to understand variation across foundations.  

Thus, this is an important finding for researchers.  

In both stages of the analysis, I found that regardless of the degree of adherence to 

venture philanthropy there were commonalities across all the foundations. The first was 

the use of a common language.  The use of venture capitalist language served as one of 

the before mentioned indicators of venture philanthropy, supported by prior research 

(Scott, 2009).  Venture capitalist language observed in foundation documents and spoken 

by participants included phrases like “strategic fit,” “due diligence,” “social returns on 

investment,” and other business-minded terms.  The seemingly universal application 

venture capitalist language, independent of how a foundation or its representative depicts 

the approach to giving, illuminates how the terminology of venture philanthropy has been 

incorporated across the leading K-12 education foundations.   

Second, I found that foundations across all three classifications approached 

grantmaking with the intent of evoking change through grants to individuals, 

organizations, and networks.  These approaches aligned with Frumkin’s (2006) theories 
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of change.  The common approach to giving at each of these theories of change, despite 

the adherence to venture philanthropy classifications, may indicate the commonplace 

application of these approaches to giving across the field of K-12 education grant makers.   

However, I found that foundations differed in whether or not they were involved 

in policy.  While policy engagement is an indicator of venture philanthropy in Stage One, 

I found that a majority (64.5%, or 20 of 31) of the leading foundations indicated some 

form of policy involvement in their foundation documents.  For instance, foundation 

documents stated that the organization worked to “inform the policy process” or 

“supported policymakers.”  Yet, this involvement was more common among moderate to 

high adherence foundations: indeed, only one of the low adherence to venture 

philanthropy foundations indicated in documents that the foundation engaged in policy 

efforts.    

Similarly, in Stage Two, participants reinforced the divide between the levels of 

adherence to venture philanthropy classifications with the presence of policy 

involvement.  Five foundation representatives from moderate to high adherence 

foundations explained that policy involvement was an approach to their foundation’s 

giving.  Considering both stages together, the results imply that there is a connection 

between the use of policy and the approach to philanthropy exercised by moderate to high 

adherence to venture philanthropy foundations.    

Desired Outcomes 

The final component of the research questions that I analyzed was the desired 

outcomes of foundations.  In Stage One, I found three primary desired outcomes in the 
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public facing documents: achieving a larger social agenda through education, generally 

improve the public education system, and fostering innovation and alternatives to the 

current system (i.e. education reform).  In Stage One, I found that just over a third 

(38.7%, 12 of 31) of the analyzed foundations framed their goals in terms of a desire to 

achieve education reform.  For instance, I found that in documents, foundations 

expressed a desire for a shift in policy, introduction of innovation, narrative changes, or 

as the adoption of alternative solutions. In Stage Two, I found that participants from 

moderate to high venture philanthropy foundations also expressed the aim to reform 

education.   

A key difference I discovered is that some of the participants from moderate to 

high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations went a step further by calling for a 

new framework in education.  This desire for a new framework for education was 

described as a more drastic version of reform, thus indicating that there could be more 

behind the desired outcomes of foundations than what was placed into the public domain.    

 The desired outcomes for education reform and a new framework coincide with 

the previously discussed critical views of the public education as a “broken” system in 

need of repair.  Foundations through interviews and documents alike stated that education 

reform is necessary and that the status quo must be challenged.  Framing the public 

education system as defective thus provides the justification for major education reforms 

and the funding of jurisdictional challengers.  
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Discussion 

 

Moving beyond the analysis and interpretation of findings, I will discuss the 

results in light of the conceptual framework and existing literature in this section.  

Specifically, I will discuss four overarching conclusions of the study: (1) Despite the 

documented rise venture philanthropy, there is still a relatively balanced distribution of 

leading foundations across the three levels of adherence to venture philanthropy; (2) 

Foundations from low, moderate, and high adherences to venture philanthropy have 

demonstrated the common use of venture capitalist language and noted the influence of 

individuals and founders; (3) The perspectives and desired outcomes of foundations with 

moderate to high adherences to venture philanthropy differ from those of low adherence 

to venture philanthropy foundations; and (4) Moderate to high adherence foundations are 

acting as policy entrepreneurs in the field of K-12 education.  

Differences in the Adherence to Venture Philanthropy 

The first finding is that, while venture philanthropies do comprise a larger number 

of foundations in the top 35, they are not a commanding majority of the leading 

foundations.  Prior literature in the field has noted the expansion of venture philanthropy 

(Hess, 2005a; Reckhow, 2013; Saltman, 2010; Scott, 2009), the trends in funding 

jurisdictional challengers over traditional public education entities (Greene, 2005; Hassel 

& Way, 2005; Koppich & Esch, 2012; Reckhow, 2013; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014), and 

variation in the use of leveraging practices of venture philanthropists (Pepin, 2005).  Yet, 

the variation in philanthropic approaches has not been fully explored.   
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From the classification of foundations in Stage One, I found a relatively balanced 

distribution of the 31 foundations that were classified into high (13 of 31), moderate (9 of 

31), and low (9 of 31).  It is notable that the high adherence to venture philanthropy 

foundations giving amounted to $424.26 million of the $685.8 million (61.9%) of total 

dollars given by the top 35 education foundations in 2013, still the number of foundations 

classified in the high adherence group only made up 41.9% of the leading foundations 

that were classified. Further, participants supported and verified these classifications in 

interviews by self-identifying with like termed descriptions and labels.  Essentially, the 

classification of foundations by their adherence to venture philanthropy demonstrates the 

variation in the leading K-12 education foundations. The simple statement of variation 

exists among leading education foundations is important in that it recognizes that 

although some foundations are adhering to the tenets of venture philanthropy, not all 

foundations giving to K-12 education are venture philanthropies. 

Common Use of Venture Capitalist Language 

 The second major conclusion drawn from the results of this study is that despite 

the differences in how foundations adhered to venture philanthropy, venture capitalist 

language had penetrated nearly all education foundations.  The presence of venture 

capitalist language in foundation documents served as one of the eight indicators of 

venture philanthropy used for the foundation classifications that was supported by prior 

literature (Scott, 2009).  Foundation representatives from all the three foundation 

classifications used the jargon of venture philanthropy such as “social investment,” 

“return on investment,” and “strategic alignment.”  Foundation representatives that self-
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identified as being a “traditional funder” also uttered language such as “returns on 

investment” and “leverage.”  Thus, leading foundations are commonly using venture 

capitalist language regardless of their approach to philanthropy indicating that this 

language has become a mainstream among major education foundations.  The use or 

presence of venture capitalist terms, however, may not fully indicate a strong adherence 

to venture philanthropy as an approach to giving.  

Regardless of the adherence to venture philanthropy classifications of 

foundations, I also found that foundation participants emphasized and expressed the 

influence of the founder and other individuals close to the foundation in their giving.  

Interestingly, the intent of founders and influential individuals is the primary reason that 

participants gave for why their foundation engaged in K-12 education giving.  The 

presence of influential individuals demonstrates that the decision-making power within 

the philanthropy is in large part decided by a handful of people.  This conclusion is in line 

with other researchers who found that key individuals influenced the tact of giving (Ferris 

et al., 2008).   

The presence of influential individuals and founders in the decision-making 

process as to why they elected to give to K-12 education raises noteworthy questions.  In 

the major foundations studied, total amount of grants allocated to K-12 education in 2013 

ranged from $5.67 to $252 million dollars.  If founders and influential individuals are the 

motivating factors as to why foundations give to K-12 education and why foundations 

engage in policy (Ferris et al., 2008), are a select number of individuals acting through 

philanthropy to either reform, dismantle, or reshape education as they see it should be in 
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the United States? Based on the results of the presented study, the influence of 

individuals spans the three types of adherence to venture philanthropy.  Yet, in 

conjunction with prior literature that has established the role of influential individuals in 

policy engagement (Ferris et al., 2008), foundations as institutional entrepreneurs 

assisting in the development of the organizational field of choice (Quinn et al, 2014), 

trends in funding that are in favor of jurisdictional challengers over the traditional public 

education system (Greene, 2005; Hassel & Way, 2005; Koppich & Esch, 2012; Reckhow, 

2013; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014) the findings of this study suggest that donors are 

steering education policy via foundation grantmaking.  The conclusion and concern that 

in some foundations wealthy individuals may be behind education reforms is supported 

by the findings of other researchers on the intersection of K-12 education and 

philanthropy (see Barkan, 2013; Roelofs, 2007; Saltman, 2010).  

Variation in Perspectives and Desired Outcomes Across Foundation Classifications 

The first point of variance across the classifications of venture philanthropy 

adherence I found related to how foundations viewed K-12 education.  In the interviews, 

all of the representatives from foundations with a low adherence to venture philanthropy 

explained the education system using neutral terms and descriptions.  In contrast, 

moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations expressed critical views 

of K-12 education. Critical views of K-12 education, in both stages, were focused on the 

traditional public system and included descriptors of the education system as “failing,” 

“broken,” “inadequate,” and “inequitable.”  The critical view of the public education 

system may serve as the justification for the areas that are granted in education and the 
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desired outcomes of the grantmaking.  The view that the education system as defective or 

“broken” justifies the philanthropic actions aimed at fixing or moving to a new model for 

the delivery of education. Previous research has shown an increase in the funding of 

jurisdictional challengers in education–alternatives to the existing or traditional structure 

(Mehta & Teles, 2011).  Jurisdictional challengers to schools (Greene, 2005; Hassel and 

Way, 2005; Reckhow, 2013; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014), teacher preparation (Koppich & 

Esch, 2012; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014), and knowledge (Reckhow, 2013; Reckhow & 

Snyder, 2014) have been documented as areas funded by foundations.  Thus, framing 

public education as in a state of crisis and disarray defines public K-12 education as a 

problem in need of a solution.   

Second, I determined that foundations differed in whether or not they are involved 

in policy.  As previously explained, the document analysis found that a vast majority of 

foundations analyzed in Stage One (64.5%) indicated some form of policy involvement 

giving in their foundation documents.  Yet, only one low adherence to venture 

philanthropy foundation indicated policy involvement in Stage One.   

The presence of policy engagement by major education foundations has been the 

subject of prior research (Ferris et al., 2008; Reckhow, 2013; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014) 

and there has been a notable increase in policy advocacy and research giving in recent 

years (Reckhow & Snyder, 2014).  The results of this study, however, illustrate that 

foundations engaging in policy work are those with a moderate to high adherence to 

venture philanthropy approach.  In sum, it appears that while leading foundations have 
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some common approaches to giving, the policy approach rests with those practicing 

venture philanthropy to a greater degree.  

The final key difference that I discovered, across leading K-12 education 

foundations by their degree of adherence to venture philanthropy, was what foundations 

desired to achieve through grantmaking.  Foundations with stronger adherences to 

venture philanthropy sought more robust outcomes for their work. Stage One and Stage 

Two of the study noted several desired outcomes ranging from the aim for better schools 

and opportunities to education reform.  The call for education reform included the stated 

goal of wanting to foster innovation and change, yet some interviewees took this one step 

further by calling for a new framework for education.  Rather than aiming to improve and 

alter the existing education system, some participants explained wanting to achieve a 

drastic shift towards a new way of approaching and delivering education in the United 

States.  Those expressing calls for education reform and a new framework for education 

in the Stage Two interviews represented moderate to high adherence to venture 

philanthropy foundations.  

The stated outcomes of moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy 

foundations indicated that they are seeking reforms in or a new framework for schooling 

that goes beyond the desire to support and improve the current education system.  

Considering the negative framing of K-12 education by moderate to high adherence to 

venture philanthropy foundations, it is not surprising that the outcomes of their 

grantmaking focused on reforming the current system or calling for a new framework for 

education.  This conclusion is in line with that of Greene (2005).  Greene (2005) 
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concluded in a study of grantmaking practices of major education foundations that 

foundations should make choice-related or higher-leverage grants as giving to the 

traditional public education system is like “dumping buckets of water into the ocean of 

public school spending,” (p. 74).  Further, the desired outcomes to reform the current 

system via innovation and notable reforms are supported by the trends in funding 

jurisdictional challengers (Greene, 2005; Hassel & Way, 2005; Koppich & Esch, 2012; 

Reckhow, 2013; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014). 

Venture Philanthropy and Policy Entrepreneurship  

Lastly, the presented study concludes that many foundations with higher 

adherences to venture philanthropy are acting as policy entrepreneurs in K-12 education.  

As you may recall from Chapter 2, the concept of policy entrepreneurship provides a 

structure to understanding why a foundation may choose to adhere to the venture 

philanthropic approach as a means to achieve the desired outcomes of policy change in 

K-12 education.  Policy entrepreneurs are individuals who operate outside of the formal 

policymaking structure who introduce, frame, and foster policy changes (Roberts & King, 

1991).  Mintrom (2000) and Mintrom and Norman (2009) outlined four key elements 

central to policy entrepreneurship including: (1) Practicing social acuity or the awareness 

of the policy context and policy networks; (2) Framing the problem or issues to highlight 

current failures to gather support for change; (3) Building a coalition for change; and (4) 

Leading by example by committing social and financial resources.   

The findings from Stage One and Stage Two indicate that many of the moderate 

to high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations align with the four key elements of 
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policy entrepreneurship.  These foundations are practicing social acuity, framing public 

education as a defective system, collaborating and exercising networks, and committing 

resources through grantmaking. 

In line with the first element of policy entrepreneurship, several foundations in 

this study exemplified the awareness of the local policy context by expressing the 

resistance to change of the existing public education system and the decision to work in 

alternate areas of K-12 education such as charters or private schools.  Additionally, some 

representatives from moderate to high adherence foundations also discussed selecting 

organizations to invest in that had the right policy environment and structure to see a 

given initiative to its full potential.  

Second, moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations held 

critical views of K-12 education in interviews and foundation documents.  These critical 

views of K-12 education were focused on the traditional public school system describing 

a defective system in need of repair.  This critical view of K-12 education importantly 

frames the public education system in a policy problem.  As Mintrom and Norman (2009) 

explained, policy entrepreneurs frame the issue to gather support and present the issue as 

a crisis.  

Further, “policy entrepreneurs seek to sell their policy ideas and, in so doing, to 

promote dynamic policy change,” (Mintrom & Vergari, 1996, p. 423).  Foundations from 

moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations explained that they 

desired either education reforms or a new framework for education.  In explanations of 

some participants, they explained that the current system aimed to maintain the “status 
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quo,” that it “lacked innovation,” or that the system needed to be “revolutionized and 

challenged.”  

Building coalitions or networks for change is the third component of policy 

entrepreneurship (Mintrom, 2000; Mintrom & Norman, 2009) evident among leading 

education foundations.  In the presented study, foundation documents and participants 

mentioned that networking and working collaboratively with other foundations and with 

grantees was a component of their giving.  Networking and pooling of grants, however, 

were not the primary focus of this study.  As such, prior literature can assist in 

understanding how foundations adhering to venture philanthropy build coalitions and 

networks.  As discussed in Chapter 2, major education foundations practice convergent 

grantmaking (Reckhow, 2010; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014) and venture philanthropies use 

networking as a leveraging technique (Frumkin, 2000; 2006).   

 The final aspect of policy entrepreneurship is leading by example.  By 

committing social and financial resources to a policy change, policy entrepreneurs 

“reduce the perception of risk among decision makers,” (Mintrom & Norman, 2009, p. 

653).   The millions upon millions of grant dollars allocated by the leading foundations 

towards the production of knowledge (Reckhow and Snyder, 2014; Scott & Jabbar, 2013) 

and innovative solutions such as choice (Greene, 2005; Hassel & Way, 2005; Reckhow, 

2013) stand as evidence of the financial commitment of the foundations acting as policy 

entrepreneurs.   Moreover, foundations providing the funding to incubate innovations and 

expressing hopes of “going to scale” were documented in Stage One of this study.   
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Thus, although variation existed in across the top education foundations, moderate 

to high adherence to venture philanthropies demonstrated the characteristics of policy 

entrepreneurs.  Moderate to high adherence to venture philanthropy foundations, via their 

foundation representatives, clearly articulated desired outcomes in education that 

included education reform and a new framework for education.  These desired outcomes 

were coupled with the engagement of these foundations in policy and a critical view of 

K-12 education.  As the adherence to venture philanthropy increased for a foundation, it 

appears that they are more likely to be acting as policy entrepreneurs in education policy.   

The conclusion that foundations with moderate to high adherence to venture 

philanthropy are acting as policy entrepreneurs is supported, in part, by prior work on the 

intersection of K-12 education and philanthropy.  Scott and Jabbar (2013) concluded that 

major foundations in education were “operating as de facto policy makers” by funding 

the production of knowledge for specific reforms and investing in advocacy organizations 

(p. 77).  Quinn, Tompkin-Stange, and Meyerson (2014) further conceptualized 

foundations as agents of change and institutional entrepreneurs in how they crafted and 

expanded charter management organizations in California.  Lastly, Ferris and colleagues 

(2008) explained that foundations granted to areas in K-12 education where they could 

frame the issue to encourage change in education.  

Furthermore, the foundations in this study all have the tax-deductible status as a 

501(c)(3) charitable organization (see IRS, 2015).  Recall from Chapter 2 that under this 

charitable organization structure, foundations are limited by the lobbying activities they 

can conduct.  Acting as policy entrepreneurs, foundations are stepping dangerously close 
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to the line of acting as a 501(c)(4) organization that is allowed to participate in lobbying 

or advocacy efforts, but is not eligible for tax-deductible charitable donations (Boris & 

Steurele, 2006; IRS, 2015; 26 USC§501-c-4).  Founders and key donors of these 

philanthropic organizations are benefiting from the tax-deductible status of their 

organizations (i.e. able to give large donations without taxation); yet, those working as 

policy entrepreneurs are actively engaging in education policy development.   

It is clear that variation exists across the top K-12 education foundation; still, it is 

concerning that several of the leading foundations are acting as policy entrepreneurs.  

Policy entrepreneurs are framing the K-12 education as in a state of crisis and are pushing 

for education reforms or a new framework for K-12 education.  Considering that the 

presence of influential individuals and leveraging tactics of venture philanthropy at work, 

these organizations have the potential to make policy changes to education.  Whether 

those changes are positive or negative are beyond the scope of this study, however, it is 

concerning that our education system is being reformed by a select group of individuals 

sourced by vast assets and not by a democratic process or internal reform efforts.  

Implications for Research & Theory 

In relation to research, this study is significant in that it adds to the research 

conversation by placing the perspectives of the foundation and its representatives at the 

core of the work.  The analysis of the publicly facing documents of the leading 

foundations used the language and framing created by foundations to describe their 

foundation work.  Moreover, the interviews with participants incorporated the views of 

individuals representing a sample of these same foundations.   
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Prior literature on the intersection of K-12 education and philanthropy largely 

focused on who received grants, where grants were being allocated, and how grants were 

tactically given in education.  The research in the field also documented a rise in 

strategically minded foundations since the turn of the century (Cobb, 2002; Moody, 

2008).  The presented study built upon the existing body of research through the analysis 

of foundation perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes.  Further, this study 

examined the varying degrees of the adherence to venture philanthropy and drew 

conclusions based on the concept of policy entrepreneurship.  In sum, this study extends 

the existing research into why foundations give to K-12 education, pinpointed variations 

across leading education foundations, and documented what foundations aim to achieve 

through their philanthropic efforts. 

Additionally, this research confirms conclusions made in other studies regarding 

the connection between venture philanthropy and education policy.  Scholars have noted 

the rising tide of venture philanthropy or strategic giving in K-12 education and how it 

has the potential to, or already has, changed education policy (Hess, 2005a; Reckhow, 

2013; Saltman, 2010; Scott, 2009).  This study, however, is significant in that it adds to 

the discussion about education philanthropy.  Specifically, the presented study discusses 

the nuance of diversity across leading foundations working in K-12 education and 

demonstrates that those with higher degrees of adherence to venture philanthropy are 

acting as policy entrepreneurs in K-12 education.  

Another research implication is the development, subsequent use, and 

understanding of venture philanthropy in varying degrees or levels of adherence.  The 
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alignment of the adherence to venture philanthropy classifications in Stage One with the 

labels provided by participants indicates the potential to use this operationalized 

definition of venture philanthropy in future research.  Barkan (2013), Moody (2008), and 

Pepin (2005) have all noted variation among venture philanthropists, but they have 

lacked a clear way to operationalize the definition of venture philanthropy to determine 

variation in the approach to philanthropy.  The operationalized definition of the 

adherence to venture philanthropy thus has potential for future research. 

Outside of the research implications, this study has significance though the 

development of theory or the concept of policy entrepreneurship.  Whereas prior work 

examining policy entrepreneurship focused on the individual acting within policy process 

(see Mintrom, 2000; Mintrom & Norman, 2009; Roberts & King, 1991), this study 

extends the concept into the non-profit sector at the level of the organization.  Though 

more work is needed to verify and build upon the conclusions of this study, education 

foundations with a higher adherence to venture philanthropy embodied the core concepts 

of policy entrepreneurship.   

Finally, the connection presented in this study between the higher degree of 

adherence to venture philanthropy and policy entrepreneurship has implications in public 

policy.  The graying of the area between the intended purpose of foundations, as defined 

by the Internal Revenue Service (2015), and the emerging role of policy entrepreneurs in 

education philanthropy calls into question the political influence of foundations.  This 

study adds to the body of research that demonstrates that foundations are engaged in 

policymaking (Ferris et al., 2008; Reckhow, 2013; Scott & Jabbar, 2013; Scott & Jabbar, 
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2014); yet, it also extends the prior work by refining the understanding of policy 

involvement in degrees of adherence to venture philanthropy.  

Recommendations 

 The entanglement of education, philanthropy, and public policy demonstrated 

thus far in this chapter illuminates the importance of examining the intersection of K-12 

education and philanthropy.  In this section, I will discuss a few key research 

recommendations stemming from the findings and design of this study.  Then, I will 

briefly discuss recommendations and considerations for practitioners in both education 

and policy.  

Future Research 

 First, I would recommend that the researchers in the fields of public policy, 

education, and non-profit studies explore the scope of venture philanthropy adherence 

across the breadth of education foundations.  The presented study determined that 

variation existed across leading foundations in how education was perceived, approached, 

and incorporated the concept of venture philanthropy.  The bounds of this study raised, 

however, several points including the degree of adherence to venture philanthropy, 

specific applications of the approach to venture philanthropy, and the limitations of 

relying on a select number of foundation representatives. 

 Though the top 35 foundations in K-12 education grantmaking account for a 

majority of the grant dollars, reaching to include a vast majority of foundations may 

expand the scope of the work completed in this study.  One way is to expand the number 

of included foundations.  A sample increased to the top 1000 foundations, for instance, 
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would capture most of the grants allocated to K-12 education purposes by foundations in 

a given tax year.  As a result, more regional funders would emerge.  Expanding the scope 

of the review to include more foundations would ultimately provide broader review of the 

organizations that make up education philanthropy in the United States.  

Moreover, focusing in on community and corporate-sponsored foundations 

presents another area of recommended future research.  The presented study reviewed 

solely private non-operating foundations giving in K-12 education.  The community 

foundation structure that pools the generosity of many donors or the corporate-sponsored 

foundation that is guided by corporate appointed trustees are likely to have variant 

perspectives, approaches, desired outcome, and adherences to venture philanthropy.  

Studying corporate or community foundations might yield a different or more 

comprehensive understanding of the perspectives, approaches, and desired outcomes of 

foundations giving to K-12 education. 

A case study approach is also a recommended avenue for future research.  The 

degree of adherence to venture philanthropy was operationalized in this study based on 

prior literature in the field; however, the practical application of this approach may run 

much deeper and take on a different form for those actually translating the philosophical 

understanding and take on philanthropy into practice–foundation employees and trustees.  

A case study approach into a leading foundation that self-identifies as a “venture 

philanthropy” may provide the organizational depth untouched in the presented study.  

This method of reviewing the intersection of K-12 education and philanthropy might 
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generate a richer understanding from several individuals from within the foundation 

structure such as trustees, grantees, and grant personnel.  

The final research recommendation is the need for future research into the 

connection between policy entrepreneurship and high adherence to venture philanthropy.  

A greater understanding is needed to grasp how, or if, the world of philanthropy is 

crossing over into public policy.  The presented study demonstrated that some 

foundations with higher levels of adherence are acting as policy entrepreneurs and the 

implications of such a defined connection are far reaching.  Future research may be done 

through document analysis or a case study of emerging national or state education 

reforms to understand the role that philanthropy is, or is not, playing in the shaping of 

educational policy. 

Practice and Policy 

Educators throughout the K-12 education sector should consider and benefit from 

the findings of the presented study.  Those in the field of K-12 education should heed 

advice from the conclusions around the variations across major education philanthropies 

and be mindful of the role the influence exerted by some foundations working in K-12 

education.  Also when new initiatives, programs, or grants arise, those working in the 

education sector should be critical and exercise due diligence to determine if the 

objectives of the initiatives or grants are in line with the pedagogy and mission of their 

respective education organization. 

Finally, I recommend that a critical policy analysis be conducted on the role of 

non-profit entities in the development of public policy.  Policymakers should consider a 
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thoughtful review into the existing policies and tax codes governing non-profit entities 

and make changes to the tax structure for foundations explicitly acting with a policy 

agenda. The presented study pointed to how some of the leading foundations in K-12 

education acted to influence education policy as policy entrepreneurs while others 

expressed that policy involvement was used as an approach to giving.  The complex 

interaction of venture philanthropy, regulations outlined for a 501(c)(3) non-profit 

organization, influence of founders and other individuals behind foundation decision 

making, and the explicit efforts to shape, or dismantle, the public education system raise 

interesting questions about whether tax payers should be subsidizing the political 

advocacy work of the wealthy citizens.  As demonstrated in this study, philanthropy in 

education clearly is more than a charitable act for some foundations and for every dollar 

sheltered in a non-profit organization there is a cost to the taxpayer in foregone tax 

revenue.  Considering that nearly $1.79 billion was given to education in 2012 

(Foundation Center, 2014), the tax implications are significant.  

Summary 

In sum, the emergence of venture philanthropy and the remarkable shifts in K-12 

education are of importance to contextualizing many of the educational reforms efforts 

underway in the United States.  The presented study has illuminated the diversity among 

leading K-12 education foundations and the representative varying degrees of adherence 

to venture philanthropy; yet, it has also demonstrated that the some influential 

organizations and their founders are actively and explicitly pursuing policy agendas as 

policy entrepreneurs.  Policymakers, educators, voters, and scholars should pay attention 
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to emerging education policy reform efforts and be critical consumers of the policy ideas 

generated or backed by foundations.  Are the education reform efforts or policy changes 

in K-12 education truly the will of the people in a representative democracy, or is it a 

byproduct of the explicitly sought after outcomes by private funders?  Further, the view 

of K-12 education and desired outcomes for the work of leading education philanthropists 

bring to light the negative view of public education and the active work to reform, 

restructure, or re-invent public education in a manner that challenges traditional concepts 

of education.  The work of philanthropic organizations accounts for nearly two billion 

dollars in the area of K-12 education and the intertwined nature of education, 

philanthropy, and policy is worthy of further review and attention.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

Adherence to Venture Philanthropy Indicators 

Table 12  

Classification of Venture Philanthropic Adherence 

Venture Philanthropy Indicators  

1.   Self-identification as a venture philanthropic foundation (including synonymous 

titles); 

2. Use of terms indicating the need to leverage change over pluralism;  

3. Closed application grantmaking; 

4. Patterns of high engagement; 

5. Milestone funding; 

6. Open involvement in advocacy or policy development; 

7. Projections of going to scale; and  

8.  Use of venture capitalist language (e.g. return on investment, investee, social 

return, theory of change, efficiency, strategy, due diligence) used in mission 

statements, strategic plans, or foundation documents. 
Note.  Foundation websites, mission statements, vision statements, and documents were analyzed to assess 

the proper categorization of organizations on the venture philanthropic continuum.  Foundations were 

grouped into one of three groups: high, moderate, and low based on the number of venture philanthropic 

indicators they exhibited in foundation documents. Foundations with six or more indicators were 

categorized high, three to five indicators denoted moderate, and less than characteristics demonstrated low 

venture philanthropic subgrouping.  
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Appendix B 

Conceptual Framework 

 

Figure 3  

Conceptual Framework Visual: Foundation Giving in K-12 Education 

 
Note.  The conceptual view of foundations in K-12 education builds off the logic models on philanthropy 

presented by Frumkin (2006) and incorporates the concepts of venture philanthropy and policy 

entrepreneurship. 
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Appendix C 

Interview Guide 

1. Could you tell me a little about yourself, your experience in education, and how 

you came to work at this foundation? 

 

2. Based on giving patterns and your foundation’s stated mission, K-12 education is 

clearly a focal point for your foundation.  Could you help me understand why, 

over other giving areas, education is important to your foundation?   

a. Alternative phrasing: What is the source or reason for your foundation’s 

commitment to K-12 education? Or, why K-12 education as a giving 

sector? 

b. Follow up: How does this help guide your work? 

 

3. Could you discuss a present K-12 education project or initiative that your 

foundation is current involved in and how it became focus for the foundation?   

a. Follow up: How or why was the issue decided upon?  What does the 

foundation seek to achieve through this work? 

b. Why are some types of projects selected over others? 

 

4. Can you think of an initiative or grant in education that your foundation 

considered, but elected not to pursue and why that was the case?  

a. Follow up: Mission mis-alignment? Resources? Capacity? 

 

5. Some describe the work of foundations as complex and dynamic.  Have you ever 

had to make mid-course adjustments in your grantmaking work?  If so, could you 

provide an example? 

 

a. Has there ever been a grant you wanted to make that failed to get board 

approval? If so, why was this the case? 

 

6. Some foundations explain their giving as an act of charity to a worthy cause 

whereas others see their work as a social investment with the need to strategically 

align grants to desired outcomes.  How might you characterize or label the 

approach that your foundation takes?   

a.  Follow up: If you could label or briefly describe the philanthropic 

approach or philosophy driving your foundation’s giving, what would it be? 

 

7. What are the challenges that your foundation has faced working in K-12 

education? Could you provide an example? 

 

8. What does successful grantmaking look like for your foundation? Could you 

provide an example? 
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Appendix D 

Sample E-mail and Access Proposal 

To:       From:  

Subject:      Attached: Research Study Summary31 

 

Dear __________________, 

Your foundation has been identified as a leading grantmaker to K-12 education, and I 

would like to invite you to participate in a study focused on capturing the perspectives, 

approaches, and desired outcomes of foundations granting to K-12 education.   

 

I am a doctoral student at The University of Texas at Austin in the Public School 

Executive Leadership program.  My dissertation, tentatively titled Why Give to K-12 

Education: Understanding the Perspectives, Approaches, and Desired Outcomes of 

Foundations, aims to capture a missing component of the academic conversation on the 

role of foundations in K-12 education–the voice of the foundation.  I believe 

understanding the views of the foundations is paramount to understanding the role in 

which they play in shaping K-12 education in America.  This research endeavor, 

however, hinges on the participation of foundation knowledge-holders such as you. 

  

For this study, I will be conducting interviews with foundation representatives from 

across the leading 35 foundations granting to K-12 education.  If you chose to participate, 

you will be asked to participate one interview lasting 30-45 minutes in length.  Interviews 

may be conducted by telephone or in-person.  In-person interviews will be conducted at a 

location suitable to the participant, which may be off-site from your respective 

organization.  

 

If you would like to know more about this study, feel free to review the attached research 

study summary.  If you are willing to participate, please reply with the best time and 

contact information so that we may set up an interview. I hope to include the perspective 

of your foundation in this study.   

 

In advance, thank you for considering my invitation to participate in an upcoming 

research project on foundations and K-12 education.  

 

Lindsay D. Cox 

Doctoral Candidate, The University of Texas at Austin 

Public School Executive Leadership–Educational Policy & Planning 

                                                 

31 The access proposal and the research study summary are the same documents.  For the purpose of the 

research proposal, the language used by Tracy (2013) is used (access proposal).  For contact with 

participants, a more fitting title was given along with the researcher’s personal contact information.    
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Welcome Participant,  

 

I appreciate you taking the time to learn more about my upcoming research on the 

perspectives of foundation granting to K-12 education.  Below you will find abbreviated 

descriptions outlining what the study is about, why you have been contacted, and more 

about me as a researcher.  I hope you will consider participating in this study.   

 

What is this study about? 

The study is titled Why Give to K-12 Education: Understanding the Perspectives, 

Approaches, and Desired Outcomes of Foundations.  Present academic research on the 

intersection of philanthropy and K-12 education focuses largely on the trends in giving 

and the strategic practices of foundations.  Lacking from the academic body of research, 

however, is the voice of foundations.  For my dissertation, I intend help fill that void by 

interviewing foundation representatives such as you.  

 

Why have I been contacted? 

As part of the research study, I used the Foundation Center database to compile a list of 

the top 35 independent foundations granting to K-12 education.  From those identified 

foundations, I have collected names and contact information for individuals who are in 

positions related to the education initiatives at each respective foundation.  

 

About the Researcher 

Before coming to study at The University of Texas at Austin, I worked as a public school 

teacher in western Colorado and for the Department of Defense (DODEA) at Fort 

Campbell, Kentucky.  As a teacher, I took on supplementary roles as a school-level grant 

and district-level curriculum writer.  For the past four years, I have been studying 

educational policy at The University of Texas at Austin.   

 

My past experience with foundations along with my studies at UT Austin sparked my 

interest in the role of philanthropy in K-12 education.  Under the direction of two co-

supervising faculty members, Dr. Jennifer Jellison Holme and Dr. Uri Treisman, I am 

pursuing this interest further by devoting my dissertation to the topic.  

 

How will the interview and research process work? 

The interviews for the study will be conducted either over the phone or in-person (if 

possible) at a time suitable to the participant.  A single interview will be conducted 

lasting about 30 minutes in length covering topics related to how your foundation 

approaches grantmaking, why your foundation decided to give to K-12 education, and 

what your foundation aims to achieve through these philanthropic acts.  The interview 

will be audio recorded to allow for transcription.  After the interview has been 

transcribed, you will receive the transcript back to check for accuracy.  If the transcript is 

accurate, the audio recording will then be destroyed.    
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For your privacy and confidentiality, both you and your respective foundation will be 

assigned aliases that will be used for the entirety of the research process.  Additionally, 

any personally identifiable information will be removed from the transcripts prior to 

analysis.   

 

Who is overseeing this study? 

The Institutional Review Board at The University of Texas at Austin as well as two co-

supervising faculty members is monitoring my dissertation research study.  

 

Who should I contact if I want to participate or if I have questions? 

If you are interested in participating or have questions about this study, please e-mail me 

at [personal contact information].
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Appendix E 

Table 13 

Venture Philanthropy Continuum: Adherence by Indicators, Top 35 Foundations 2013 

Foundation 

(ordered by rank) 
Self- 

Identified 

Leverage 

Over 

Pluralism 

Closed 

Applications 

High 

Engagement 

Milestone 

Funding 

Policy 

Involvement 

Going to 

Scale 
Language # 

Adherence 

to VP 

Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 8 High 

Walton Family Foundation, 

Inc. 
– ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 High 

The Michael and Susan Dell 

Foundation 
✓ ✓ – ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ 6 High 

Carnegie Corporation of New 

York 
✓ – – ✓ – ✓ – ✓ 4 Moderate 

W.K. Kellogg Foundation – – – ✓ ✓ ✓ – ✓ 4 Moderate 

The James Irvine Foundation ✓ – – ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ 5 Moderate 

The William and Flora Hewlett 

Foundation 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 High 

Gilder Foundation, Inc. * * ✓ * * * * * * * 

Laura and John Arnold 

Foundation 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 8 High 

The Wallace Foundation ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 High 

Paulson Family Foundation * * * * * * * * * * 

The Manton Foundation * * ✓ * * * * * * * 

Eli & Edythe Broad 

Foundation 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 8 High 

Joseph B. Whitehead 

Foundation 
– – – – – – – ✓ 1 Low 

The Edna McConnell Clark 

Foundation 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 8 High 

Oberkotter Foundation – – – ✓ – ✓ ✓ – 3 Moderate 

The Brown Foundation, Inc. – ✓ – – – – – – 1 Low 

The Joyce Foundation – ✓ – – – ✓ – ✓ 3 Moderate 
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Table 13, cont. 

Foundation 

(ordered by rank) 
Self- 

Identified 

Leverage 

Over 

Pluralism 

Closed 

Applications 
High 

Engagement 

Milestone 

Funding 

Policy 

Involvement 

Going to 

Scale 
Language # 

Adherence 

to VP 

The Pershing Square 

Foundation 
✓ ✓ ✓ – – – ✓ ✓ 5 Moderate 

The William Penn Foundation – ✓ – – – ✓ – ✓ 3 Moderate 

The Kern Family Foundation, 

Inc. 
– – ✓ – – – – – 1 Low 

Ewing Marion Kauffman 

Foundation 
– ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 6 High 

Charles and Helen Schwab 

Foundation 
– – ✓ ✓ – – ✓ ✓ 4 Moderate 

The Ahmanson Foundation – – – – – – – – 0 Low 

Richard King Mellon 

Foundation 
– ✓ – – – – – ✓ 2 Low 

Ford Foundation – – – – – ✓ – ✓ 2 Low 

Daniels Fund – ✓ – ✓ – – – ✓ 3 Moderate 

Robert W. Woodruff 

Foundation, Inc. 
– – – – – – – ✓ 1 Low 

The California Endowment – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 High 

NoVo Foundation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 High 

Longwood Foundation, Inc. ✓ – – – – – – ✓ 2 Low 

The Gottesman Fund * * ✓ * * * * * * * 

The Leona M. and Harry B. 

Helmsley Charitable Trust 
✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 High 

The Harry and Jeanette 

Weinberg Foundation, Inc. 
– ✓ – – – – – – 1 Low 

Total Number of Foundations 

by Indicator 
15 of 31 19 of 31 16 of 34 19 of 31 10 of 31 20 of 31 17 of 31 26 of 31 

  

Percentage of Foundations by 

Indicator 
48.4% 61.3% 47.1% 61.3% 32.3% 64.5% 54.8% 83.9% 

  

Note. Four foundations did not have websites leading to a lack of information to make a proper classification.  These foundations included: Gilder 

Foundation, Paulson Family Foundation, The Manton Foundation, and The Gottesman Fund. Asterisks indicate a lack of information available to 

determine the degree of venture philanthropic adherence.  Foundations were grouped into one of three groups: high, moderate, and low based on the 

number of venture philanthropic indicators they exhibited in foundation documents. Foundations with six or more indicators were categorized high, 

three to five indicators denoted moderate, and less than characteristics demonstrated low venture philanthropic subgrouping. 
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